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RE: Letter of Invitation

Dear Dr. Roland Oberhänsli and Dr. Richard Viljoen,

It is our greatest honor and privilege to apply for the opportunity for the Geological Society of Korea (GSK) 
and Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM) to jointly host the 37th International 
Geological Congress in Busan, South Korea, on August 25 -31, 2024.
 
The GSK and KIGAM are committed to a fruitful collaboration with the International Union of Geological 
Sciences to present a splendid opportunity for the sharing of achievements and insights among 
distinguished colleagues from a broad range of geological subspecialties, in a location of important 
geological significance in Asia.

The Korean geological communities, together with the support of the Korean Ministry of Science ICT 
and Future Planning, Busan Metropolitan City, the Korea Tourism Organization, and the Busan Tourism 
Organization, are dedicated to hosting the scientific must attend event of 2024, with a broad range of 
highly relevant short courses, symposia, excursions, and poster presentations; as well as a lively social 
calendar of networking events and sightseeing activities within the theme of The Great Travelers: Voyages 
to the Unifying Earth. The relaxed and friendly environment will offer a professionally and personally 
rewarding experience, allowing for dialogue and exchange of scientific expertise among the world’s 
leading experts in geoscience.

The proposed venue is the world-class Busan Exhibition and Convention Center (BEXCO) which has been 
home to many successful international and regional conferences and events, including the ASEAN-RoK 
Commemorative Summit, the 13th APEC Summit, the 95th Lion’s Club Convention, the ITU Plenipotentiary 
Conference, and the 45th IUPAC World Chemistry Congress.

Busan, is Korea’s second largest city and an ideal conference destination. State-of-the-art conferences 
facilities, a huge range of accommodation options, and a modern and convenient transportation 
infrastructure; along with highly-experienced meeting professionals will ensure the success of the 37th 
International Geological Congress. In this thriving and safe city, each participant of the convention will 
have a series of wonderful opportunities to appreciate Busan’s rich culture, urban conveniences, and 
natural legacy.

It is our sincere hope that the committee of the IUGS takes into account the many positive aspects of this 
bid proposal to host the 37th International Geological Congress in Busan, Korea.

We look forward to your positive response.

Sincerely yours,

Dear Dr. Roland Oberhänsli and Dr. Richard Viljoen

On behalf of the 3.5 million citizens of Busan, as Mayor of Busan Metropolitan City I am delighted to 
contribute to in the bidding process to host the 37th International Geological Congress in 2024.

Busan Metropolitan City would be honored to host the 37th IGC, the world largest academic event and 
gathering for experts on geoscience, and hope that by hosting this prestigious event we will enhance 
Korea’s competitiveness in the field, and increase the standing of the earth-sciences in Korea.

Thanks to its natural beauty, Busan has many tourist attractions such as rivers, mountains, beaches, estuaries, 
and islands. Busan has Korea’s largest number of geological destinations such as unique volcanic and 
sedimentary rock formations, dinosaur fossils and faults, making this sea-side city Korea’s best geological 
destination. Moreover, East Asia is known to have the world’s largest range of distinctive geographical 
characteristics, and China, Japan and Mongolia can be reached within 1- 3 hours direct flight from Busan.

Blessed with beautiful natural surroundings, and large-scale conference facilities which are located within 
fiveminutes of a range of excellent accommodation facilities, an international airport, port, and convenient 
road transportation infrastructure, Busan is one of the most convention friendly cities in the world. With 
an experienced professional talent pool who are ready to meet the needs of any convention planning 
committee and world class convention infrastructure in place, Busan has successfully hosted many 
renowned international events including the 2005 APEC Summit Meeting, 3rd OECD World Forum in 2009, 
and 2014 ITU Plenipotentiary, which have all served to reinforce its image as a convention city.

The City of Busan, along with the Busan Tourism Organization (BTO) and Busan Exhibition and Convention 
Center (BEXCO), are ready to provide a one-step service covering administrative, financial support, 
accommodation, transportation, as well as tour services and are committed to successfully hosting the 37th 
IGC.

Welcome to Busan in 2024!

Sincerely yours,

Expression of Interest to Host LETTERS 

Co-chairs of the Korean Bidding Committee Mayor of Busan Metropolitan City

INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS COMMITTEE
c/o Secretariat,
35th International Geological Congress Foundation
Private Bag X112 Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS COMMITTEE
c/o Secretariat,
35th International Geological Congress Foundation
Private Bag X112 Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

Byung-soo Suh
Mayor of Busan Metropolitan City 1001, Jungang-daero, Yeonje-gu, Busan 47545, Republic of Korea, Tel: 82-51-120

Daekyo Cheong
Co-chairman of Korean Bidding Committee
Former President of GSK

Kyu-Han Kim
Co-chairman of Korean Bidding Committee
President of KIGAM
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Dear Dr. Oberhänsli and Dr. Viljoen,

On behalf of each member of the Geological Society of Korea (GSK), as President of our society, I would like 
to present our bid for the honor of hosting the 37th International Geological Congress in Busan, Korea, in 
2024.

With a proud history of membership with the International Union of Geological Sciences since 1973, each 
member of the GSK is ready to enthusiastically support the 37th International Geological Congress in 
Busan, Korea, in 2024.

The 37th International Geological Congress in Busan will provide an anticipated 6,000 attendees from 
academia, industry, and business with an outstanding platform to publish results, share knowledge and 
enrich their professional networking; as well as benefit from a truly amazing cultural experience in the 
hidden of jewel of Asia: Korea.

This is sure to be a premier event, and I truly hope you generously support the 37th International 
Geological Congress in Busan, Korea.

I enthusiastically welcome you to Busan!

Sincerely yours,

The Geological Society of Korea
22 Teheran-ro 7-gil Gangnam-gu

Seoul
Tel: +82-2-3453-1550

Email: office@gskorea.or.kr

March 08 2016

Min Huh
President of the Geological Society of Korea

INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS COMMITTEE
c/o Secretariat,
35th International Geological Congress Foundation
Private Bag X112 Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

President of Geological Society of Korea  
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Geological Society of Japan 
 

Igeta Bldg., 2-8-15 Iwamoto-cho, Chiyoda-ku,   
Tokyo 101-0032, Japan 

TEL +81-3-5823-1150	 Fax +81-3-5823-1156 
e-mail main@geosociety.jp    

URL http://www.geosociety.jp 
 

 

The Geological Society of Korea 
 

April 23, 2016 
 

Supporting message for the 37th International Geological Congress at Busan in 2024 
 

The Geological Society of Korea (GSK) has expresses its desire to host the 37th 
International Geological Congress (IGC) at Busan in 2024. I am writing to express my 
strong personal support for this proposal that also reflects the feelings of my colleagues 
in earth-science community in Japan.  

Since GSK was founded in 1946, the Society has been central to the development of 
earth sciences in Korea. Under the leadership of GSK, Korean scientists have contributed 
to many fields of earth sciences. I would also like to mention the long-standing track 
record of productive collaboration between Japanese and Korean earth scientists, which 
has been particularly fruitful in developing our understanding of the geologic evolution of 
East Asia. In 2013, underwater drilling was performed by the International Ocean 
Drilling Program (IODP) in the Japan Sea (East Sea) (IODP Expedition 346) and many 
scientists from both Japan and Korea participated in this expedition. Their combined 
efforts were essential to its great success. 

As the current president of the Geological Society of Japan (JGS), I would also 
like to emphasize the close relationship between the JGS and GSK. This relationship 
was formalized in 2007 with the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between, 
and since this time we have arranged for the presidents to meet every year to exchange 
scientific views and promote further collaboration. 

In recognition of the broad-based collaboration between the earth science 
communities of Japan and Korea, both at the society and individual levels, the JGS has 
agreed to provide its full support to the 37th IGC at Busan in 2024. In particular, JGS 
plans to arrange ten courses of pre- and post-congress field excursions in Japan. I hope 
that earth scientists from around the globe will take advantage of this outstanding 
opportunity to visit Korea and experience first hand not only the geology of the area but 
also its unique ancient and modern culture.  
 
See you at Busan in 2024! 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Yasufumi Iryu 
President of the Geological Society of Japan 

President of the Geological Society of Japan

Letter of Cooperation
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Letters of Support

Minister 
Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning 

Vice Minister
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy
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Introduction

The official slogan for the Busan IGC 2024 will be "The Great Travelers: Voyages to the Unifying Earth”

The phrase “Great Travelers” reflects geologists with the past, present, and future passion, 
inspirations, and efforts to unveil the origin, interactions, and evolution of the Earth system 
and emphasizes the participants to the IGC 2024 Busan who will advance our existing 
knowledge of the physical and chemical processes of the Earth’s interior and surfaces, as well 
as other planetary bodies.

The phrase “Unifying Earth” stands for cutting-edge experiments, monitoring, observation, and 
theoretical endeavors to explore the fundamental nature and interaction of the atmosphere, 
hydrosphere, biosphere, and geosphere from the Hadean magma ocean covering the Earth 
in its early history to its current stratified structures, from that of a human lifetime to the 
billions of years of the geologic timescale. The efforts contribute to reveal hidden signatures 
of evolutionary paths of the Earth’s system. As we stand on the threshold of what may be 
called the Anthropocene where an ecosystem is irreversibly, influenced by human activities, 
the active discussion, the discovery, principal findings and development of knowledge during 
the Busan IGC 2024 will lead us to predict and solve anthropogenic global environmental 
changes, natural hazards, and changes in terrestrial and marine resources and the ecosystem.

Unified Korea has been anticipated for the last seven decades. With the unique scientific 
efforts to host the IGC 2024 in the Korean Peninsula, geologists in both south and north Korea 
will join together to discuss and reveal the geological history of Korean Peninsula. Whereas 
there have been a few such occasions in other disciplines, this will certainly be the first 
meaningful journey by the Korean geologists to the Unifying Earth.

Particularly, the Busan IGC 2024 contributes to establish the global network of “E-geology”, 
such as “Virtual Fieldwork program” connecting the important geological sites through 
internet. Access to the relevant information for the important geological sites will be available 
online. This will lead to a new evolution to the future education of geological sciences.

Finally, combining elements unique to the geological settings of East Asia and advances 
in electronics and internet technology in Korea, the Busan IGC 2024 offers a exciting stage 
where the geologists from all the globe can celebrate new geological discovery and scientific 
breakthroughs aided by one of the world-best, web-based infra structures.

The Korean Geoscience Community proposes that the 37th International Geological 
Congress should be held in Busan, Korea from 25 – 31st August, 2024. Close East 
Asian collaboration in the realms of science and culture provide the platform for this 
invitation. We propose that IGC 2024 will be held not only in Korean Peninsula: South 
and North but also in the entire East Asian countries: China, Japan, and Mongolia.

The Korean Peninsula is a key location on the Eurasian plate margin and just inside 
the Japanese trench-subduction zone off the Pacific plate. Through the pre- and post- 
Congress field excursion all the participants can easily cruise nearby various typical 
East Asian geological sites of Korea, Japan and China as well as unique oriental cultural 
amenities.

IGC 2024 is the global meeting place for the International Union of Geological Sciences 
(IUGS) and will be a venue for many other international geoscience organizations, 
providing facilities for holding both symposia and business meetings. It will also be a 
favorable location for small workshops and short courses.

A ‘Young Geologist Program’ will promote the attendance of young scientists especially 
from many developing countries. A ‘Geological Film Festival’ program will provide 
participants and accompanying persons with a wide range of movies related to 
geological sciences and geohazards. Financially and officially substantial support from 
local and central governments will ensure a successful hosting IGC2024 in Busan, Korea. 
As a venue, Busan offers spacious, modern and easily accessible conference facilities, 
BEXCO and accommodation ranging from First Class Hotels, Youth Hostels to University 
Dorms.

The Great Travelers:
Voyages to the Unifying Earth
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The Congress
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Founded in 1947, the Geological Society of Korea (GSK) is Korea’s academic society and professional body 
for geological sciences. GSK’s primary purposes are to further academic research in basic and applied 
geology, and to support the distribution of geological technology.

With 1,600 members in 2015, GSK supports and promotes academic conferences, field research, and 
special lectures; and publishes a national journal and an international journal, as well as various individual 
volumes. GSK has also undertaken many national projects including a Resource Exploration and 
Manpower Training program, Safety Evaluation Project on Radioactive Disposal Facility, and Management 
and Operation Plan for Geological Park.

The GSK has established academic ties with 32 overseas institutions including the United States 
Geological Survey (USGS). The GSK became a member of the International Union of Geological Sciences 
(IUGS) in February, 1973.

KIGAM was established as the Geological Survey of Korea on the 22nd of May, 1918. With this 100-year-
long history, KIGAM is looking forward to celebrating the centennial anniversary in the upcoming year 
of 2018. As the only government-funded geological research institute in Korea, KIGAM was mainly 
responsible for geological surveys and mineral explorations about a century ago.

With ever-expanding research capability, KIGAM has grown to become 'The Comprehensive Geoscience 
Research Institute' covering a variety of geoscience fields, including geological mapping, mineral 
explorations, petroleum & marine resources and geologic environment. Furthermore, KIGAM spares no 
effort in meeting the various needs of the public by providing meteorite analysis services and more.

KIGAM has four research divisions: Geological Research, Mineral Resources Research, Petroleum & Marine 
Research, and Geologic Environment Research. With great research capability, each division strives for 
'convergence' - taking the best from different fields and sources, which we believe is the best way to 
achieve the national goal of Creative Economy.

As our centennial anniversary is fast upon us, KIGAM has a new vision and mission to become a ‘World 
Best Geoscience Research Institute’. By realizing this lofty goal, KIGAM will contribute to the sustainable 
development of Korea, as well as the prosperity of the globe.

The Congress will be supported by Busan Metropolitan City, the Ministry of Science, ICT and 
Future Planning,  Korea Tourism Organization and Busan Tourism Organization.

The event will be jointly organized by  the Geological Society of Korea (GSK), and Korea Institute of
Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM)

Support The Geological Society of Korea (GSK)

Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM)

Organizers

Organization

Co-Chair

Committee

Dae-Kyo CHEONG Professor of Kangwon University
Former President of the Geological Society of Korea(GSK)

President of Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral
Resources(KIGAM)

President of the Geological Society of Korea(GSK)
Professor, Chonnam National University

*The names are listed in alphabetical order.

Kyu-Han KIM

Min HUH

Hyoun-Soo LIM

Executive Director / Principal Researcher of Geological Research
Division, KIGAM

Director / Principal Researcher / Hydrogeologist of Geologic
Environment Division, KIGAM

General Director of the GSK
Assistant Professor of Pusan National University

Bok-Chul KIM

Seung-Ryeol LEE

Tae-Kyung HONG

Young-Joo LEE

Young-Seog KIM

Director of Integrated Geoenvironment Research Center, KIGAM

Public Relations Team Leader of KIGAM

Associate Professor of Kangwon National University

Busan Exhibition & Convention Center (BEXCO)

Busan Metropolitan City

Director General of Mineral Resource Research Division, KIGAM

Senior Research Scientist of KIGAM

Korea Tourism Organization (KTO)

Professor of Seoul National University

Busan Tourism Organization (BTO)

General Director of the GSK
Professor of Yonsei University

Executive Director of Petroleum & Marine Research Division, KIGAM

Professor of Pukyong National University

Byung-Gon CHAE

Gyoo-Chul HA

Nam-Sik PARK

Sang-Mo KOH

Dae-In KIM

So-Yeong PARK

Sung-Keun LEE

Sunny LEE

Jin-Yong LEE

Jong-Hyuk(Kevin) PARK

Name A�liation

Core Committee
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•  National Research Foundation of Korea

•  Korea Foundation for the Advancement of Science and Creativity

•  Korea Institute of Ocean Science and Technology

•  Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

•  Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety

•  Korea Basic Science Institute

•  Korea Institute of Civil Engineering and Building Technology

•  Korea Electric Power Research Institute

•  National Institute of Environmental Research

•  Korea Meteorological Administration 

•  KEPCO Engineering & Construction Company, Inc.

•  The Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies

•  Korea Water Resources Corporation

•  Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Co. Ltd

•  Korea National Oil Corporation

•  Korea Rural Community Corporation

•  Korea Coal Corporation

•  Korea Resources Corporation

•  Mine Reclamation Corporation(MIRECO)

•  Korea Polar Research Institute

•  Korea Environment Corporation(KEO) 

•  Korea Gas Corporation

•  Cave Research Institute of Korea
•  InfoCenter for Environmental Geology
•  Korea Association for Deep Ocean
    Minerals Development
•  The Korean Society of Economic and
    Environmental Geology
•  Korea Society of Earth and Exploration
    Geophysicists
•  The Korean Society of Engineering
    Geology
•  The Paleontological Society of Korea
•  The Mineralogical Society of Korea
•  The Petrological Society of Korea
•  The Geological Society of Japan
•  CNU Korea Dinosaur Research Center
•  Industrial Mineral Bank
•  The Korean Earth Science Society
•  Korean Society of Soil and
    Groundwater Environment
•  The Korean Society of Mineral and
    Energy Resources Engineers
•  The Korean Society of Oceanography
•  Korean Meteorological Society
•  Energy &Mineral Resources
    Development Association of Korea

•  Kangwon National University,
    Department of Geology
•  Kangwon National University,
    Department of Geophysics
•  Gyeongsang National University,
   Department of Geological Sciences 
•  Korea University, Department of Earth
    and Environmental Sciences
•  Kongju National University,
    Department of Geoenvironmental
    Sciences
•  Daejeon University, Department of
    Geotechnical Engineering
•  Pukyong National University,
    Department of Earth & Environmental
    Sciences
•  Pusan National University, Department
    of Geological Sciences
•  Seoul National University, School of
    Earth and Environmental Sciences
•  Sejong University, Department of
    Geoinformation Engineering
•  Andong National University,
    Department of Earth and
    Environmental Sciences
•  Yonsei University, Department of
    Earth System Sciences
•  Korea Military Academy, Department of
    Environmental Sciences
•  Chonnam National University,
    Department of Earth Systems and
    Environmental Sciences
•  Chonbuk National University,
    Department of Earth and
    Environmental Science
•  Chungnam National University,
    Department of Geology & Earth
    Environmental Sciences
•  Chungbuk National University,
    Department of Earth and
    Environmental Science
•  Hanyang University, Department of
    Marine Sciences and Convergent
    Technology

The following institutions will contribute to the organization of the 37th IGC The following Geoscience Societies and Universities will contribute to the 
organization of the 37th IGC
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The three categories of symposia covering the full range of modern Earth Science are proposed for the 37th IGC

SymposiaThe proposed date for the 37th IGC is  August 25 - 31, 2024, with the opening ceremony scheduled for 
August 25, 2024. The scientific sessions will take place for 5 days from August 26-31. Delegates of the 37th 
IGC will have the opportunity to select from a wide range of short tours focused on local sites of geological 
importance. All organizations affiliated with IUGS will be invited to participate and contribute to the 
development of the scientific program.

The detailed proposed scientific program of the 37th IGC will follow the standard format of the IUGS and an 
International Scientific Commitment would oversee the program development.

A carefully selected Scientific Advisory Committee from across the spectrum of geoscience will support 
the Meeting Organizing Committee to develop a  scientific program to reflect the extraordinary breadth 
of the geosciences. 

Overall Shedule

Scientific Program

Scientific Program

14 – 24 August •  Pre Congress: Excursions, Workshops and Short Courses

•  Post Congress: Excursions, Workshops and Short Courses

25 August
•  Opening Ceremony

25 - 31 August

31 August

1 - 7 September

Symposia

•  Special Symposia

•  Topical Symposia(Oral/Poster)

•  General Symposia(Oral/Poster)

•  Excursions

•  Business Meetings

•  Geo Expo

•  Plenary Sessions

•  World YES
   Congress

•  Keynote Lecture

•  Closing Ceremony

•  Special Lecture

These symposia are grouped into a range of themes concerning East Asia realms and will include invited speakers  
only.

Topical symposia, concerning major interdisciplinary global themes, will include both invited and volunteer Speakers. 
These will consist of oral and poster presentations. 

Special Symposia

Topical Symposia

• Korea
• Japan
• China
• Taiwan, China
• Mongolia

• Earth System Management
• Changing Climates
• Gas Hydrates
• Geohazards
• Geodynamics and Plate Motions
• Mathematical Geology
• Geoscience and Nuclear Waste Disposal
• Medical Geology
• Storage of CO2

• Ultra-High Pressure Metamorphism

Suwolbong Peak, JeJu Island
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The topics of General Symposia will include all areas of Earth Sciences. They will consist of both oral and poster 
presentations. The scope of the General Symposia will be known to all who are familiar with the IGC traditions and 
subjects are listed below: 

Distinguished invited speakers will give presentations on major contemporary themes in the geosciences.

General Symposia

Tentative Invited Lectures

• Comparative Planetology
• Earth Interior
• Engineering Geology
• Environmental Geology
• Experimental Petrology Mineralogy
• Exploration Geophysics
• Geochemistry
• Geochronology and lsotope Geology
• Geodynamics
• Geonergy, incl. Geothermal
• Geohazards
• Geology of Fossil Fuels
• Geology of Mineral Deposits
• Geomagetism
• Geomorphology
• Geoscience Education and Geoethics
• Geotectonics 
• History of Geosciences
• Hydrogeology

• Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology
• Isotope Geochemistry
• Marine Geology and Palaeoceanography
• Mathematical Geology
• Metamorphic Petrology
• Mineralogy
• Neotectonics/Paleoseismology
• Palaeontology&Historical Geology
• Plate Motions and Regional Geophysics
• Precambrian Geology
• Quartenary Geology
• Regional Geology
• Remote Sensing
• Resource Economics
• Sedimentology
• Seismogelogy
• Stratigraphy
• Structural Geology and Geomechanics
• Volcanology

• Geosciences - the corner-stone of Global Sustainability
• Planetary Explorations - New Horizons
• Large River Dispersal Systems
• Deep-Seated Mineral Deposits
• Non-conventional Hydrocarbon Resources
• Himalaya: Tectonics, Topography and the Monsoon
• Seismicity at the continental margin of Eurasian Plate

Plenary Program

Tentative Topical Session 
• Global network of “E-geology”
• Geology and Geophysics of the Cryosphere: Focus on Poles
• Volcanism and Mass Extinctions
• Non-living Marine Resources
• Evolution of the Archean Crust
• Proterozoic Sedimentary Provinces and their Economic Potential
• Space Technology: New Applications to Geosciences
• Tectonics and Climate: Untangling the Puzzle
• Tectonic Geomorphololgy
• Earth Surface Processes - Large Scale Connections
• Interfacing Biotechnology with Agricultural Geology
• Geomicrobiology and Biogeochemistry in Life under Extremes
• Human Transformation of Earth Systems and Sustainability
• New Mapping Technology in Geosciences
• Forensic Geosciences
• Environmental Geochemistry and its application to Medical Geology
• Seismicity of Stable Continental Regions
• Geoscience Education – New Paradigms
• Geoscience in Sustainable Use of Oceans
• Geohydrology in Irrigated Regions
• Alternative Energy Resources- Planning for the Future
• Geology of Fuels
• Geoparks and Geo-Tourism
• Data Archival and Knowledge Systems in Geosciences
• Geophysics in Mineral Exploration
• Thermal Fluxes in Earth: Implications
• Geology of Deep Seated Rocks: Bore Hole Studies
• Global Dust Cycle and Climate 
• Studies of the Critical Zone in the tropical and other climatic areas

• Studies of the Critical Zone in the Tropics
• Geology and Geophysics of the Shallow Subsurface
• Integrated Geology and Geophysics of Cratons
• Extreme Events, Modelling and their Import on Earth Processes
• Earth Resources: Strategic Mineral Deposits
• Soils of the Earth and their Management for Sustainability
• Near Surface and Exploration Geophysics
• Numerical Simulations in Geosciences: Challenges and Opportunities
• Aquifer Mapping and Ground Water Management
• Global Geochemical Baselines
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The proposed Registration Fee will have a three tier format with early bird registration (USD 1,000), regular registration 
(USD 1,200) and late registration (after 01 August, 2024) + onsite registration (USD 1,400) to be charged. 

Full registration will include a congress bag, abstract volumes, local maps, working lunches, morning and afternoon 
tea/coffee and snacks, an invitation to the opening ceremony and other various get-togethers, and daily transportation 
between the hotels and the convention center during the 37th IGC.

Registration fee for students will be 70% of the fee for delegates.

Registration fee for the accompanying participants will be USD 500-600 and will include congress materials, lunches, 
tea/coffee and snacks, and the opening & closing ceremonies. 

Registration fee for the exhibitor staff will be USD 500-600 and will include lunches, tea/coffee and snacks, access to 
the exhibition area, and opening & closing ceremonies. 

Full Registration (Delegates)

Students

Accompanying Participants

Exhibitor Staff

Registration

The 37th IGC wil provide a rare opportunity for industry, corporations, university research organizations, 
professional societies and government departments to engage with the global geoscience community 
through Geo Expo, a trade-show style exhibition that will run throughout the congress. Food and 
refreshments served within the Geo Expo will ensure that it served as a major hub for delegates and 
encouraged interaction with the displays.

An exciting program of professional development workshops and multiple-day various field trips to 
regional sites held in the East Asia will bring geoscience issues of East Asia into global focus. By working 
with regional experts in the relevant fields, international attendees from a wide range of backgrounds 
will have the chance to apply and develop their technical skills and knowledge as well as expand their 
professional networks.

Geo Expo

Workshops and Field Trips

8th ICAMG in JeJu Island

Geological Museum in Daejeon
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• Equivalent of full support for travel, registration and living expenses for 1,000 scientists. This may be further enhanced 
with industry support.

• Registration Fee for all registered students will be 70% of the full registration fee. However, students needing 
additional financial assistance will be provided with economical accommodation options in guest houses, university 
hostels (2 star) at nominal costs of USD 15 per day, including evening meals.

• Low abstract submission fee of USD 10 will ensure that everyone has an equal opportunity to submit an abstract 
without financial hardship, and encourage a high volume of submissions. 

• Additional support for scientists from developing countries will be raised from government and other private sources.

World YES Congress and the Geohost Funded Delegate Program

We propose to ensure that every active scientist with an abstract that is accepted for presentation 
participates in the 37th IGC. We plan to provide financial support based exclusively on scientific merit and 
would strive for a robust Geohost program.

At the minimum this would comprise of the following:

Geological Museum in Daejeon

Geological Features
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Geology of the Korean Peninsula

Although Korea is a small peninsula, it is composed of a variety of minerals and rocks with different 
ages from Pre-Cambrian to Quaternary and the country is called “Museum of Geology”. Also, a 
variety of geological structures are developed associated with brittle faulting, ductile shear zone, 
various folding, back arc rifting, igneous intrusion and extrusion, mineral deposits, metamorphism, 
collision and exhumation, erosion and sedimentation, and dinosaur and even human activities. 
Busan is a metropolitan city with excellent geologicalsites and an ideal place to study on 
Cretaceous volcanic activity and related sedimentation, and coastal environments including 
estuary system.
The Korean Peninsula can be divided into five tectono–structural units or terranes (Fig. 1), from 
north to south, the Nangrim massif/Pyeongnam Basin, Imjingang Belt, Gyeonggi massif, Okcheon 
Belt, Yeongnam massif, and the Gyeongsang Basin. A brief description of these follows:

This tectonic unit includes the basement Nangrim massif comprising Late Archaean–Early Proterozoic 
high grade gneisses and schists, and supracrustal sequences of Proterozoic metasedimentary schists, 
quartzites, marbles, calc-silicates and amphibolites of the Pyeongnam Basin. The Nangrim massif is 
subdivided into two submassifs: the Kwanmo submassif and the Nangrim submassif. This Nangrim 
massif is regarded to be part of the Sino-Korean (North China) Block since the Proterozoic. The 
Pyeongnam Basin comprises the lower Paleozoic Hwangju Supergroup consisting of carbonate rocks 
with subordinate siliciclastic rocks, exclusively of marine origin, and the upper Paleozoic Pyeongan 
Supergroup (Daedong System) consisting predominately of sandstone and shale with small amounts of 
conglomerate, coal, and limestone.
The upper Paleozoic sedimentation was initiated in a marginal marine environment, followed by 
sedimentation of a thick non-marine siliciclastic sediments in the Permian and Early Triassic.

This belt forms the boundary between the Nangrim massif to the north and the Gyeonggi massif to the 
south. It is an east-northeast-trending fold and thrust belt comprising Archaean–Proterozoic basement 
rocks overlain by Silurian, Devonian and Carboniferous siliciclastic and carbonate metasedimentary 
sequences with > 2,000 m thick. Some of these rocks underwent low-grade metamorphism and 
deformation. This belt does not cross the peninsula and its eastern end is bounded by Jurassic granites 
and Paleoproteroic metamorphic rocks. It has been suggested, on the basis of structural, petrological 
and geochronological data, that this belt may be a candidate of the eastwards extension of the Qinling–
Dabie–Sulu collisional belt between the South and NorthChina blocks, but it needs further study to 
confirm this hypothesis.

The Gyeonggi massif is situated between the Imjingang Belt to the north and the Okcheon Belt to the 
south, and is a metamorphic terrane comprising predominantly Proterozoic gneisses and schists which 
have experienced at least three phases of folding. Also present are supracrustal rocks of quartzites, 
quartz schist, and biotite schist, probably of Meso- to Neoproteroic in age. These supracrustal rocks are 
distributed in the northern and southwestern parts of the massif. Some of supracrustal rocks considered 
to be of Precambrian age have been turn out to be Devonian in age based on recent studies on detrital 
zircon U-Pb age dating. This massif was intruded by Mesozoicgranitoids. The boundary with the Imjingang 
Belt is marked by an E–W trending ductile shear zone, the Gyeonggi Shear Zone that is unconformably 
overlain by Upper Triassic–Jurassic sediments and which has Upper Triassic mylonite ages.

Nangrim massif and Pyeongnam Basin

Imjingang Belt

Gyeonggi massif
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The Yeongnam massif is a metamorphic terrane to the southeast of the Okcheon Belt and is divided into 
a southern Jirisan complex and a northern Sobaeksan complex. It is overlain in the southeastern part by 
the Cretaceous Gyeongsang Basin. The Yeongnam massif comprises predominantly gneisses with minor 
schists, amphibolites, and metasedimentary rocks (micaschists, quartzites and calc-silicate rocks). The 
orthogneisses and granite gneisses of the massif range between 1.6 and 2.2 Ga and between 1.9 and 2.1 
Ga, respectively. Metamorphism in the Yeongnam massif occurred slightly younger than the main felsic 
magmatism. Ilmenite-bearing anorthosite bodies occur in the southwestern Yeongnam massif, and 
their ages are estimated to be Paleoproterozoic and Neoproterozoic. The large part of the Yeongnam 
massif was intruded by Triassic and Jurassic granitoids and the latter of which is most dominant plutons 
formed during the Daebo Orogeny related to the subduction of the Paleo-Pacific plate beneath the East 
Asian continental margin.

The Gyeongsang Basin is located in the southeastern part of the peninsula and is filled by a ~9 km 
thick succession of nonmarine sedimentary rocks and diverse volcanic deposits (the Gyeongsang 
Supergroup). The Gyeongsang Basin was formed under the extensional regime at the active 
continental margin during the Early Cretaceous. The succession has been subdivide into three major 
lithostratigraphic units according to their occurrence and the relative amounts of volcanic versus non-
volcanic deposits: the Sindong Group, mostly composed of nonvolcanic strata, the Hayang Group, 
consisting of volcaniclastic strata, and the dominantly volcanic Yucheon Group. The Yucheon Group may 
represent the peak continental arc volcanism. Cretaceous plutons having arc affinity are also present in 
the Gyeongsang Basin and their agesrange from Late Cretaceous to early Paleogene. Characteristically, 
their age becomes younger toward the southeast, suggestive of rollback of the subduction zone.
In addition to the above main geotectonic units, during the early Neogene a relatively small 
sedimentary basin (the Pohang Basin) was formed in the southeastern corner of the peninsula. This 
basin is filled by thick nonmarine to marine siliciclastic sediments dipping toward the southeast. The 
genesis of the Pohang Basin is closely related to the formation of the East Sea, by which the Japanese 
Islands were detached from the East Asian continental margin. Late Quaternary volcanism, mainly of 
alkali basalts, was active in the islands of Jeju and Ulleung.

Yeongnam massif

Gyeongsang Basin

Fig. 1. Simplified tectonic map of Korean Peninsula. NM: Nangrim massif, PB: Pyeongnam Basin, 
IB: Imjingang Belt, GM: Gyeonggi massif, TB: Taebaeksan Basin, OB: Okcheon Belt, YM: Yeongnam 
massif, GB: Gyeongsang Basin

The Okcheon Belt is a NE trending fold-and-thrust belt sandwiched between the Gyeonggi massif to 
the northwest and the Yeongnam massif to the southeast. The belt has been divided into two zones, 
a southwestern Okcheon Basin and a northeastern Taebaeksan Basin. Also present are a series of 
Mesozoic granites and several Cretaceous basins. The Okcheon Basin comprises generally unfossiliferous 
low- to medium-grade metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. Metavolcanic rocks are dated to be 
756 Ma, suggestive of Neoproterozoic age of the Okcheon Basin formation by intraplate rifting. The 
Okcheon Belt comprises late Precambrian to Paleozoic sequences. Metasedimentary rocks consist of 
pelitic, psammitic, calcareous rocks, of which the pelitic rocks predominate. Metamorphic rocks range 
from Late Proterozoic to Cretaceous in age with the majority being of Jurassic age but with peak 
metamorphic age of Early Permian. The metasedimentary rocks of this zone include slightly sheared 
diamictite that was originally interpreted as Precambrian tillites, but more commonly suggested to be 
post-Ordovician massflow deposits. It has been argued that the Okcheon Belt presumably formed by 
closing of a continental rift during Permo-Triassic time.
The Taebaeksan Basin comprises fossiliferous Paleozoic and Early Mesozoic weakly metamorphosed 
sedimentary rocks which unconformably rest on Precambrian gneiss and metasedimentary rocks of 
the Yeongnam massif. The sediments overlying the metamorphic basement comprise Neoproterozoic 
quartzites, Cambrian–Silurian shallow-marine sediments, followed by Carboniferous–Early Triassic 
marginal marine to non-marine sediments with coal measures. Lower Paleozoic sediments (the Joseon 
Supergroup) are consisted mainly of carbonate rocks with minor siliciclastic rocks. Cambrian–Ordovician 
trilobite faunas are closely comparable to those of North China and Australia and clearly formed part of 
the Sino–Australian eastern Gondwana faunal province at that time. The upper Paleozoic sediments (the 
Pyeongan Supergroup) comprise mainly siliciclastic rocks deposited mostly deposited in nonmarine 
environments except the lowest strata in a marginal marine setting. The unconformity between the 
lower and upper Paleozoic sequences spans more than 100 million years from Late Ordovician to Early 
Carboniferous, and is also recorded in North China. In addition, there are minor occurrences of strata of 
probable Silurian, Jurassic, and Cretaceous in age.

Okcheon Belt
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Tectonic Relationships between
Neighboring Countries or Regions of Korea

The tectonic relationship between Korea, China and Japan has been the issue of debate in Asian 
geology for several decades. Some geologists argue that Phanerozoic subduction and collision along 
the southern and western borders of the North China block led to formation of the Qinling– Dabie–
Sulu–Hongseong–Hida–Yanji belt. Several recent studies have brought to new aspects of Korean 
geology including the finding of Late Permian to Triassic eclogite facies metamorphism from the 
Hongseong area. There has also been substantial progress on the understanding of the tectonic history 
of East China. New reports of Paleozoic and Triassic high-P/T metamorphic belts have also come from 
Japan.

Another issue is the backarc spreading of the Japanese islands generating the East Sea (Japan Sea) 
between the Japanese islands and the Korean peninsula. It is a classic example of a backarc basin. Japan 
was originally attached to the eastern coast of the Eurasian continent. The subducting plates, being 
deeper than the Eurasian plate, pulled Japan eastward, opening the East Sea around 15 million years 
ago. The Strait of Tartary and the Korea Strait opened much later. The islands of Japan extend along the 
coast of the Korean peninsula and eastern Asia. The East Sea, between Korea and Japan, formed during 
rifting and subsequent extension of the sea, due to slab rollback. The East Sea extension has been 
episodic probably due to an interplay between Philippine Plate subduction, Pacific Plate subduction, 
as well as the extrusion of the Asian Continent eastwards after the collision of the Indian Plate, which 
formed the Himalayas, as well as numerous strikeslip faults that run through the East Asian Continent.

Taiwan, China is the world’s best example of arc collision and is still active, thus several highly deformed 
rocks and structures have been developed and many big earthquakes including the 1999 Chi-Chi 
earthquake occur. The Orogenic belt of Taiwan is located just off the coast of China, in Southeast Asia. 
It is on the corner of two subduction zone, the Ryukyu Trench and the Manila Trench. Taiwan, China is 
active geologically, having formed on a complex convergent boundary between the Yangtze Subplate 
of the Eurasian Plate to the west and the north, the Okinawa Plate on the northeast, the Philippine Plate 
on the east and south, and the Sunda Plate to the southwest. Subduction changes direction at Taiwan.

Collision of the Indian plate into Eurasian plate and its effect is another important issue in Asian 
Cenozoic tectonics. The suggested indentation and extrusion mechanism explains the structures and 
phenomena around the Indian plate, especially towards East Asia. The recent big earthquakes in China 
and Nepal are attributed to this tectonic mechanism.

The Japanese archipelago is composed of twenty seven geological belts and is affected by the 
movement of four different plates: two oceanic plates subducting under the main islands, and the 
islands themselves situated between two continental plates.

The islands of Japan are primarily the result of several large oceanic movements occurring over 
hundreds of millions of years from the mid-Silurian to the Pleistocene as a result of the subduction of 
the Philippine Sea Plate beneath the continental Amurian Plate and Okinawa Plate to the south, and 
subduction of the Pacific Plate under the Okhotsk Plate to the north. A volcanic arc running parallel to 
the subduction zone formed from the subduction of the Pacific Plate and the Philippine Plate under the 
Eurasian Plate.

Japan

The structural framework of China consists of three positive areas and the geosynclines that separate 
and enclose them. Eastern Asia was uplifted at the end of Triassic time and subsequent sedimentation 
was almost entirely non-marine. Mountain-forming movements, which began in mid-Pennsylvanian 
time and have continued to the present, produced a series of shifting sedimentary basins. The structure 
of central Asia is dominated by curving east-west mountainarcs but the coastal region is characterized 
by northeast-southwest trending structures. Throughout much of China, these two systems have 
produced a complicated interference pattern. Diastrophism that affected central and eastern Asia since 
the Paleozoic era was so profound that most parts of China are intensely folded and faulted. Five large 
sedimentary basins are present, however, two in Chinese Turkistan, one in Tibet, and two in western and 
northern China proper.

 The Geology of China can be divided into several parts. The historical center of Chinese culture is on the 
loess plateau, the world's largest Quaternary loess deposit, and on the alluvial lands at the east of it. The 
alluvial East China plain extends from just south of Beijing in the north, to the Yangzi river delta in the 
south, punctuated only by the igneous Shandong highlands and peninsula. South of the Yangzi River, 
most of the landscape is mountainous, dominated by sedimentary deposits and by the Yangzi craton. 
The most famous scenery in China is found in the karst landscapes of Guangxi and Yunnan provinces. 
The alluvial Sichuan basin is surrounded by mountains, the Qinling Mountains to the north and the 
Himalaya to the west and southwest. Much of Northeast China, or Manchuria, is dominated by alluvial 
plains, but the border regions with Korea are also highly mountainous. In the west, most of the Tibetan 
plateau is in China, and averages over 4000 meters in elevation. The Yunnan-Guizhou Pateau is also an 
extension of the Tibetan plateau. 

The upper part of the crust on the island is primarily made up of a series of terranes, mostly old island 
arcs which have been forced together by the collision of the forerunners of the Eurasian Plate and the 
Philippine Sea Plate, which is moving to the northeast. These have been further uplifted as a result 
of the detachment of a portion of the Eurasian Plate as it was subducted beneath remnants of the 
Philippine Sea Plate, a process which left the crust under Taiwan more buoyant.

 South of Taiwan, the Philippine Sea Plate is subducting under the Sunda Plate, forming the Luzon 
Volcanic Arc (including Green Island and Orchid Island). The east and south of the island are a complex 
system of belts formed by, and part of the zone of, active collision between the North Luzon Trough 
portion of the Luzon Volcanic Arc and the Eurasian Plate, where accreted portions of the Luzon Arc and 
Luzon forearc form the eastern Coastal Range and parallel inland Taitung Longitudinal Valley of Taiwan 
respectively. To the northeast, the Philippine Sea Plate is subducting under the Okinawa Plate, forming 
the Ryukyu Volcanic Arc.

Japan is situated in a volcanic zone on the Pacific Ring of Fire. Frequent low intensity earth tremors and 
occasional volcanic activity are felt throughout the islands. Destructive earthquakes, often resulting 
in tsunamis, occur several times a century. The most recent major quakes include the 2011 Tohoku 
earthquake and tsunami, the 2004 Chūetsu earthquake and the Great Hanshin earthquake of 1995. Hot 
springs are numerous and have been developed as resorts.

China

Taiwan, China
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Fig. 2. Simplified map showing the tectonic relationship between Korea, China and Japan.

Proposed Field Excursions
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Field Excursions Sorted by Countries or Regions

KOREA

Field Excursions under Consideration 

Field Excursions under Consideration 

Excursion-K01.  Landslides and rockfall hazards in the Mt. Sorak National Park
Excursion-K02.  The geology from Neoproterozoic to Triassic in the Hongseong area
Excursion-K03.  Lagoon with a history of sea level change
Excursion-K04.  General geology of the Seolaksan National Park and its surroundings by bus and hiking
Excursion-K05.  A living underground river: the Baegnyong Cave
Excursion-K06.  Paleozoic stratigraphy of Korea
Excursion-K07.  Polymetallic skarn deposits in the Taebaeksan Mineralized District
Excursion-K08.  The Permo-Triassic Imjingang suture zone around the DMZ (Demilitarized Zone)
Excursion-K09.  DMZ World Eco-Peace Park
Excursion-K10.  Field Excursion for Archaeogeology of Korea: Archaeology and relevant geology of Jeongok city
Excursion-K11.  Geology of Ogcheon area in the central part of Ogcheon Belt
Excursion-K12.  General geology of Cretaceous Nonmarine Subbasins in Korea
Excursion-K13.  Korean Early – Late Cretaceous Dinosaur Coast (I)
Excursion-K14.  Korean Late Cretaceous Dinosaur Coast (II)
Excursion-K15.  Pleistocene Coastal Terrace and Uplift Implication in the South Eastern Part of Korean Peninsula.
Excursion-K16.  Dinosaur land in the Cretaceous Gyeongsang Basin
Excursion-K17.  Safe Power of Atom and Faults
Excursion-K18.  Groundwater and Geothermal Resources
Excursion-K19.  Miocene crustal deformation and basin evolution in SE Korea
Excursion-K20.  Geotourism in the Busan National Geopark
Excursion-K21.  Geology of the Ulleung Island as a stratovolcano
Excursion-K22.  Geology of the Ulleung Island as a double volcano
Excursion-K23.  Small Island but large volcano, Dok Island
Excursion-K24.  Lava flow history from Manjang Cave

Excursion-K25. Mai Mountain Conglomerate: sedimentary and deformation structures
Excursion-K26. Hanryesudo southern islands district boat tour
Excursion-K27. Jeju Global Geopark Olle footpath walking tour
Excursion-K28. Cheongsong Juwang Mountain and Jusanji Lake
Excursion-K29. Gyeongju Stone Heritages and anti-earthquake designs
Excursion-K30. Geoje Island intrusive structures
Excursion-K31. Seoul City Tour including local geology, palaces and museums
Excursion-K32. Baekdu Volcanic Mountain and Cheonji Caldera Lake in North Korea
Excursion-K33. Geomkang Granite Mountain in North Korea

Excursion-C07.
Excursion-C08.
Excursion-C09. 
Excursion-C10.
Excursion-C11. 
Excursion-C12.
Excursion-C13.
Excursion-C14.
Excursion-C15.
Excursion-C16.
Excursion-C17.
Excursion-C18.
Excursion-C19.

Excursion-C20.
Excursion-C21.  

JAPAN 
Excursion-J01.
 
Excursion-J02. 
Excursion-J03. 
Excursion-J04.

Excursion-J05. 
Excursion-J06. 
Excursion-J07. 
Excursion-J08. 
Excursion-J09. 
Excursion-J10.

Excursion-J11.

Shallow- to offshore-marine siliciclastic bio- and lithofacies changes in Cretaceous Yezo forearc 
basin, central Hokkaido (Geology and stratigraphy of forearc basin deposits in Hakkaido, Japan)
Back-arc opening of the East Sea (Japan Sea) recorded in the Cenozoic sequence in northern Japan
Cenozoic tectonics and sedimentation arc-arc collision zone in central Japan
A continuous marine succession across the Lower-Middle Pleistocene boundary and the 
vicinity along the Yoro River in the Boso Peninsula, central part of Japan
Fuji Volcano: Island-arc active basalt stratovolcano
Geological and historical evidence of paleotsunamis along Japan Trench and Nankai Trough
Geological disposal of radioactive waste
Initiation and development of coral reefs in the Ryukyu Islands
Cretaceous convergent tectonics of SW Japan.
Carboniferous–Permian mid-Panthalassan atoll carbonates in an accretionary complex, 
Akiyoshi, SW Japan
General geology of the Tsushima Island, Japan

CHINA
Excursion-C01.
 
Excursion-C02.
 
Excursion-C03. 
Excursion-C04.
Excursion-C05. 
Excursion-C06.  

The depositional sequences and evolutionary history of the north China carbonate 
platform of early Paleozoic
Stratigraphy, paleontology and paleo-ecological environments of fossil dinosaurian 
eggs concentration area in Xixia, Xichuan and Liguanqiao basin, Henan Province
Volcanic landforms at Wudalianchi, Heilongjiang Provience
Mesozoic stratigraphy and faunae in the Luanping-Chengde region, Hebei Province
Mesozoic and Cenozoic paleobiocoenoses in Shandong Province
BIFs and related rocks field excursion in Yishui County, Western Shandong Province, 
Eastern Block of North China Craton

Petroleum Geology in Daqing Oil Field
Precambrian Geology and Mineral Resources in Liaoning Province
Precambrian Geological Section in Eastern Hebei Province and Jixian, Tianjin
Precambrian Geology and Mineral Resources in Daqing - Wulashan of Inner Mongolia
Precambrian Geology and Mineral Resources in Eastern Hebei Province
Neotectonics/Paleo-earthquakes and Surface Fracture in Shanxi Province
Precambrian Geology in Wutaishan and Hengshan Mountains in Shanxi Province
Precambrian Tectonic Evolution in Songshan Mountain in Henan ProvinceExcursion-C16.
Volcanic Geology in Changbaishan Region in Jilin Province
Underground Water Exploration/Development and Utilization in North China
Diamond-Bearing Kimberlities in Shangdong and Liaoning Provinces
Tectonic Geology in Tan-Lu Fault Zone
Damiao Anorthosite and V-Ti Magnetite and Anorthosite-related Apatite Deposit in 
Chengde of Hebei Province
Exploration and Utilization of Geothermal Resources in Tianjin
Cambrian Sedimentary Facies/Sequence Stratigraphy and High-frequency Cyclic 
Sequence of Carbonate Rocks in Beijing Xishan Mountain
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Excursion-K01.

Geologic Age : Precambrian

Area : Sokcho, Gangwon Province(Sokcho)

There have been many landslides and rockfall hazards in Korea. As the Precambrian rocks in Korea experienced 
several tectonic events they contain high density of rock fractures as well as foliations and highly weathered soil 
layers. The discontinuities made many rock blocks in the rock masses, resulting in various size of rockfall hazards. 
Rockfalls in Korea mainly occur in early spring and related with heavy rainfall events. Landslides also occur under 
heavy rainfall conditions when maximum hourly rainfall intensities are reached up to 100 mm/h during the summer 
seasons. Since average soil thickness ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 m in the mountain areas in Korea, most landslide 
types are grouped into shallow landslides. In this case rainfall infiltration from the surface plays an important role 
in triggering landslides. This field trip course will visit several sites of landslides and rockfall hazards, and field 
monitoring sites in the Mt. Sorak National Park which is composed of mainly Precambrian granitic gneisses. 

Landslides and rockfall hazards in the Mt. Sorak National Park

Main Contents 

• Rockfall hazards sites at Osaek valley and Cheonbul valley

• Landslides and real-time monitoring sites at Baekdam temple valley

Landslides occurred at the
upper slope of Cheonbul valley.

Rockfall hazards at Osaek
valley

Outcrop feature at Cheonbul
valley

Taiwan, China (under consideration)
Excursion-T01.
Excursion-T02.
 
Excursion-T03. 

Pre-collision accretionary prism in Hengchun Peninsula, southern Taiwan, China
Coastal Range, eastern Taiwan, China : Basin developments and arc-continent collision 
tectonic records
Central Range, eastern Taiwan, China and Chelungpu Fault 921 surface rupture sites

K09

K08
K10

K03

K01
K04

K05 K07
K06

K21

K22

K15

K02

K11 K18 K17
K19

K16

K13
K20

K14

K12

K24

K23

Field Excursions in Korea
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Excursion-K02. Excursion-K03.

The excursion will visit the outcrops showing Neoproterozoic igneous activities which were related to the subduction 
and rifting before and after the formation of Rodinia supercontinent formation. It will also include Triassic eclogite 
outcrop which confirms the extension of the Triassic Dabie-Sulu collision belt into Korean peninsula and middle 
Paleozoic high-pressure granulite which may be formed by the Paleozoic collision between microcontinent and the 
South China craton.

Lagoon is a lake that has been separated from sea partly or completely by sand bar, and it has been developed along 
the east coast of Korea. Lagoons have been reported in 18 sites that include maintained lakes (such as Songji-ho and 
Gyeongpo-ho) and alluvial plain buried by sediment. Lagoon has an important geological value, because it holds its 
sedimentary sequence which has been made during a long period of time. Also it is very high ecological value due 
to constitute unique ecosystem that mixed fresh and salt water. It will provide a unique opportunity to confirm the 
geological and ecological value of the lagoons through this excursion.

The geology from Neoproterozoic to Triassic in the Hongseong area Lagoon with a history of sea level change

Main Contents

Main Contents  

• Sijngok; Neoproterozoic serpentinized ultramafic rock 
formed in the suprasubduction tectonic setting 

• Gunzihari; Deokjeonri granitic gneiss whic h formed 
in the arc tectonic setting during Neoproterozoic and 
were metamorphosed during the Traissic collision 
between the North and South China blocks.

• Kwangcheon; The high-pressure granulite which 
formed in the Neoproterozoic rift tectonic setting and 
was metamorphosed during middle Paleozoic due 
to collision between the microcontinent and South 
China block.

• Baekdong; The paleozoic mafic rock formed in the arc 
tectonic setting

• Bibong; The eclogite which formed in the Neoproterozoic 
arc tectonic setting and was metamorphosed by the 
Triassic collision between the North and South China 
cratons.

• Hami; The Triassic post collision granitoid

• Changes of the lagoon area due to the supply of terrestrial sediments 

• Seasonal change of mixing pattern of fresh and salt water and geochemical characteristics in the lagoon

• Unique biota that can be seen in the lagoon brackish water environment

• Lagoon and human activity (past and present): Neolithic sites, beautiful buildings, harbors

• Lagoon as tourism resourses

• Geomorphological, geological and ecological measures for the preservation of lagoon

Bibong Eclogite Outcrop

Hwajinpo Lake Songjoho Lake

Kwangcheon serpentinized ultramafic outcrop

Gunzihari Neoproterozoic granitoid outcrop

Geologic Age :  Neoproterozoic to Triassic 

Area : Chungcheong Province 
Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Quaternary)

Area : Gangwon Province
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Excursion-K04.

The excursion will visit some of the typical outcrops of Paleoproterozoic and Mesozoic granitoids around the 
Seoaksan National Park at the northeastern margin of the Gyeonggi massif in Gangwon-do Province. This trip will 
focus on the Paleoproterozoic foliated porphyritic granites and Mesozoic plutonic and volcanic rocks, and the 
relationship between their uplifting and the opening of the East Sea. It will also include outcrops showing partial 
melting feautures of the basement gneisses which is the protolith of S-type Jurassic granite.

General geology of the Seolaksan National Park and its surroundings by bus and hiking

Main Contents

Ulsanbawi Rock - Cretaceous Sokcho granite

• Paleoproterozoic biotite gneiss and foliated porphyritic granites 
(Gombaeryeong and Daecheongbong granites) 

• Tectonic boundary between Paleoproterozoic and Jurassic granites

• Jurassic Osaek granite (garnet-bearing biotite and twomica granites), 
Garibong granite (porphyritic granite)

• Cretaceous Sokcho granite (Ulsanbawi Rock) and tuff - Jurassic Inje 
granite and NNE-SSW trending leftlateral strike-slip fault (Inje Fault)

• Alternative hiking to the top of Seolaksan Mountain(Daecheongbong 
Peak)

Excursion-K05.

Geologic Age : Lower Paleozoic

Area : Gangwon Province

A living underground river: the Baegnyong Cave

The sedimentary rocks along the Dong River are composed of Lower Paleozoic Joseon Supergroup, Upper Paleozoic 
Pyeongan Supergroup and Mesozoic Bansong Group. The carbonate rocks surrounding the cave are composed of the 
Maggol Formation which belongs to the Joseon Supergroup. The Formation is composed of limestone and dolomitic 
limestone which was deposited in the supratidal flat during the Ordovician. Baegnyong Cave mostly shows horizontal 
passages, which have developed along the east-west direction. This cave contains one main passage and three 
branches. The total length of the cave is about 1,875 m. Except for the few passages which are influenced by input of 
Dong river water, most passages show more or less constant temperature range (11.0~13.5℃) and humidity ranges 
from 70 to 100 %. Most of the passages show domal in cross section showing the typical shape of vadose passage, 
even though other shapes are also observed. This cave has been mostly developed along joint planes, whereas some 
parts of the passages were influenced by strike directions of bedding planes. (Pyengchanggun, 2006, “Scientific 
investigation of the Baegnyong Cave”)

Baegnyong Cave is a tourist cave which was opened to the public since August 2010. However, this cave still maintains 
nearly natural states because operations of the tourism are strictly limited by a conservation regulation. During the 
field excursion, participants will wear cave suits, boots, helmets and head lanterns provided by a control office. Various 
speleothems such as soda straws, stalactites, stalagmites, columns, flowstones, rimstones, anthodites, cave pearls, 
curtains and etc. are present in the Baegnyong Cave. The cave clearly shows formation processes of new cave passages 
in the lower level from current main passage. The orientation of the cave represents surface wall incisions in the 
meandering river and conduit systems as well as the formation of a natural bridge.

A cave pool inside the Baegnyong Cave
showing a newly forming passage in lower level

from the main passage

Various speleothems of the Baegnyong Cave
such as stalactites, stalagmites, columns and

flowstones

Geologic Age : Paleoproterozoic and Mesozoic 

Area : Gangwon Province 
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Excursion-K06.

Geologic Age : Paleozoic (Middle Cambrian to Middle Ordovician and Carboniferous to Permian)

Area : Gangwon-do Province Taebaek, Yeongwol, Jeongseon, Gangneung, North Gyeongsang Provinces (Bonghwa-gun) 

Paleozoic stratigraphy of Korea

Sequence stratigraphic correlation of the Taebaek Group. After Kwon et al.(2006).

One of the oldest true skeletal reef formed by stromatoporoids 
and bryozoans, Middle Ordovician Duwibong Formation at 

Sorotgol section. From Oh et al.(2015; in preparation).

Early Ordovician carbonates of
the Dumugol Formation exposed along

the Seokgaejae section.

Main contents

This excursion will visit the classical outcrops of the Taebaeksan Basin between the city of Taebaek and Yeongweol. 
This trip will focus on the Early Paleozoic carbonate-clastic mixed succession of the Taebaek and Yeongweol groups 
and siliciclastics of the Late Paleozoic Pyeongan Supergroup. At each outcrop visited in this trip, its local, regional and 
global perspective will be discussed. Depositional environments, geologic age of the Taebaek and Yeongwoel groups 
and their integrated sequence stratigrphic frameworks will be presented and discussed. Early Paleozoic radiation 
and resulting transition in biologic sedimentation will be another key discussion of this trip. Regional unconformity 
spanning through the Middle Paleozoic and its implication will be discussed. Outcrops of Late Paleozoic clastic 
deposits will be examined in terms of depositional processes. Additional Late Paleozoic outcrops showing the effect 
of tectonic and metamorphic features of the Triassic convergence between the South China and Sino-Korean blocks 
will also be included.

• The Taebaek Group at Seokgaejae and Dongjeom sections: Early Paleozoic (middle Cambrian through Middle 
Ordovician) mixed carbonate-clastic successions in terms of depositional environments, radiation of life forms, 
sequence stratigraphic frameworks and its regional implications. 

• Reefs of the Taebaek and Yeongweol groups: Overall transition from microbial-domianted to skeletal-dominated 
reef system of the Early Paleozoic, featuring the World’s oldest middle Cambrian lithistid sponge-bearing microbial 
reefs of the Daegi Formation and World’s oldest stromatoporoid-bearing true skeletal reefs of the Duwibong and 
Yeongheung formations.

• Depositional processes and environments of the Late Paleozoic Pyeongan Supergroup around the Taebaek area.

• Metamorphic facies of the Pyeongan Supergroup outcrop around the Jeongseon and Gangneung areas.
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Excursion-K07. Excursion-K08.

Geologic Age : Paleozoic to Mosozoic (Cretaceous)

Area : Gangwon Province

Geologic Age : Neoproterozoic, Paleozoic, Mosozoic

Area : Gyeonggi Province

Polymetallic skarn deposits in the Taebaeksan Mineralized District The Permo-Triassic Imjingang suture zone around the DMZ(Demilitarized Zone)

Main Contents  

Main contents

This filed trip will cover several polymetallic skarn deposits in the Taebaeksan mining district, which is a famous 
metallogenic area in South Korea that contains a wide variety of deposit types, including skarn, hydrothermal 
carbonate replacement, Carlin-like, pegmatite, greisen and gold–silver vein deposits. Many different types of skarn 
deposits occur in this district, and economic aspects have been reported for several important ore deposits including 
Shinyemi Pb-Zn-Fe, Dongnam Fe-Mo, Dongwon Au-Ag, Sangdong W-Mo, Geodo Fe-Cu, Wongdong Fe-Pb-Zn, 
and Yeonhwa I and II Pb-Zn. The mining district is situated at the Taebaeksan Basin, which consists of fossiliferous, 
unmetamorphosed or weakly metamorphosed sedimentary rocks of Cambrian–Ordovician Joseon Supergroup and 
Carboniferous–Triassic Pyeongan Supergroup. The former consists predominantly of carbonates with lesser amounts 
of sandstone and shale, while the latter comprises thick clastic successions. Plutonic rocks in this district can be 
classified into the Jurassic Daebo granites occurring as huge masses and the Cretaceous Bulguksa granites occurring 
as small stocks. In additions, map-scale faults are developed with trend mostly in NNE–SSW and NW–SE directions. 
Skarn deposits and its related hostrocks, granitoids, and structural characteristics will be examined in the excursion.

This is a 3 day-long field excursion to the Imjingang belt at the central west of the Korean Peninsula. Outcrops in the 
region are complex, ranging from Neoproterozoic plutonic rocks, Devonian sedimentary rocks & granitoids, Cretaceous 
pyroclastic rocks, and Quaternary basalts. The main focus of this excursion lies on the Devonian sedimentary 
sequences metamorphosed during the Permo- Triassic that sutured two Precambrian massifs of the Korean Peninsula. 
Although the low-grade part of metamorphic rocks in the belt unfortunately crops out in North Korean territory, 
the greenschist- to amphibolite-facies metamorphic rocks such as garnet schists, kyanite-staurolite schists, garnet 
amphibolites, and calc-silicate rocks as well as the development of mid-crustal scale ductile shear zone along the 
belt give us opportunities to examine orogenic processes at the crustal level. Moreover, the Imjingang belt has been 
considered possibly to be extended from the Dabie-Sulu belt in eastern China, and is a key to understand the post-
Gondwana amalgamation of East Asia.

• Zonation and texture developed in the skarn deposits

• Occurrence of skarn ores

• Plutonic rocks related to the skarn deposits

• Cambrian–Ordovician carbonate rocks and Carboniferous–Triassic clastic rocks around the deposits

• Neoproterozoic gabbroic amphibolite and syenite associated with the breakup of Rodinia Supercontinent.

• Devonian garnet hornblende syenite of crustal-scale deformation fabrics.

• Barrovian-type metamorphic zones: From garnet through staurolite to kyanite zones.

• Calc-silicate rocks of various combinations of calcite, quartz, Mg-diopside, scapolite, clinozoisite, hornblende, calcic 
plagioclase, K-feldspar, almandine-grossular garent, biotite, and aluminous titanite.

• Primary structures of basaltic lava flow.

• Sightseeing for the DMZ, and the archeologic museum.

W skarn ore in the Myobong Slate of the
Sangdong mine

Quartz porphyry (left) and garnet-rich skarn
(right) in the Wondong Fe-Pb-Zn deposit

Sheath fold developed in the
shear zone

Outcrop photograph showing
Ky-St-Grt schists

Basaltic wall along the Hantan
River
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Excursion-K09.

Geologic Age : Precambrian, Mesozoic, Cenozoic

Area : Northern part of Gangwon Province bordering with DMZ (Cheolwon, Hwacheon, Yanggu, Inje and Goseong)

DMZ(Demilitarized Zone) World Eco-Peace Park

Cheolwon Lava Plateau and steptoes in
DMZ(Cheolwon-gun)

Riverine wetland of
Yangeuidae(Hwacheon-gun)

Haean basin(Yanggu-gun)

Block stream of Unbongsan(Mt.) (Goseong-gun)

Basalt ravine of Hantangang(river) and
columnar joints(Cheolwon-gun)

Dootayeon(plunge pool)(Yanggu-gun)

Yongneup(swamp) of Daeamsan(Mt.)(Inje-gun)

Lagoon and tombolo(Goseong-gun)

Main contents

The Korean DMZ is the only heritage of the Cold War over the world. The DMZ and its adjacent regions has the 
various geological, geomorphological and ecological value(The value of geo-heritage).

Especially, the DMZ’s adjacent regions were certified as a Gangwon Peace(DMZ) National Geopark in 2014. The DMZ 
and its adjacent regions have geo-diversity with different topography and geology dependent on area at east-west 
direction from the Precambrian, Mesozoic and Cenozoic Era. Their historical attributes, cultural uniqueness and 
ecological resources still remain unexplored due to the Korean War in the early 1950s and the tension between the 
South and North during almost 70 years.

In conclusion, the DMZ and its adjacent regions provide a place where you can learn the value of geoheritages and 
how to human and nature would coexist on the earth.

The regions of Field Trip along the DMZ from west to east consist of Cheorwon-gun, Hwacheon-gun, Yanggu-gun, 
Inje-gun and Goseong-gun.

In Cheolwon-gun, the Cheolwon Lava Plateau caused by volcanic activities during the Quaternary Period of the 
Cenozoic Era. The lava flowed into this region by the fissure eruption. After this, basalt was removed by the stream 
erosion and then sunk granites were exposed on the surface. So, Cheolwon is one of the most important geosites 
in understanding geomorphology and geology.

In Hwacheon-gun, Yangeuidae is a stream wetland which is formed by change of fluvial sedimentary circumstance 
and the construction of 2 dams at each side across inter-Korean border. As entrance into this site have been 
prohibited strictly for 70 years, the ecosystem of Yangeuidae recovered itself from ruins of the Korean War.

In Yanggu-gun, Dootayeon is a plunge pool under waterfall which is formed by meander cutting. This area was 
strictly controlled by a civilian access during last 60 years, although the control is cancelled recently. The Hae-an 
Basin is a typical landform of erosion basin. This basin was formed by differential weathering and erosion of granitic 
and metamorphic rocks. The central of basin at the lower part is deeply weathered. The outer wall of basin at the 
higher part is composed of metamorphic rock.

In Inje-gun, Yongneup of Mt. Daeam is at a height of 1,260 meters. This swamp has been protected by a mountain 
wetland on a high flat summit “Ramsar Convention on Wetlands” since 1997, as the first convention on wetlands in 
Korea.

In Goseong-gun, the Hwajinpo is the largest lagoon in Korea that is made by damming up a bay mouth by sand 
spit. Due to this fantastic landscape, this area was used by South and North Korean President’s villas in the past. 
Recently, so many visitors come to this area. The block stream of Unbongsan(Mt.) is representative distribution area 
of basalt from the Tertiary Period of the Cenozoic Era in Korea. It has talus and block stream of basalt formed during 
the dismantling of columnar joints.
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Excursion-K11.

Since early 1973 when the Acheulean (or Archeulean-like) hand axes were first found in Korean peninsula, 
Jeongok city has been regarded as a representative place for palaeolithic archaeology in Korea. In this excursion, 
Quaternary volcanics that indicate several different eruptional episodes will be introduced. Furthermore, this trip 
will visit Quaternary sediments where the palaeolithic tools were excavated.

The excursion will visit some outcrops along a road passing through the amusement park of the Geumgang(Silk River), 
Chungcheongbuk-do, Korea. The trip will show most of lithofaices of the multiply deformed Ogcheon Supergroup of 
Neoproterozoic ~ Paleozoic age in the Ogcheon intracontinental rift zone. It will be introduced geological and rock 
structures and tectono-metamorphic history of the Ogcheon Supergroup in the Ogcheon area in the central part of 
the Ogcheon Belt.

Main Contents 

Main Contents 

Geology of Ogcheon area in the central part of Ogcheon Belt

• Visit to Jeongok Prehistory Museum

• Quatenrary basalts with the age of ~ 100-540 ka (by Ar-Ar Dating)

• Middle Pleistocene fluvial sediments (Baekuiri Formation)

• Middle to Late Pleistocene paleosols where the palaeolithic tools were excavated.

• Upper metapelite (Munjuri Formation): Multiply doformed 
rockstructure and contact-metamorphosed coarse-grained 
andalusite and sillimanite by the Jurassic Ogcheon granite

• Metaconglomerate (Hwanggangri Formation): Pebbles ranging from 
a few mm to over 50 cm in size with mainly calcareous, psammitic 
and partly basic, pelitic matrices, and very strongly elongated 
pebbles related to the formation of the giant sheath-type fold

• Metacalcareous rock (Geumgang Limestone): Intra-folial and sheath-
type folds formed by the silicious layers within calcareous rocks

• Lower metapelite (Changri Formation): Chevron- or kink-type 
parasitic folds of various scales as the same generation as the 
Geumgang drag fold

• Metabasite: Metagabbro and greenstone in lithofacies, product of 
bimodal volcamism related to the intracontinental rifting

Upper metapelite

Geologic map of the Jeongok area Acheulean hand axes

Metaconglomerate Metacalcareous rock Lower metapelite

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Quaternary)

Area : Gyeoggi Province (Jeongok)

Geologic Age : Neoproterozoic to Paleozoic

Area : North Chungcheong Province  

Excursion-K10.

Field Excursion for Archaeogeology of Korea: Archaeology and relevant geology
of Jeongok city
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Excursion-K12. Excursion-K13.

The excursion covers the Cretaceous subbasins in southwestern part of the Korean Peninsula, at the margin of the 
East Asian continent. These basins are located along both boundaries of NE-SW trending Paleozoic foldbelt (Okcheon 
Belt). Their evolution is closely related to the subduction of the Paleo-Pacific Plate beneath the East Asian continent 
during the Cretaceous time. These basins were formed by sinistral strikeslip faults due to northward oblique 
subduction of the oceanic plate (Izanagi Plate) in the Early Cretaceous. Nonmarine sedimentation in alluvial, fluvial, 
and lacustrine environment occurred in the basins with associated volcanism. Subsequently, due to changes in the 
subduction direction of the oceanic plate as orthogonal to the continental margin, the basins were closed and the 
basinfill was uplifted by compression in the Late Cretaceous. The trip will introduce general geology and evolution of 
Cretaceous nonmarine basins in South Korea with focus on the Haenam, Yeongdong, Gyeokpo, and Jinan basins.

The excursion will visit some of Natural National Monuments and molluscs fossil sites in the southeastern coast of 
South Korea. The trip will focus on the Early Cretaceous dinosaur, pterosaur, and birds tracks and trackways including 
molluscs, dinosaur eggs and vertebrate bone fragments and so on.

It will also include the world smallest theropod footprints site, the most abundant pterosaur tracksite, and the first 
reported wadding bird tracksite.

General geology of Cretaceous Nonmarine Subbasins in Korea Korean Early – Late Cretaceous Dinosaur Coast (Ⅰ)

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Cretaceous)

Area : North Jeolla Province (Jinan, Kyokpo), South Jeolla Province (Haenam), North Chungchong Province (Yeongdong)

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Cretaceous) 

Area : South Gyeongsang Province, Busan

Main Contents 
Main Contents

• Haenam Basin: fan, delta, and lacustrine environment. Dinosaur footprint

• Yeongdong Basin: fan, fluvial, and lacustrine environment

• Gyeokpo Basin: subaqeous delta environment with volcaniclastic sedimentation

• Jinan Basin: fan, fan delta, alluvial plain, and lacustrine environment. Uplifted by compression

• Yangpo-ri (or seongbang-ri) molluscs fossil site : Hasandong Formation, Namhae county

• Bito island dinosaur, pterosaur, and bird tracksite : Jinju Formation, Sacheon city

• Adu islet dinosaur eggs and tracksite : Haman Formation, Sacheon city

• Gain dinosaur tracksite : Haman Formation, Namhae county

• Deokmyeong-ri tracksite : Jindong Formation, Goseong county

• Hotan-dong pterosaur, bird, and dinosaur tracksite : Jinju Formation, Jinju

• Gajin-ri tracksite : Haman Formation, Jinju city

• Yongsan-ri bird tracksite : Haman Formation, Haman county

• Gohyeon-ri tracksite : Jindong Formation, Jindong-myeon

• Geoje Galgot-ri tracksite : Seongpori Formation, Geoje city

• Amnam park dinosaur egg site : Dadaepo Formation, Busan city

Volcaniclastic sedimentation of
Gyeokpo Basin

The boundary between the
Seokpo tuff and the Gyeokpori

Fm. in the Gyeokpo Basin

Uplifted basinfill
(conglomerate) of the Jinan Basin

The Pes and manus of the pterosaur in the 
Early Cretaceous Jinju Formation(Hotan-

dong tracksite)

Ignotornis gajinensis trackways and zigzag 
shaped bill-marks in Early to Late Cretaceous 

Haman Formation (Gajin tracksite)

Deokmyeong-ri dinosaur tracksite of the 
Late Cretaceous Jindong Formation

Gohyeon-ri dinosaur tracksite of the Late Cretaceous
Jindong Formation

The Geoje Galgot-ri tracksite of the Late Cretaceous
Seongpori Formation.
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Excursion-K14.

The excursion will visit some of Natural National Monuments and dinosaur, pterosaur, and bird track sites in the 
southwestern coast of South Korea. The trip will focus on the Late Cretaceous dinosaur, pterosaur, and birds tracks and 
trackways. It will also include the dinosaur bone and egg site.

Korean Late Cretaceous Dinosaur Coast (Ⅱ)

 Main Contents  
• Mokpo Natural History Museum : Large Theropod Egg Nest from Aphae Island

• YSinan Saok Island Dinosaur and Bird Tracksite : age unknown, Sinan county

• Haenam Uhang-ri Dinosaur, Pterosaur, and Bird Tracksite : Uhangri Formation, Haenam county

• Boseong Bibong-ri Dinosaur egg site : Seonso Conglomerate, Boseong county

• Yeosu Nangdo-ri Dinosaur Tracksite : 81-65 Ma, Yeosu city

• Hwasun Seoyu-ri Dinosaur Tracksite : Jangdong Tuff, Hwasun county

Yeosu Nangdo-ri Dinosaur
Tracksite

Theropod trackways in the Hwasun Dinosaur tracksite Dinosaur egg in the Boseong Bibong-ri Fossil site

Dinosaur tracks in the Late Cretaceous
Nangdo-ri tracksite.

Late Cretaceous Hwasun
Dinosaur tracksite

Excursion-K15.

Coastal terraces are ubiquitously distributed at the southeastern part of the Korean Peninsula, showing stepwise 
morphological patterns along the shores and composed of gravels and sands formed under the wave-dominant 
shoreface and berm. The four terraces are typified by almost parallel distributions of longitudinal levels along the 
coasts; from the traversing profile the lowermost topographical level constitutes the 1st terrace level is formed in 
the alluvial plain during the middle Holocene (Holocene Climatic Optimum, 7~8ka). The 2nd terrace level can be 
indentified well below 10~33m (asl), and formed since the Last Interglacial period (~125ka, ~MIS 5e~MIS 5a), and the 
3rd terrace level is distributed at above 43~47m (asl), representing the upper middle Pleistocene (MIS 7 ~ MIS 9).

Longitudinal and traversing terrace profiles indicate systematic upliftings since the upper middle Pleistocene, which 
can be either supported by OSL datings of the fine sediments overlying terrace gravels or the tephra fragments (AT, 
Ata, Aso-4) indentified in the sandy silts (paleosoils) on the gravelly terrace deposits. The general uplift rates range ca 
0.14~2.8m/ka, which shows relatively smaller than the Island Arc. The rate is relatively smaller than the contemporary 
rate of vertical movement (0.8mm/yr) in the East Coast, which has been computed by monitoring data of the last 
several decades, particularly tuned to high resolution GPS installed in the Korean Peninsula.

Pleistocene Coastal Terrace and Uplift Implication in the South Eastern Part of the Korean Peninsula.

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Quaternary)

Area : North and South Gyongsang Provinces (Pohang, Gyeongju), Ulsan

Main contents

Morphostratigraphy of gravel sequences and chronology based on the coastal terrace systems

Location maps of coastal terra ces in the southeastern part of Korean Peninsula :
TS4-1 and TS4-2 (Heunghae, Pohang City), TS8 (Yangnam, Gyeongju City)

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Cretaceous)

Area : South Jeolla Province
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Left (TS4-1) : Eupcheon Coastal Terrace, 2nd Tr(L), are composed of pebbly beach gravels toward the 
Nasan Elementary School.
Right (TS4-2) : Eupcheon Coastal Terrace, 2nd Tr(L), are composed of pebbly to cobbly beach gravels to 
the beach direction.

OSL chronology of Coastal Terraces in the north of Pohang : The 2nd coastal terrace as high as 34m (2nd 
Tr (H)) were formed during the high stand of sea level in the Last Interglacial (MIS 5e), while the 2nd 
coastal terrace as low as 10-12m (2nd Tr (L)) were formed during the high stand of sea level in the Last 
Interglacial (MIS 5a).

Excursion-K16.

The excursion will visit diverse track sites of dinosaurs, pterosaurs, and birds in the Cretaceous fluvial to lacustrine 
deposits. It will also include visiting outcrops of unique sedimentary structures and paleosols and small museums of 
natural history. In this field trip you can experience not only Cretaceous terrestrial ecosystem in Korean Peninsula but 
also scenic views in coastal and inland areas.

Dinosaur land in the Cretaceous Gyeongsang Basin

Main Contents 

• Early Cretaceous Bird track site in Gajinri, Jinju (National Monument)

• Early Cretaceous Pterosaur track site in Hotan-dong, Jinju (National Monument)

• Early Cretaceous Meandering river deposits and paleosols in Yusuri, Jinju (National Monument)

• Late Cretaceous Dinosaur track site in Deokmyeongri, Goseong (National Monument)

• Late Cretaceous Dinosaur track site and pre-historic petroglyphs in Ulasn

• Late Cretaceous fluvio-lacustrine deposits and volcanism in Busan National Geopark

Ornithopod trackway on the Late 
Cretaceous lacustrine mudflat deposits at

Deokmyeongri, Goseong

Dinpsaur Museum at
Deokmyeongri Dinosaur

tracksite, Goseong

Coastal outcrop of the Late Cretaceous 
volcaniclastic deposits at Taejongdae, 

Busan National Geopark

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Cretaceous)

Area : South Gyongsang Province, Ulsan

Panorama view of the Late Cretaceous fluvial deposits along the Songdo coast, Busan National Geopark
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Excursion-K17.

It is critical to understand tectonic framework and characteristics of a site for nuclear facilities, such as nuclear 
power plants and radioactive waste repositories as we already have observed the possible impact to the public and 
the environment through the disastrous accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plants in 2011. Before 
selecting a site for a nuclear facility, there is a stepwise evaluation procedure to identify and confirm the geological 
and tectonic safety of the potential site for the lifetime of the facility. Three nuclear facility sites are located along 
the coastal area of SE Korea, about 25 km away from Neotectonic fault systems called the Yangsan and Ulsan Fault 
System (Fig. 1). The Yangsan and Ulsan Fault System was initiated at around 14~42 Ma and experienced various 
tectonic movements, i.e., mainly strike-slip, and extensional and compressional environments through Tertiary 
and Quaternary Period. The Quaternary faults ever found in the Korean Peninsular are mostly distributed along the 
Yangsan-Ulsan Fault System (Fig. 2). The Yangsan fault has resulted in finite fault displacement of maximum 35 km (of 
right-lateral strike-slip component) on the ground.

This excursion is designed to introduce the procedure of the tectonic safety evaluation, including fault analysis, for 
a nuclear facility site, to visit and discuss over the key Neo-tectonic outcrops that were reviewed during the safety 
evaluation procedure, and to visit a fault monitoring system installed around a quaternary fault showing recent fault 
movement near the Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste Repository in Gyeongju, South Korea.

Safe Power of Atom and Faults

Geologic Age : Cenozoic

Area : South Gyongsang Province (Coastal area of Gyeongju) 

Main Contents   

• Introduction to site safety evaluation for a nuclear facility site

• Visit to Quaternary outcrops near nuclear facilities: Quaternary faults and layers exhibiting relics of fault 

displacement, earthquake-induced sedimentary structures, and other features key to site safety evaluation for a 

nuclear facility installation.

• Visit to Eupcheon Fault Monitoring System installed near a nuclear power plant (EFMS): EFMS is a set of surface fault 

movement monitoring system consisting of 2 borehole strainmeters, 2 borehole seismometers, 3 GPS posts, and 1 

creepmeter.

• Visit to Gyeongju Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Wast Repository (LILRWR) site

(a, b) Regional geological map around the study area. (c) Distribution of Quaternary fault sites in the 
southeastern part of the Korean peninsula. The youngest OSL or C14 ages of the sediments displaced by the 
faults at each site (marked with numbers within white boxes) are presented in black boxes. (from Lee et al., 
2015).

Above: Outcrop photo of the Suryum fault. Numbers in white quadrangles indicate units from 1 to 8. Red 
lines represent the major fault (F1) and two subsidiary faults (F2 and F3). White open circles are sample sites 
for OSL age dating, and solid white circle is for 14C date. Black asterisk is for OSL ages reported by Jeong et 
al. (2007). Blue rectangle indicates close-up photograph for Units 1, 2 and 3 in the vicinity of the reverse fault 
line F1. (from Choi et al., 2009)
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Excursion-K18. Excursion-K19.

The excursion will consist of visiting the EGS pilot plant and National Groundwater Monitoring Stations. During 
the excursion, the participants will gain an insight to understand the current status and characteristics of the 
groundwater and geothermal resources in Korea

Geology of the southeast Korea offers an exceptional opportunity to study the western Pacific tectonic events 
during the late Oligocene to Middle Miocene. The excursion will covers the Gyeongju–Pohang area including critical 
outcrops for interpreting the Miocene crustal deformation and basin evolution history, SE Korea, in response to the 
East Sea (Sea of Japan) opening. The trip will focus on the basin marginal characteristics, stratigraphy and volcano-
sedimentary evolution of the Miocene basin fills, and major structural features including the tectonic and volcanic 
induced structures.

There is no high temperature resource associated with active volcanos or tectonic activity. However, the Pohang area 
in the southeastern part of Korea is covered with tertiary sediments and has a relatively high heat flow (>80 mW/m2) 
and geothermal gradient (>33 °C/km). In this area, the Korean Government launched a geothermal power generation 
project adopting Enhanced Geothermal System (EGS) technology at the end of 2010. The EGS pilot plant project is 
the first attempt to realize geothermal power generation in Korea.

There are more than 500 National Groundwater Monitoring Networks (NGMN) in Korea. The participants will go to 
one of them around the EGS pilot plant. For each monitoring station, groundwater level, water temperature, and 
electrical conductivity are measured every one hour using the integrated probe and these data are stored in the data 
logger. The data are used for conserving and utilizing groundwater resources sustainably.

Groundwater and Geothermal Resources Miocene crustal deformation and basin evolution in SE Korea

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Tertiary)

Area : North Gyongsang Province (Pohang)

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Miocene)

Area : North Gyongsang Province (Gyeongju, Pohang) 

Main Contents 

• Pohang EGS pilot plant:

• Groundwater monitoring stations:

A conceptual model of the Korea EGS pilot project, and site image.

Main Contents 

• Early Miocene Haseo Basin: Basin bounding faults, Quaternary fault

• Early Miocene Waup and Eoil basins: Correlative dacitic ignimbrite, Syn-depositional structures

• Early Miocene Janggi Basin: Early Miocene volcanic rocks and terrestrial sediments, Yangpo Diatreme, onshore CO2 

storage pilot site

• Middle Miocene Pohang Basin: Middle Miocene marine sediments, Fan-delta deposits, Syndepositional structures 

(deformation bands)

Fan-shaped columnar joint of
the Early Miocene basalt

A NNE-striking fault of the Miocene Ocheon Fault System 
showing a fault damage zone
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Excursion-K20. Excursion-K21.

The excursion will visit some of representative geosites in the Busan National Geopark. The Geopark has the 
Nakdong Estuary, Morundae, Dusong Peninsula, Dudo, Taejongdae, Oryukdo, Igidae, Jangsan, Geumjeongsan, 
Orbicular Gabbro, Baekyangsan of 12 geosites. The excursion course including the Morundae, Dusong Peninsula, 
and Sondo Peninsula geosites is located in the Dadaepo Basin, which is a small Cretaceous intra-arc pull-apart basin 
formed by NNE-striking sinistral strike-slip faulting, and will offer an opportunity to understand the tectonic setting, 
deformation history, sedimentary environment of SE Korea during the Late Cretaceous. The geosites are composed 
of distinctive geoheritages such as basaltic lava, rhyolitic dike swarms, dacitic crystal tuff, syn-depositional normal 
faults, clastic dikes, paleo-seismic structures, compound calcrete deposits, calcic paleosols, reduction spots, petrified 
wood fragments, and dinosaur egg nest fossils.

Ulleung Island is a stratovolcano formed during the Pliocene to Holocene, having a variety of petrology and 
structures. The excursion includes the trail courses and sites along the shoreline of the island, through which the 
stratovolcanic features can be recognised.

Geotourism in the Busan National Geopark Geology of the Ulleung Island as a stratovolcano

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Late Cretaceous) 

Area : Busan

Geologic Age : Cenozoic 

Area : North Gyongsang Province

Main Contents 

Main Contents 

• Morundae geosite: syn-depositional normal fault, rollover anticline, neptunian clastic dike, flower structures in 

strike-slip fault zone, dike and en echelon veins, sand pipes by seismic shock, sea cliffs, wave-cut platforms, shingle 

beaches, and so on

• Dusong Peninsula geosite: records of ancient channels, andesitic sill, conjugate normal fault, compound calcrete 

deposit, reduction spot, petrified wood fragment, clastic dike, paleo-seismic structure, and fossils of dinosaur eggs

• Songdo Peninsula geosite: basaltic lava, dacitic crystal-tuff, rhyolitic dike swarms, reduction spot, syn-depositional 

fault, clastic dike, dinosaur egg nest fossils, and calcic paleosol (calcrete)

• Dodong/Jeodong Coast

• Turtle Rock

• Noodle Rock

• Mushiroom Rock

Dusong Peninsula geosite: syn-deopstional normal faults Songdo Peninsula geosite: Lower-Dadaepo Formation

Seaside walkway along the Dodong Coast showing both external and internal outcrops of lava and ignimbrite layers. 
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Ulleung Island is a double volcano, having trachytic dome, called Albong, in the caldera. The excursion includes the 
trail courses and sites mainly in the northern and central part of the island where the double volcano can be seen 
with the beautiful view of this lonely island. It also provides us to imagine the order of the volcanic activities formed 
the island.

Geology of the Ulleung Island as a double volcano

Main Contents  

• Hwangtogumi

• Taeha Trail

• Daepunggam Cliff

• Old Man Peak

• Songgot Peak

• Elephant Rock

• Nari Basin

• Samseon Rock

• Gwaneumdo

Outer rim of the Ulleung Island caldera and the Albong.

Dok island is composed of small two islands, the Dongdo (Eastern island) and the Seodo (Western island), but has 
a large basaltic body under the sea. The excursion is aimed to the complex geology of the volcano revealed on the 
outer cliffs and inner vertical cave of the island.

Small Island but large volcano, Dok Island

Main Contents  

• Dongdo

• Cheonjanggul

Dongdo of Dok Island.

Excursion-K22. Excursion-K23.

Geologic Age : Cenozoic 

Area : North Gyongsang Province

Geologic Age : Cenozoic 

Area : North Gyongsang Province
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Excursion-K24.

Lava flow history from Manjang Cave

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Quaternary)

Area : Jeju Island

Main contents

The Manjang Cave lava tube is a single entity that meanders along the Geomunoreum lava flow. Stretching for as 
far as 7,416m, its length ranks as 15th in the world. It is a large cave measuring up to 23 m in breadth and 30 m in 
height. The flow is of pahoehoe basaltic lava, mostly composed of alkaline periodotite basalt, the cave began to 
form the cave formed by multiple episodes of lava effusion in the Middle to Late Pleistocene.

Manjang Cave is a two-story cave; the lower level (the main tube) is 5,296 m long, and the upper level (a tributary) 
is 2,120 m long. Inside the cave, diverse structures and the innumerable cave formations, commonly found in lava 
tubes, are readily found. They include lava stalactites, lava stalagmites, lava columns, lava flowstone, lava helictites, 
foam, cave corals, roses, lava balls, bridges, shelves and striations all formed in the pahoehoe (ropy) lava. (Jeju 
Island, 2010, Application dossier for nomination to the Global Geopark Network)

Manjang Cave is the most famous lava tube cave in Korea. It has been open to the public since 1976. Manjang Cave 
represents various types of geologic features related to interesting internal morphological features which were 
formed by the repeated lava flows during the volcanic eruption. A variety of microtopographic internal features 
includes typical flowlines, benches, pahoehoe lava and lava rafts.

A lava raft observed in the Manjang Cave
showing the repeated lava flows during the

volcanic eruption

A tube-in-tube structure in the Manjang Cave
indicating more than two separated lava flows

Field Excursions in Japan

J10

J11

J09

J07

J03

J02
J06

J01

J05
J04

J08
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Excursion-J01.

Shallow- to offshore-marine siliciclastic bio- and lithofacies changes in Cretaceous Yezo forearc
basin, central Hokkaido (Geology and stratigraphy of forearc basin deposits in Hakkaido, Japan)

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Cretaceous)

Area : Yubari and Mikasa City, Hokkaido

Start and end : New Chitose Airport, Chitose, Hokkaido

Main contents

This excursion focuses on the Cretaceous to Paleocene forearc basin siliciclastic sediments, called the Yezo Group in 
central Hokkaido. We observe depositional facies and biofacies changes along a basin transect mainly in the Mikasa 
and Yubari areas. Shallow-marine sedimentation in the western basin margin can be recognized as the uppermost 
Albian to Turonian Mikasa Formation and the Campanian-Maastrichtian Hakobuchi Formation. Those formations 
record sandy wave-dominated and inner-bay sandy sedimentation characterized by hummocky cross-stratified 
fine sandstone and bioturbated, massive silty very fine sandstone, respectively, both with benthic molluscan 
fauna such as bivalves and gastropos, etc., and ichnofauna. The eastern contemporaneous offshore facies called 
the Saku Formation consists of dark gray mudstone and turbidite facies and abundantly contains various kinds 
of wellpreserved ammonites and microfossils. The Yezo Group records the Western Pacific biota during the 
Cretaceous. The Cenomanian-Turonian OAE (oceanic anoxic event) horizon can be traced in the offshore mudstone 
facies of the Saku Formation indicating somewhat dysoxic bottom condition, though not so anoxic.

Offshore mudstone facies in the
Saku Formation including OEA2

(Cenomanian-Turonian boundary)
horizon along the Hakkin River, Yubari

Shallow-marine storm-dominated
sandstone facies characterized by

hummocky cross-stratification
along the Pombetsu River, Mikasa area

Giant Cretaceous ammonite
collection from the Yezo Group in

a local small museum, Mikasa
City Museum

Trips within Japan

• Shallow-marine storm-dominated sandstone facies and its lateral and stratigraphical facies changes (Mikasa 
Fromation)

• Offshore mudstone facies with prolific ammonite fauna often bearing gigantic ammonite fossils, and Cenomanian/
Turronian oceanic anoxic event horizon

• High-frequency shallow-marine parasequences of the Hakobuchi Formation

• Giant ammonite collection in Mikasa City Museum

• Hadrosaurid dinosaur reconstruction in a small local natural history museum, Hobetsu Museum of Mukawa Town

• Yubari Coal Mine Museum concerned with upper Eocene coal measures overlying Cretaceous deposits

Excursion-J02.

Back-arc Opening of the East Sea (Japan Sea) recorded in the Cenozoic Sequence in Northern Japan

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Paleogene and Neogene)

Area : Yamagata or Akita or Aomori Prefecture in northern Honshu

Northern Honshu

Main contents

This field trip will take participants to a Paleogene to Neogene rock sequence that typically represents a geological 
record of back-arc opening of the East Sea (Japan Sea). The East Sea (Japan Sea) is a classic textbook example 
of the back-arc basin that formed through rifting of the continental lithosphere at the convergent plate margin. 
Understanding of the formation of the East Sea (Japan Sea) is important because it is one of marginal seas that 
characterize major tectonic features of eastern Asia. The opening history of the East Sea (Japan Sea) is well 
preserved in the Cenozoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks in northern Japan.

An early Miocene volcanic and sedimentary
sequence that records the opening history of

the East Sea (Japan Sea), exposed at a cliffed coast in
northern Japan.

An andesite lava that records large paleomagnetic
rotation of northern Japan during the early

Miocene major phase of the back-arc opening,
exposed at a cliffed coast in northern Japan.

• Large felsic ignimbrite sheets resulting from caldera-forming pyroclastic eruptions during the early stage of back-

arc opening

• Coarse clastic sediments that infill normal fault-bounded grabens developed during back-arc opening

• Mafic to felsic volcanic rocks (lavas and tuffs) that record paleomagnetic rotation associated with back-arc opening

• Shallow marine sediments and fossils representing first transgression in the back-arc rifting area

• Dolerite dikes and sills that formed immediately after back-arc opening
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Excursion-J03.

Cenozoic tectonics and sedimentation arc-arc collision zone in central Japan

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Miocene, Pliocene and Pleistocene)

Area : The field trip will start from Niigata City and will end in Nagano City.

Central Japan (Nigata and Nagano)

Main contents

Turbidite and debris flow deposits in Niigata area. Delta front and delta plain succession in Nagano.

• Miocene submarine volcanism in Niigata.

• A well site in oil and gas field in Niigata.

• Miocene thick turbidite in Niigata.

• Miocene and Pliocene deltaic succession in northern part of Nagano

Northern Fossa Maguna region is situated at the junction of the arcs and is at the bakarc side of the Japan arc-
trench system. The back arc sea has been considered to be formed by a backarc spreading in the Mioccne. A 
number of sedimentary basins were developed in backarc side of Japan arcs. Thick Neogene sediments were 
deposited in the basins of Northern Fossa Magna region, related to the collision of arcs. This field trip will focus 
on the formation and filling history of the basin. We will visit following geological outcrops, such as volcanic rocks 
related to backarc spreading, Miocene thick turbidites and upward shallowing deltaic successions. We will discuss 
role of tectonics and sea level changes for formation of strata packages. We will also visit a well site of oil and 
gas fields in Niigata. We will think relationship between backarc spreading and formation process of oil and gas 
resources.

Excursion-J04.
A continuous marine succession across the Lower-Middle Pleistocene boundary and the vicinity
along the Yoro River in the Boso Peninsula, central part of Japan

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Quaternary)

Area : Ichihara City and Otaki Town, Chiba Prefecture, Japan

Chiba

Location of the excursion stops shown on the
schematic geologic map of the Kanto plane

(after Nirei et al., 1987).

Location of the Chiba composite section and
excursion stops shown on the geologic map of
the Kazusa Group (after Mitsunashi et al., 1961;

Ichikawa et al., 1971).

The Kazusa Group, ranging from the Lower Pleistocene to the lower Middle Pleistocene, was deposited rapidly 
with the average sedimentation rate over 2 m/ky on the sea bottom from bathyal to shelf palaeoenvironments in 
the Pacific Ocean. The Kazusa Group contains well-preserved microfossils, including pollen, molluscs, foraminifera, 
diatoms, and calcareous nannofossils, that provide detailed age control for the sequence. Evidence based on the 
microfossils, magnetostratigraphy and oxygen isotope stratigraphy have provided estimated depositional ages of 
ca. 2.4 to 0.5 Ma for the Kazusa Group. This field trip will show some spectacular view of typical lithofacies of the 
Kazusa group at large outcrops along the Yoro River. On the second day, we show the Chiba section, one of the 
candidate site for the Lower-Middle Pleistocene Boundary GSSP, where you can observe in detail the Byk-E tephra 
bed intercalated at about 1 m below the Matuyama-Brunhes geomagnetic reversal boundary, and adjoining 
lithology. The GSSP will be proposed at the lower surface of the tephra bed.
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Main contents

• Awamata Fall: Massive siltstone interval intercalating the Kd18 widespread tephra bed.

• Yoro River Gouge: Alternation of sandstone beds and siltstone beds in the Otadai and Umegase Formations 

of the middle part of the Kazusa Group.

• The Tabuchi section, main part of the Chiba composite section: A GSSP candidate site for the Lower-Middle 

Pleistocene boundary consisting of a massive siltstone sequence intercalating the Byk-E tephra bed.

Lithofacies across the Lower-Middle Pleistocene boundary in the Tabuchi section (Kazaoka et al., 2015). 
(a) Overview of the Tabuchi section. The yellow dashed line indicates the horizon. (b) and (c) Detail of the 
Byakubi-E (Byk-E) tephra. The length of rule (b) and diameter of the coin (c) are 1.25 m and 2 cm, respectively.

Excursion-J05.
Fuji Volcano: Island-arc active basalt stratovolcano

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Holocene)

Area : Yamanashi and Shizuoka Prefectures

Shizuoka

Fuji volcano, on the 100 km southwest of Tokyo, is active basalt stratovolcano with potential hazards. The field trip 
will visit the AD 1707 Hoei crater and the AD 864-866 lava flow. The AD 1707 plinian eruption was the most recent 
and explosive magmatic activity of Fuji volcano. This eruption occurred at the southeast flank, and its scoriaous 
fallout was dispersed eastward toward Tokyo. The AD 864-866 lava flow was one of the most voluminous in Fuji 
volcano and was extruded from fissure vents at the northwest flank.

Fuji Volcano and the Hoei Crater (right center) viwed from the SW foot.

The Holocene basalt lava flow forms a water fall at the WSW foot of Fuji Volcano.

Main contents

• AD 1707 Hoei Crater, AD 864-866 lava flow
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Main contents

Excursion-J06.

The Pacific coast of Japan is facing to the subduction zones. Therefore, many earthquakes and tsunamis had 
affected to the coastal areas. This field trip offers to visit several sites along Japan Trench and Nankai Trough to learn 
geological and historical evidences of paleotsunamis in Japan. The 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami that was generated 
along the Japan Trench had severely affected to the Pacific coast of Tohoku. During this trip, we will observe 
tsunami boulders and recovery process after the 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami along the coasts of Miyagi Prefecture. In 
this area, we will also observe historical tsunami monuments and paleotsunami deposits (drilling demonstration or 
peel observation) including the famous 869 Jogan tsunami deposit. Then, we will visit to the coasts of the Shizuoka 
Prefecture along the Nankai Trough to learn geological and historical evidence of paleotsunamis (the 1854 Ansei-
Tokai tsunami and older events) in this region as well as to understand the tsunami countermeasures.

Geological and historical evidence of paleotsunamis along Japan Trench and Nankai Trough

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Quaternary)

Area : Miyagi and Shizuoka prefectures (arrive and depart from Haneda/Narita airports)

• The tsunami boulders and recovery process after the 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami at the Miyagi Prefecture

• Historical tsunami monuments and paleotsunami deposits at the Miyagi Prefecture

• Geological and historical evidence of paleotsunamis at the Shizuoka Prefecture

• Tsunami countermeasures at the Shizuoka Prefecture

Paleotsunami record at Sendai
Plain at Miyagi Prefecture.

The 1933 Showa-Sanriku
tsunami monument at Miyagi

Prefecture.

Paleotsunami record of the 1498
Meio tsunami at Shizuoka

Prefecture (Photo: Osamu Fujiwara).

Excursion-J07.
Geological disposal of radioactive waste

Gifu

The trip has two options. One is to visit both sites to cover within 4days and the other is to visit only Mizunami URL 
(easy to access by flight from Korea via Chubu Central Airport) with two days trip.

Both URLs, however, have a limit of visiting number to the gallery due to the shaft availability (up to 20 persons as 
maximum.)

Period of the course:

Geological disposal of radioactive waste in Japan has been progressed since 1980’s and based on the nation 
program, two Underground Research Laboratory (URL) have been constructed in Japan. One isthe Horonobe URL 
located at Horonobe town in northern part of Hokkaido island constructed withinthe Tertialy Wakkanai Formation 
(ca. 10 Ma years old), and the other is Mizunami URL (MIU) constructed in Toki Cretaceous crystalline rock (ca. 67Ma 
years old) located in central part of Japan.

Both are the off-site URLs that have the purpose to only develop the methodology to understand 
deepunderground environment of Japan and also to develop the skill for future on-site characterization of final 
repository site. In particular, Japanese program is the only the case for the siting within the geology and host 
rocks distributed in orogenic field in the world. The field trip is to introduce on going situation of URLs activity and 
exchange the knowledge lay surrounding countries and researcher who has interested in the geoscientific study 
carried out in URL in Japan.

Location map of off-site URL and laboratory for geological disposal of radioactive waste in Japan
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Main contents

• Both geology characteristics studied by URL

• Construction process of URL

• Major in-situ experiments on going underground (e.g. Migration experiments, post-closure experiments etc…. 

both are including to visit 500m depth gallery) Shown figures are a brief introduction of the geology and in-situ 

experiments carried out in the both Mizunami and Horonobe URL sites.

Geoligical model around MIU

Shaft and gallery

Greet (Groundwater Recovery Experiment in Tunnel) 

In-situ tracer test in crystalline rock

Geoligical model around Horonobe URL

Contruction of shaft and gallery

Engineering Barrier System Experiment

In-situ tracer test in sedimentary rock

Excursion-J08.
Initiation and development of coral reefs in the Ryukyu Islands

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Quaternary and Recent)

Area : Okinawa

Okinawa

This filed trip is intended to provide both an overview of the Pliocene to Quaternary carbonate sequence on 
Okinawa-jima, Ryukyu Islands, southwestern Japan and description of the particular sites that will be visited on 
the excursion. Although located in the subtropics between 24°–30°N at the northern limit of coral reef distribution 
in the Pacific, the Islands are surrounded by active coral reefs. Also Pleistocene coral reefs extend on these islands 
forming terraces up to 200 m in elevation. It has been shown that carbonate sediments began to accumulate 
immediately after the deposition of siliciclastics in late Pliocene time and that coral reef commenced to form in the 
early Pleistocene time in Okinawa-jima. Therefore, Okinawa-jima seems to be one of the best filed to investigate 
Pleistocene coral reef deposits. We will visit the Kerama Islands to observe biota and sediment in modern coral 
reefs by snorkeling and SCUBA diving.

Main contents

• Pleistocene shelf and coral reef carbonates

• Modern coral reefs

Pleistocene carbonates formed in coral reefs and
associated shelves (Ryukyu Group).

Fore-reef rhodoliths of the Ryukyu Group.
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Excursion-J09.
Cretaceous convergent tectonics of SW Japan.

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Cretaceous)

Area : Kochi and Ehime Prefectures (Shikoku Island)

-  Turbidites

-  Clastic dykes

-  Trace fossils

-  Syn-accretionary mafic intrusion

-  High P/T metamorphic schists including graphite-rich pelitic schist piemontite quartz schist, and mafic schist

-  High grade subduction type metamorphic rocks: blue schist and eclogite

-  Peridotite

Shikoku

The southwest of Japan preserves two major geological belts formed as a result of accretion and subduction 
during the Cretaceous: the Shimanto and Sanbagawa belts. The Sanbagawa belt is bordered to the north by the 
Median Tectonic Line(MTL)-a major strike-slip fault and the largest on-land fault in Japan. The planned field trip 
will offer the opportunity to see a cross section through a convergent margin staring in the shallow accreted units 
of the Shinto belt. This belt consists mainly of strongly deformed turbidite sequences with well-preserved soft 
sediment deformation structures, trace fossils and other sedimentary features. There is also a spectacular exposure 
of a syn-accretion mafic intrusion. The Sanbagawa belt lies to the north of the Shimanto belt and exhibits rocks that 
were buried and metamorphosed deeper in the subduction zone. These rocks include graphite-rich pelitic schist, 
piemontite quartz schist, and mafic schist. There are also well developed examples of blue schist and eclogite. 
There are also widespread occurrences of the mantle wedge that formerly overlay the subduction zone.

Main contents

• Shimanto Belt

• Sanbagawa Belt 

Excursion-J10.
Carboniferous–Permian mid-Panthalassan atoll carbonates in an accretionary 
complex,Akiyoshi, SW Japan

Geologic Age : Paleozoic (Carboniferous to Permian)

Area : Mine City, Yamaguchi Prefecture, SW Japan

Yamaguchi

The Akiyoshi Limestone, SW Japan is a typical accreted atoll carbonate body embedded in a Permian accretionary 
complex. The limestone ranges in age from the Visean (Mississippian) to the Midian/Capitanian (Guadalupian/
Middle Permian), and is approximately 1000 m thick, without intercalation of terrigenous siliciclastics. The 
limestone rests on ocean island basalt (OIB) produced by Mississippian superplume activity in the mid-Panthalassa 
Ocean. The limestone and the OIB were formed in the low paleolatitudes, migrated westward by plate movement, 
and finally accreted to the eastern margin of the Asian continent during the latest Middle to Late Permian.

The Akiyoshi Limestone represents atoll-type facies distributions, which are divided into fore-reef slope, reef core, 
beach sand, and lagoon facies. A long-term atoll history including buildup development under the influence of 
sea-level changes, biotic evolution of reef organisms, and final collapse of the atoll carbonate body during the 
accretion was recorded in the limestone. This field trip course shows participants the Carboniferous-Permian atoll 
history in the Panthalassa.

Main contents

• Basaltic basement beneath atoll carbonates

• Beginning of carbonate sedimentation and pioneering reef community

• Reefal facies and reef-building organisms

• Depositional cycles in lagoonal succession

• Collapse of carbonate body during accretion

• Great limestone cave and cave deposits (Quaternary)

Limestone pinnacles on theAkiyoshi-daiplateau
formed of Carboniferous-Permian mid-

Panthalassan atoll carbonates.

Reef framework composed of chaetetids and 
microbialite in the Bashkirian part of the

Akiyoshi atoll carbonates.

Great limestone cave,
Akiyoshi-do
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Excursion-J11.
General geology of the Tsushima Island, Japan

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Oligocene to Miocene)

Area : Tsushima Island, Japan

Nagasaki

The excursion will visit some of the classical outcrops in the Tsushima Island to show details of the Late Oligocene 
to Early Miocene rocks and geological structures. The excursion will focus on the Oligocene to Miocene multiple 
crustal deformations (first-stage crustal extension, second-stage crustal extension, tectonic inversion to 
compression, counterclockwise rotation) in and around the Tsushima Island.

Main contents

• Lithology of the Taishu Group, Tsushima Lapilli Tuff, and felsic intrusive rocks

• Early extensional structures: syn-depositional normal faults and conjugate normal fault sets in the Taishu group

• Late shortening structures: folds (sub-parallel fold, circular-typed fold, flexural-slip folding, asymmetrical minor 

fold and so on) and their associated structures

• Others: calcite veins, systematic joint sets and shear fractures, pencil structure, slump structures, magma mingling 

structures (MME)

Syndepositional normal fault in the Taishu
Group developed during early NW-SE crustal

extension.

S-shaped asymmetrical minor fold in the
Taishu Group developed during late NW-SE

crustal shortening.

Field Excursions in China

C03

C04
C01

C04

C02

C05 C06
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Excursion-C01.

The participants in this trip will examine mainly Cambrian-Ordovician sequences, sedimentary facies and Paleozoic 
paleogeography in the North China Carbonate Platform. It focuses on these ways: the stratigraphic sequences 
of the Early Paleozoic; second, third and fourth-order cyclic sequences; the vertical stacking patterns of meter-
scale cycles resulting from highfrequency sea level oscillation; the order and the type of the condensed sections 
formed during the maximum sea-flooding period across the craton basin and the depositional features; the Mid-
Late Cambrian bioherms; oolitic shoals and paleoepicontinental-sea storm deposits and the associated facies or 
sequences and their relationship with the sea-level changes; the characteristics of the largest gas-field in China, 
the evolution and depositional sequences of the North China Carbonate Platform, i.e. early ramp-early platform-
late ramp-superplatform. The Xuankong Temple of the Sui Dynasty and the Longmen Grottoes will be visited in 
passing.

Trips within China
Henan Province

The depositional sequences and evolutionary history of the north China
carbonate platform of early Paleozoic

Geologic Age : Paleozoic (Cambrian, Ordovician)

Area : Beijing, Shanxi Province, Henan Province

Main contents

Stop 1   :

Stop 2   :
Stop 3   :
Stop 4   :

Stop 5   :
Stop 6   :

Stop 7   :

Stop 8   :

Stop 9   :

Stop 10 :
Stop 11 :

Stop 12 :

The Mid-Cambrian successions (III4-III5 sequences) and the high-frequency cyclic sequences of oolitic 
shoal at Dingjiatan, Western Hills, Beijing.
The section of the Upper Cambrian: storm deposits and high-frequency cycles at Dingjiatan, Western Hills, Beijing.
The high frequency meter-scale cycles of the Lower-Mid Cambrian, Qingbaikou, Western Hills, Beijing.
The sedimentology and sequence stratigraphy of Cambrian-Ordovician at the Xuankongsi section in 
Hunyuan County, Shanxi Province.
The Upper Cambrian-Lower Ordovician section at Lishi County, Shanxi Province.
The first second-order megasequence (the Early Cambrian to the Mid-Ordovician), the top unit and the early 
lowstand deposits (lowstand wedge) of the Early-Mid Ordovician, meterscale cycle types and associated facies.
Halite and gypsum-bearing limestone-dolomite cycles and associated facies of Majiagou formation of middle 
Ordovician at Lishi County, Shanxi Province.
The section of Huoshan Sandstone and the cycle sequence of Early-Mid Cambrian at Zhongyang County, 
Shanxi Province.
 The section of the Late Cambrian and the maximum flooding deposits (condensed section series) of 
Changshan.
The Ordovician sequence (Shang Majiagou Formation)
Th e section showing the Louquan Fm tillites of the Upper Sinian to the xinji Fm and the lower part of 
Zhushadong Fm at Miao village, Yiyang County, Henan Province.
The section of the cyclic successions and the salt, gypsum-bearing deposition of Zhushadong Formation of the 
Lower Cambrian at Fan Village, Yiyang County, Luoyang, Henan Province.

Plate-spine breccias, Wumishan Formation of the Mesoproterozoic, West hills 
of Yanshan Mountains, Beijing

Loop beddings
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Excursion-C02. Excursion-C03.
Stratigraphy, paleontology and paleo-ecological environments of fos sil dinosaurian 
eggs concentration area in Xixia, Xichuan and Liguanqiao basin, Henan Province 

Volcanic landforms at Wudalianchi, Heilongjiang Provience

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Cretaceous)

Area : Xixia and Yunxian in Henan and Hubei provinces

Start and end : Beijing Capital International Airport, Beijing, and Xixia or Yunxian cou nties in Henan or Hubei provinces

Geologic Age : Cenozoic (Quaternary)

Area : Heilongjiang Province

Henan and Hubei Provinces Heilongjiang Province

Fossil dinosaurian eggs are among the precious heritages of natural history bestowed to mankind by Mother 
Nature. Just like fossil dinosaurs, they are of essential scientific values in the history of organic evolution, and 
they also play an important role in determining the geological age of strata and in studying the sedimentary 
environment, paleo-ecology, paleoclimate, dinosaur extinct and some other respects. Xixia, Xichuan and 
Liguanqiao basin are distributed in southwestern Henan, China, all situated within the South Qinling Tectonic Belt

of the Qinlin Orogenic belt. The compressional orogeny occurring in the Mesozoic caused the superimposition, 
shrinkage and thickening of the crust, and led to the remelting of the deepcrust. The investigating route goes 
across the border of Henan and Hubei Provinces. The stops are set on the Xixia, and southwards, the Xichuan, 
Liguanqiao and Yunxian Basins. The main subjects in this trip are to investigating the sites of dinosaur eggs, egg-
bearing strata, deposition environment and formation times.

The Wudalianchi volcanic Cluster is world-famous because it is composed of the youngest volcanoes in China 
and has mineral spring waters with magical curative effects on some diseases. The volcanic cluster is a famous 
scenic spot and tourist attraction and has been listed as an important national scenic spot and natural reserve. 
The Wudalianchi Volcanic Cluster has 14 separate peak-like volcanic cones rising steeply from the ground and 
a lot of shield-shaped volcanoes. The volcanic cones and shield volcanoes were formed during the Quaternary 
through intermittent eruptions. The volcanic lavas in the area covered more than 800 km2. Of the l4 volcanoes, the 
Laoheishan and Huoshaoshan Volcanoes erupted during the period from 1719 to 1721 are the youngest volcanoes 
in China and have various characteristics of lava flow. The lavas have dammed a river at different places, forming 
five lakes. The volcanic field has the most concentrated and typical volcanic geological phenomena and volcanic 
landscapes in China and is a natural volcanic museum.

Main contents

Main contents

First Route : Laoheishan Volcano and its Lavas

Third Route : Huoshaoshan Volcano and its Lavas

Fourth Route : Yaoquanshan Volcano and Mineral Spring

Stop 1   :

Stop 2   :

Stop 3   :
Stop 4   :
Stop 5   :
Stop 6   :

Stop 1   :
Stop 2   :

Stop 1   :
Stop 2   :
Stop 3   :

Stop 4   :
Stop 5   :
Stop 6   :

Stop 1   :
Stop 2   :
Stop 3   :
Stop 4   :
Stop 5   :
Stop 6   :

Dinosaurian egg-bearing strata in Sanlimaio, Danshui, Xixia basin. Sanlimiao, a village in Danshui town, 
about 4.2 km southeast of Xixia County, is famous for its richness in dinosaur eggs.
 Alluvial fan deposits and buried feature of dinosaur eggs, western Xixia basin. The investigating site is at 
Hetaoshu, 3.5 km far from Xiping Town, Xixia Country. The dinosaur eggs here were found in 1994.
Alluvial fan facies of debris flow type and braided river facies of the Gaogou Fm.
Contact relationsip between the late Cretaceous red beds and the underlying metamorphic strata.
Site of fossil egg Longiteresoolithus xixiaensis gen.et sp. Nov., lower part of the Gaogou Fm.
Buried of fossil dinosaur’s skeleton in Hutoushan, Yangcheng, Xixia County.

1.5km west of the Dongjiaodebushan Volcano. The crystal palace is to be visited.
At 200m northwest to the Dongjiaodebushan Volcano. The Bailong Dong is to be observed.

At southeast foot and southern overflow gap of the Huoshaoshan Volcano cone. 
At bottom of the Huoshaoshan crater.
At the northern overflow gap of the Huoshaoshan volcano. Lava channel, lava stream and cinder hill are 
to be investigated.
At the southeast foot of the Huoshaoshan volcanic cone. Carbonate mineral spring is to be observed.
In the overturned (flower-shaped) rocks on the east of the Huoshaoshan volcano. Pictorial stones are to be visited.
On the east of the Huoshaoshan volcano and at the northern end of the third lake. Driblet cones and 
driblet dishes are to be observed.

At the Yaoquanshan crater. The crater and a temple are to be visited. 
At the east of the Yaoquanshan Volcano.
At the east of the Yaoquanshan Volcano and the Fanhua spring is to be observed.
Soyth of the Yaoquan Lake. The north Spring and Beiquan Park are to be visited.
This point lies 500m south of the North Spring. The South Spring is to be visited.
This point lies 170 m south of the south Spring. The South washing Spring is to be visited.

Dinoasur bone.

Xixia Dinosaur Museum and dinosaurs eggs
(more than one hundred thousands of egg s found in this area) Wudalianchi Volcanic landscape in 

Heilongjiang Province
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Excursion-C04. Excursion-C05.
Mesozoic stratigraphy and faunae in the Luanping-Chengde region, Hebei Province Mesozoic and Cenozoic paleobiocoenoses in Shandong Province

Geologic Age : Mesozoic (Cretaceous)

Area : Chengde in Hebei province and Yixian in Liaoning province

Start and end : Beijing Capital International Airport to Chengde and Yixian

Geologic Age : Mesozoic and Cenozoic

Area : Central Shandong

Start and end : Beijing Capital International Airport, Beijing, and Jinan, via Zibo, Linqu and

                                      Hucheng before reaching Qingdao, the destination

Hebei and Liaoning Province Central Shandong

As one of the typical areas of Mesozoic terrestrial stratigraphy in northern China, the Luanping-Chengde region 
has a complete succession of Jurassic strata with perfect exposures and a variety of fossils. This excursion focuses 
on understanding the spatiotemporal distribution of the Jurassic strata and faunae in these areas. 10 Features 
of the Middle Jurassic Yanliao fauna and its representative elements, as well as lithology of their host rocks, the 
Jinlongshan Formation. 2) Important representative elements of the Late Jurassic Rhe fauna and their stratigraphic 
distribution. And 3) Fantastic geomorphological configuration created by the Middle Jurassic Tuchengzi Formation. 
This trip will help gain a general knowledge of development of the Jurassic terrestrial strats and their faunae in 
northern China.

This trip involves the Mesozoic and Cenozoic stratigraphy and paleontology in Shandong. The route, running as 
long as 440 km and cross the exposed areas in central Shandong, starts from Jinan, via Zibo, Linqu and Hucheng 
before reaching Qingdao, the destination. Shandong prides itself in the rich records of the magnificent ancient 
local culture. According to the Trough-Platform theory, Shandong is a part of the Sino-Korean paraplatform, the 
tectonic unit of the first-order. The participants will only visit the fossils from the Shanwang formation of Miocene 
in Linqu, the fossils of Cretaceous dinosaurs in Zhucheng, and the major lithological characters concerned of the 
Miocene and the Cretaceous strata. The impressive peculiarity of Linqu and Zhucheng, supplemented by the visits 
to the Shandong Museum, Shanwang Museum of Fossils, and Zhucheng Museum of Dinosaurs on the way, will 
hopefully help the visitors to gain a general picture of Mesozoic (especially the Cretaceous period) and Cenozoic 
(especially the Miocene) paleobiocoenoses in Shandong.

Main contents Main contents

Stop 1   :

Stop 2   :
Stop 3   :
Stop 4   :
Stop 5   :
Stop 6   :

Stop 1   :
Stop 2   :
Stop 3   :
Stop 4   :
Stop 5   :
Stop 6   :
Stop 7   :
Stop 8   :
Stop 9   :
Stop 10 :
Stop 11 :
Stop 12 :
Stop 13 :

Stratigraphic section from the upper part of the Late Jurassic Zhangjiakou Formation to the lower part of 
the Late Jurassic Yixian Formation at Jingshang village.
Footprints of dinosaur at Pingfang village
Fossils in the upper part of the Yixian Formation at Pingfang village
Section of the Middle Jurassic Jiulongshan Formation
Geomorphology of the Middle Jurassic Tuchengzi Formation at Shuangtashan town.
Geomorphology of the Bangchui Mountain

Paleontological Exhibition Room of Shandong Museum
Stratigraphic Sequence of the Shanwang Formation
 Diatomaceous Shale and Fossils
A Stock of Newly Unearthed fossils from Shanwang Formation
Prismatic Joints of Basalts
The base of the Yaoshan Formation
Visit Shanwang Museum of Fossils
Zhucheng Museum of Dinosaurs
Localities of Dinosaurs unearthed and Representative Lithology of the Upper Wangshi Group
 The base of the Laiyang Group and Lithologic Characters of the Linsishan Formation
 Lithology of the Zhifengzhuang Formation and the Shuinan Formation
Lithology of the Qugezhuang Formation and the base of the Qingshan Group
Representative Rocks of the Lower Wangshi Group

Local fossil assemblege of the Rehol Biota in 
the Chengde Area, Hebei Province, China

Paleo-plant fossil of the Rehol Biota. Sinosauropteryx in the Liaoxi Biota.

Zhu-cheng Dinosaur Museum, Zhu-cheng city, Shangdong Province The world's highest Duckbilled dinosaurs - Zhucheng 
dinosaur (9.1 m high, 16.6 m long)
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Excursion-C06.
BIFs and related rocks field excursion in Yishui County,
Western Shandong Province, Eastern Block of North China Craton

Geologic Age : Precambrian (Neoarchean to Paleoproterozoic)

Area : Yishui area, Western Shandong, China

Western Shandong

The field trip will be organized to conduct a survey and discussion on the genesis of BIFs (Banded Iron Formation) 
and crust evolution processes of North China Craton (NCC). BIFs, as a unique type of Precambrian iron formations, 
give valuable information about early earth environment, evolution of ocean and atmosphere and growth of 
continents. BIFs in China widely distributed in the NCC and belong to mainly Algoma type. Wall rocks of Algoma 
type BIFs are typically associated with volcanic rock. Yishui BIF, located in the western Shandong province, eastern 
block of NCC and mainly related to amphibolites, migmatitic granites, gneisses and schist, was formed during 
Archean. The Yishui BIF occurred in Liuhang unit of Taishan Group and they are interbedded with related wall rocks. 
Therefore, the field trip to Yishui BIF provides a significant key to understand origin and depositional environment 
of BIF and tectonic background of eastern block of NCC.

Main contents 

•  The relation between BIF and interbedded wall rocks
•  The consistent minerals of each wall rock 
•  The type of iron ores in Yishui BIF
•  The banding texture of BIF band (macroband, mesoband and microband based on their scale) and 
   consistent minerals

Hanging wall of the orebody Pegmatitic intrusion in the bottom wall Banded magnetite ore

Social Program
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Tour-G01   Geotrail (Half Day)

Songdo Peninsula

Various tour programs shall be made available for participants and accompanying persons in 
and around the 37th IGC.

Outdoor Exhibition of Rocks and Minerals

Basaltic Lava

Upper Dadaepo Formation
Tuffaceous Sediments

This tour is located at the beginning of the Songdo Peninsula trail. Exhibited rocks are representative of those 
usually found in Korea (especially near Gyunasang Province), including 34 various igneous, sedimentary, 
metamorphic rocks, and about 15 rock-forming minerals, metallic minerals, sulfides, and ores. 24 geologic 
structures and fossils are currently on display. Each rock and mineral has its chemical composition, usage, origin 
and other relevant information clearly displayed.

During the late Cretaceous Period a big lake called the Dadaepo Basin in the Songdo area  deposited sediments 
at lake margins to form the Dadaepo Formation. A volcanic eruption in the vicinity caused lava to flow into the 
lake to covering the Dadaepo Formation and creating a geological site of note. The radiometric age of the basalt 
here is estimated to be about 70 million years old. The boundary between basalt and the Dadaepo Formation is 
irregular, with the basalt showing typical characteristics of lava, such as porphyritic and vesicular textures, and auto 
brecciation.

70-80 million years ago, the Songdo Peninsula area began to pull apart to create the bowl shaped Dadaepo Basin. 
Repeated river flooding and deposited sediments formed the beginning of the Dadaepo Formation. As the basin 
deepened it became a lake, the Upper Dadaepo Formation was formed.
Characteristics of the Upper Dadaepo Formation can be seen at this site. It is dominated by tuffaceous sediments 
derived from volcanic activity, and bedding plane, crossbedding, ripple marks, and scour-and-fill structures which 
are well preserved. Volcanic rock fragments derived from volcanic activity that occurred near the lake margins are 
also common in this formation. The transition from the Lower to Upper Dadaepo formation is demarcated by an 
intercalation of a silicic ignimbrite.

Tour ProgramsTour Program Summary

Course
Outdoor Exhibition of Rocks and Minerals → Basaltic Lava → Upper Dadaepo Formation → Songdo Beach 
Prospect → Ignimbrite (Dacitic Tuff ) → Busan Beach Prospect → Shingle Beaches → Rhyolitic Dyke Swarms 
→ Dinosaur Egg Nest Fossils → Calcic Paleosol (Calcrete) → Normal Faults → Lower Dadaepo Formation → 
Conglomerate and Chert Clasts → Ecology of Amnam Park

Geotrail
(Half Day)

Half Day
City Tour

Full Day
City Tour

Night Tour
(Half Day)

Korean Cultural Tour
(Two Days)

Songdo Peninsula

Taejongdae

Traditional & Modern Theme

Local Market Tour

Buddhist Temple Visit

Ocean Leisure Tour

Nature with Korean Culture

Deep in the History

Rising Hot Places

Gyeongju, Korea’s Historical Capital

Geoje Island, "Blue City" A Signi�cant Role in Korea's Naval History

Beautiful Sea Scenery

Unique Busan

Seoul

Korea Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)

Tour-G 01

Tour-HD 01

Tour-FD 01

Tour-NT 01

Tour-NT 02

Tour-KC 01

Tour-KC 02

Tour-FD 02

Tour-FD 03

Tour-FD 04

Tour-HD 02

Tour-HD 03

Tour-HD 04

Tour-HD 05

Tour-G 02

Tour Program Summary

Dinosaur Egg Nest FossilsSedimentary Rocks of the Lower 
Dadaepo Formation
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Ignimbrite (Dacitic Tuff)

Normal Faults

Lower Dadaepo Formation

Ecology of Amnam Park

Conglomerate and Chert Clasts

Dinosaur Egg Nest Fossils

Calcic Paleosol (Calcrete)

Shingle Beaches

Rhyolitic Dyke Swarms

At the S5 site, the dark grey tuffaceous sediment observed at the S1 site changes to red beds. So this site is defined 
this site as a boundary between the Lower and Upper Dadaepo formations. Such a dramatic change is thought 
to have been caused by environmental changes as the river formed a lake. An unusual red bed containing a lot 
of white feldspar crystals can be found in the transition zone from the Lower to the Upper Dadaepo formations. 
This is the ignimbrite that flowed into the lake during an explosive volcanic eruption. This ignimbrite is a keystone 
that tells us that there was active volcanism during the deposition of the Upper Dadaepo Formation, and that the 
environmental change to a deep lake was related to this volcanic activity.

Red sandstone with siltstone, grey conglomerate, and calcic paleosol are piled orderly until they suddenly lose 
consistency at this site due to a fault. This fault has a hanging wall below the footwall, displaying a good example 
of a normal fault. Near the main fault, smaller faults can be seen. Because the Dadaepo Formation is interpreted to 
have formed in a pull-apart basin that was opened by NNEtrending strike-slip faults, many normal faults that have 
formed due to tension can be observed in the Dadaepo Formation. They provide important information about the 
tectonic environment and formation mechanism of the Dadaepo Basin.

About 70-80 million years ago, the Songdo Peninsula area started pulling apart to create the bowlshaped 
Dadaepo Basin, and sediments were deposited to form the Dadaepo Formation. The beginnings of this 
formation were made by repeated river flooding. As the basin deepened it became a lake, and the Upper 
Dadaepo Formation was formed. The characteristics of the Upper Dadaepo Formation can be seen at this site. 
The Lower Dadaepo Formation is easy to observe near the coastal cliffs of the site. It is comprised of channelized 
conglomerates and sandstones that are intercalated in predominantly purple mudstones, indicating repeated 
flooding. Unlike the Upper Dadaepo Formation, only a small amount of volcanic materials can be found in the 
Lower Dadaepo Formation. Various structures like reduction spots, bioturbation, and calcretes can be seen in red 
beds, with chert clasts, cross-bedding, scour-andfill structures in the conglomerate.

Designated as a natural park at 1972, Amnam Park became a military reservation zone and was closed to the 
public until 1996. Oceanic shrubs fill the park, along with 500 oceanophyte and wild flowers which are hard to find 
in urban areas. Facilities such as an observatory, bridge, trail, fishing grounds, and more are present. A thick pine 
tree forest provides a therapeutic walk from the entrance of the trail, with sculptures made from rocks adorning 
the road. Comb-pattern potteries and shell mounds were also previously excavated from this site. The local 
government is planning to make a nature educational facility to help teach more about the ecology of the area.

Conglomerate : Thick conglomerates of the Lower Dadaepo Formation can be well observed at this site. 
In this area, there are six to eight layers of conglomerate that have been formed by channel flooding. These 
conglomerates are composed of many kinds of clasts, including chert, having various sizes and shapes.

Chert Clasts : Characteristically there are many chert clasts in conglomerate. Chert is formed by either, deposits 
of dead silicate skeletals of organisms, or precipitation of silicate components. Chert clasts in conglomerates are 
usually translucent brick colored, including white, grey, and brown clasts from time to time. Very small radiolarians 
can be seen under a microscope.

The Songdo Peninsula was a paradise for dinosaurs when the Lower Dadaepo Formation was under deposition 
during the late Cretaceous Period (70 Ma). Dinosaurs roamed the land and the area surrounding the lake to find 
nesting grounds. This evidence is well preserved in the Lower Dadaepo Formation in the form of footprints, 
eggs, and bone fossils. Recently, attention has been drawn to the area as dinosaur eggs in the red siltstone and 
sandstone have been discovered. The size of the eggs are about 10 cm, 10 of which were found in nearly perfect 
condition. Currently, research is underway to determine the species of dinosaur that the eggs belong to.

Following the Songdo Peninsula trail, there are nodules in sedimentary rocks that are either white or light pink. 
These are pedogenic calcretes (calcic palesols). Calcrete generally forms in arid or semi-arid climate when minerals 
leach from the upper layer of the soil and accumulate in the next layer. The form of calcrete differs by the maturity, 
which can be either nodular or bedding-like. If the maturity is low, calcrete nodules are usually small, and become 
bigger in size or form a layer with increasing maturity. Calcretes are important indicators of the past climate. 
Commonly found calcretes in red beds of Dadaepo Formation indicate that the climate was arid during that time.

Rosional coastal features including sea cliffs along the Songdo Peninsula offer a marvelous view. Within these 
cliffs, modern shingle beaches with rounded pebbles can be found. Waves crash into the headland near the sea 
cliffs with enormous force, washing away sand, leaving heavy pebbles behind to form shingle beaches. Shingle 
beaches have come to be one of the representative symbols of Busan. They are also present at Taejongdae, 
Molundae, and Igidae. 

Following the Songdo Peninsula trail, yellowish rocks that cut through the wooden-panel-like parallel bedding can be 
observed. These bright rocks are rhyolitic dykes made from intruding rhyolitic magma. Three dykes can be seen tilting 
to the same direction in a dyke swarm. Because rhyolitic dykes withstand erosion better than surrounding sedimentary 
rocks, exotic and beautiful landforms are created by differential erosion.

Ignimbrite(Dacitic Tuff) Calcic Paleosol (Calcrete)
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Tour-G02.   Geotrail (Half Day)

Taejongdae 

Taejongdae Ecology-Road

Slump Structures 

Strike-slip Fault and Flower Structure

Sinseonbawie

Orbicular Hornfels

Chlorite Veins

Notchback

Sea Caves

Modern Shingle Beaches

Composite Dykes

Natural History Museum

Wave-cut Platforms and Terraces

A dense pine forest and multifarious trees such as evergreen broadleaved trees, species of pine, Japanese 
Cinnamon, silver magnolia, Eurya japonica, all grow naturally in and around the Taejongdae area. The ecology-road 
stretches from the trail entrance to the Yeongdo Lighthouse.

On the sea cliff of Taejongdae, sedimentary structures, such as slump structures, convolute beddings, and rip-up 
structures, which look like an ink-and-wash painting, can be observed.

This point shows a strike-slip fault that abruptly cut off the strata of sedimentary rocks and a pervasively fractured 
zone that was developed due to fault movement. The width of the fault damage zone increases upward. Friable 
and very fine-grained fault gouges, which are formed by the crushing and grinding of rock materials during 
faulting, are also observed within the damage zone.

A sinseonbawie is a coastal terrace body exposed by uplift of a wave-cut platform. The name was derived from a 
legend that ancient fairies played on these flat-shaped rocks.

There are a lot of concentric objects on sedimentary rocks forming sea cliff in the Taejongdae. These objects look 
like dinosaur footprint fossil, but these are orbicular hornfels produced by contact (thermal) metamorphism. The 
Orbicular hornfels have a variety of size from 2~3 cm to 1 m.

At this point, thin dark greenish sheet-like veins are observed in the tuffaceous sediments. The veins are made up 
of a mineral called chlorite. Veins form when mineral constituents carried by an aqueous solution within the rock 
mass are deposited through precipitation.

Notchback, a deep horizontal gap in the base of a sea cliff, can be observed along the trail course of Taejongdae. 
They were formed by erosion caused by paleo-wave action and uplift. Therefore, this area is at paleosea level.

Various scale sea caves are frequently observed in sea cliffs of the Taejongdae. They were generated by the 
differential erosion of relatively weak rocks. Sea caves are a typical tourism asset together with sea cliffs and wave-
cut platforms.

Erosional coastal features including sea cliffs along the Taejongdae coastline give a marvelous view. Between these 
cliffs, modern shingle beaches with rounded pebbles can be found. Pebbles are rounded by the action of the waves 
and are desired localy as ornamental rocks because of their rounded and smooth shapes.

Two dark gray colored andesitic dykes have similar textures and constituent minerals, inferring that they intruded 
synchronously. A light yellowish dyke situated between these two andesitic dykes is a rhyolitic dyke. Any igneous dyke 
that is composed of two or more intrusions of different chemicals and mineralogical compositions is called a composite dyke.

The Natural History Museum exhibits a number of fossils including various fish and dinosaurs. In addition, 
interpretation plates showing the history and evolution of the Earth are also on display.

Taejongdae is one of the most scenic tourist spots in Busan, and this geosite, with its steep cliffs and flat wave-cut 
platforms arranged in a stepwise form, provides some outstanding views.

Course
Taejongdae Ecology-Road → Natural History Museum → Kestrel (Falco Tinnunculus) → Strike-slip
Fault and Flower Structure → Orbicular Hornfels → Notchback → Slump Structures (Natural Mural) → Wave-
cut Platforms and Terraces → Sinseonbawie → Chlorite Veins → Sea Caves → Composite Dykes → Taejongdae 
Marine Life → Syn-depositional Dykes → Marine Potholes → Andesitic Dykes

Natural History Museum Orbicular Hornfels and Sedimentary Rocks Orbicular Hornfels Sinseonbawie (Coastal Terrace Body) 
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Tour-HD01.   Half Day City Tour

Traditional & Modern Theme 

Haedong Yonggungsa Temple

Jucheon Culture Center

Dalmaji-gil Road

This temple, which looks as if it were rising out of the deep blue sea, continues to attract visitors because of 
the legend that says this place will grant wishes to those who pray. Images of the Chinese zodiac signs and 
sexagenarian cycle are also enshrined here. In an effort to spread peace and well-being, a tower wishing for traffic 
safety has been installed at this temple.

Jucheon Culture Center is where one can experience traditional Korean culture. Participants can experience a 
range of cultural activities and learn about Korea’s ancestors. The center's licensed instructors continuously work 
on the development of new programs in order to provide visitors with opportunities to experience Korean culture 
and tradition.

Moontan Road, the pride of Busan, is usually called Dalmajigil ‘place to walk in the moonlight.’ This hillside path 
extends from Haeundae to Songjeong along the seaside, edged with rows of cherry trees and pine trees. Because 
of its marvelous view, it is beloved as a pleasant drive and a romantic place.

Course
Haedong Yonggungsa Temple → Jucheon Culture Center → Dalmaji-gil Road

Syn-depositional Dykes

Andesitic Dykes

Marine Potholes

Dark gray andesitic dykes are abundantly observed in the tuffaceous sedimentary rocks of the Taejongdae 
Formation. In the T16 point, the dyke is characterized by irregular contact with adjacent rocks (tuffaceous 
sedimentary rocks), and some andesitic materials, which look like water drops, are also observed in the adjacent 
rocks. These features indicate that the dyke intruded before the consolidation of the surrounding sedimentary 
rocks as a syn-depositional dyke

This point shows a 1 m-thick tabular, a dark-gray upward extending rock body on a steep sea cliff, as if rising to the 
sky. This curious rock body is a dyke that intruded along rock fissures due to the upwelling of andesitic magma.

Rounded, smooth, bowl-shaped, small holes, which look like dinosaur footprints, are observed on wavecut 
platforms along the Taejongdae coast. These holes referred to as marine potholes are formed by waves and the 
grinding action of stones.

Composite Dykes Marine Potholes
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Tour-HD02.   Half Day City Tour

Local Market Tour

Tour-HD03.   Half Day City Tour

Buddhist Temple Visit

Gukje Market

Beomeosa Temple

Busan Samjin Fish Cake Experience-History Center

Jagalchi Fish Market

Gukje Market → Busan Samjin Fish Cake Experience-History Center → Jagalchi Fish Market

Beomeosa Temple

The Gukje Market is one of Korea’s largest markets with a long-standing history. Each alleyway is crowded with 
stalls where a variety of goods can be found

A temple founded by Buddhist Master Uisang during King Mumnu’s reign in Silla is one of the three major temples 
in the Yeongnam Region. With a trail through a grove of soaring bamboo stalks and blooming flowers in spring, it is 
a serene spot to feel Korea’s history and culture in peace and quiet. 

“Busan Eomuk” is the city’s famous fishcake made by pureeing various white fish with condiments until fully 
cooked and firm. There are many companies in Busan specializing in manufacturing eomuk and the most famous 
of them is Samjin Eomuk. Founded by Park Jae-deok, who learned kamaboko making skills from a Japanese 
living in Korea, the store allows customers to taste samples of the company’s various products and also view the 
manufacturing process though a window above the factory lines. The experience center will allow visitors to make 
their own Eomuk.

Jagalchi Fish Market is Korea's biggest fish market. The crude but nostalgic dialects of the merchants as well as the 
fresh seafood are the special features of the market. Visitors can feel full of energy and vitality just by browsing 
around the market.

Course

Course
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Tour-HD04.   Half Day City Tour 

Ocean Leisure Tour

Diamond Bay (Yacht)

Oryukdo Islands / Skywalk

Igidae Galmaet-gil

Diamond Bay (Yacht) → Oryukdo Islands / Skywalk → Igidae Galmaet-gil

Samjoo Diamond Bay provides enjoyable music on board, mental relaxation, and the special comfort and 
experience of sailing a yacht. 

Oryukdo Island is attached to the southern part of Busan, and depending on the day and the tide, may appear to 
be five islands or six islands, hence its name “Five Six Island”.  Designated a Monument of Busan, Oryukdo Island is a 
rock island that can be said to be made purely of stones.

The coastal walking path passes along gentle cliffs which look down over the ocean. The course covers a 3.95-km 
stretch running through Dongsaengmal, Eoulmadang, Nong Rock and Oryuk Islets Sunrise Park. Where Gwangan 
Bridge ends, there is Bunpo, which used to be a salt farm. Over Bunpo, you may see the green mountain ahead of 
you at Igidae Park. Some spectacular views from Nong Rock to Oryuk Islets are the essence of Igidae Park.

Course

Tour-HD05.   Half Day City Tour

Nature with Korean Culture

Gamcheon Cultural Village

Taejongdae Park

Gamcheon Cultural Village → Taejongdae Park

Terraced community houses are lined up along the foot of a mountain with a maze of  alleyways interconnected 
with each other. The scenes that this arrangement produces is a distinctive feature of this village. The whole village 
is a piece of art and a tourist attraction thanks to the formative artwork constructed everywhere a by resident 
artists.

Designated as a Busan monument , along with Oryukdo Island, Taejongdae is especially famous for its rock beach. 
Featuring its highest peak at 250 meters, there are forests of pine trees and other 200 varieties of trees. Taejongdae 
was named after the 29th king of Silla Kingdom BC57-AD 935), King TaeJong Mu-Yeol (604-661). Taejongdae was 
designated as Cultural Property Scenic Spot No. 17.

Course
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Tour-FD01.   Full Day City Tour

Deep in the History

Tour-FD02.   Full Day City Tour

Rising Hot Places

Bokcheon Museum Lotte Premium Outlet

UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea
Nurimaru APEC House

Igidae Park

Sinsegae Department Store

Beomeosa Temple - Bokcheon Museum - UN Memorial Cemetery – Igidae Park Haedong Yonnung Temple (Pass by Dalmaji Road) – Lotte Premium Outlet – Nurimaru APEC House – Sinsegae Department Store

Bokcheon Museum opened in 1996 to introduce visitors to Korean traditional cultures. For this purpose, many 
things which have been excavated from the Bokcheondong Ancient Tombs, and Historical Relics are exhibited in 
the museum.

Asia’s largest premium outlet, the multi-shopping complex Lotte Mall – Dong Busan Branch began operations on 
December 23, 2014. Many delicious and famous restaurants around Busan have opened branches in the food court 
on the third floor, allowing visitors to feel as if they are on a food tour of Busan.

The UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea honors UN soldiers killed in battle during the Korean War from 1950 to 1953.

In Korean ‘Nurimaru‘ means “world leader” and this stunning facility is called the “APEC House” because it was 
constructed especially to be the main venue for the 2005 Asia-pacific Economic Cooperation Summit. The second 
floor features the grand room in which APEC-member presidents, prime ministers and first ladies held their main 
luncheon event and discussions. It is filled with memorial photos and items. This building remains in the limelight 
as a top-class international conference location with the highest standards.

Igidae Park, with its rugged cliffs, and lush greenery is easily accessible and has a walking trail with outstanding 
scenery. It is visited by many tourists. The red camellia flowers blooming in the spring are particularly beautiful. The Shinsegae Centum City Department Store is registered in the Guinness Book of World Records as the largest 

shopping complex in the world. Renowned Italian architect Claudio Silvestrin designed this building under the 
concept of a “golden sea”.

Course Course
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Tour-FD03.   Full Day City Tour

Gyeongju, Korea’s Historical Capital

Tour-FD04.   Full Day City Tour

Geoje Island, "Blue City" A Significant Role in Korea's Naval History

Bulguksa Temple
Busan-Geoje Fixed Link

CheomSeongDae
Geoje Shipbuilding Marine Cultural Center

Gyochon Traditional Village

Geoje Fishing Village Folk Museum

Donggung and Wolji

Hill of Wind and Sinseondae

Bulguksa Temple → Lunch → Cheom Seong Dae → Gyochon Traditional Village → Donggung and Wolji Busan-Geoje Fixed Link → Geoje Shipbuilding Marine Cultural Center → Geoje Fishing Village Folk Museum → Hill of Wind and Sinseondae

Bulguksa Temple, which was built in 528 during the Shilla Kingdom, is the representative relic of Gyeongju and was 
designated as a World Cultural Asset by UNESCO in 1995. The beauty of the temple itself and the artistic touch of 
the stone relics are known throughout the world.

Geoga Bridge is a 8.2 km long 4 lane bridge that will connect Yuho-ri, Jangmok-myeon, Geoje-si to Gadeokdo, 
Busan. The construction started in Nov. 2003 and was completed by 2010. With the construction of Daejeon, 
Tongyeong Expressway and Geoga Bridge, a central axis connecting Daejeon - Jinju - Geoje and a southeastern axis 
connecting Pohang-Ulsan-Busan-Geoje established.

Cheomseongdae is the oldest existing astronomical observatory in Asia, constructed during the reign of Queen 
Seondeok (632-647). This observatory was used for observing the stars. The Geoje Shipbuilding Marine Cultural Center is an independently established combination of a Fishing Village 

Folk Museum and Shipbuilding Theme park museum located in Jisepo village, Ilunmyeon.

Located in Gyeongju-si, Gyeongju Gyochon Village is a hanok village that allows visitors a look inside life of famous 
the Choi Clan. Inside the village, visitors can see the House of the Gyeongju Choi Clan (Important Folklore Material 
No. 27) and try some Gyeongju Gyodong Beopju Liquor (Important Intangible Cultural Asset No. 86-3)

Geoje Fishing Village Folk Museumis a cultural space for visitors to experience the beautiful sea of Geoje. A variety 
of fish are on display in the aquarium. In addition, visitors can experience the fantastic world of the sea through 
simulators. 

According to the historical records of ‘Samguk-sagi,’ Anapji Pond was built during the 14th year of King Munmu 
(in power 661-681 AD) of the Silla Kingdom (57 BC-935 AD). Small mountains were created inside the palace walls, 
beautiful flowers were planted, and rare animals were brought in to create an exquisitely exotic garden fit for 
royalty.

If you go up the Hill of Wind along a wooden promenade from the seaside marina of Dongjapo Village, you will see 
a view of Hakdong Village, known as Mongdol Beach. On the right of the village is Sinseondae, Hammok Beach, 
Daebyeongdo, and Sobeyongdo.

Course Course
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Tour-NT01.   Night Tour (Half Day)

Beautiful Sea Scenery

Tour-NT02.   Night Tour (Half Day)

Unique Busan

Gwangan(Diamond)Bridge

Bupyeong Night Market
Dongbaek Island

The Bay 101

BIFF Square

Haeundae Beach

Movie Street

Busan Tower

Gwangan(Diamond)Bridge → Dongbaek Island → The Bay 101 → Haeundae Beach → Movie StreetWolji

Bupyeong Night Market → BIFF Square → Busan Tower
Gwangan Bridge is equipped with 3D landscape lighting which is composed of the world’s largest bridge LED light 
and acoustic system, shedding light on the night sea and across the beach. The lighting system runs from sunset to 
midnight during weekdays (Sun. – Thur.) and from sunset to 2 a.m. during the weekend (Fri.-Sat.).

Busan's Bupyeong Market is also known as Kkangtong (tin can) Market. It earned that funny name when it had a 
variety of imported canned goods from the United States for the US forces stationed in Korea during the Korean 
War. All the foreign products sold across Korea at that time were supplied by this market. Since this market is so 
large and had almost everything including foreign products which were rare at that time, it was also referred to as 
‘Gukje (International) Market’.

Located at the southern end of Haeundae Beach, Dongbaek Island creates a picturesque scene in harmony with 
a thick forest of camellias and pine trees. Tourist attractions in Dongbaek Island include a walking path and the 
Nurimaru APEC House built for the 2005 APEC summit.

The Bay 101 is located in a culture and art complex in Haeundae area, attracting many visitors to the area thanks to 
the beautiful nightscape that it offers.

Busan’s modern movie district was originally little more than a pair of cinemas that were built following Korea’s 
liberation from Japanese colonial rule over half a century ago. However, major renovations took place ahead of the 
first Busan International Film Festival (BIFF) in 1996, and the newly transformed district was named BIFF Square on 
August 14, 1996.Haeundae is beloved throughout the country as a vacation spot. It teems with so many attractive places such as 

5-star hotels, restaurants, and an aquarium. In addition, it boasts outstanding popularity and receives more than 
million tourists annually, particularly in the summer season. Haeundae is a must-visit site when you visit Busan.

Under the theme of “Play and have fun with Film”, it consists of three themed street zones: ‘10 Million Audience 
Film Zone’, ‘Animation Zone’, and ‘Film Zone’. There are also plenty of other unique things to enjoy such as a trick art 
photo zone, Santorini Square, sculptures, and hand printing.

Busan Tower is a symbol of Busan that stands proudly 69m above sea level at a height of 120m. The top of the 
tower is modeled after the baldaquin of Dabotap Pagoda in Bulguksa Temple, Gyeongju. Beloved by Busan citizens 
and tourists alike, the tower offers a stunning night view and plenty to see, such as the Statue of the Great Admiral 
Yi Sun-shin, the Bell of the Citizens, a flower clock and a bust of the Busan-based independent activist, Baeksan An 
Hee-je.

Course

Course
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Tour-KC01.   Korean Cultural Tour (Two Days)

Seoul

Gyeongbokgung Palace

Insadong

Day 1

Day 2

National Palace Museum of Korea

Gyeongbokgung Palace Royal Guard Changing Ceremonies

Bukchon Hanok Village

Changdeokgung Palace

Accommodation

Gyeongbokgung Palace → National Palace Museum of Korea → Bukchon Hanok Village → Accommodation 
→ Insadong → Gyeongbokgung Palace Royal Guard Changing Ceremonies → Changdeokgung Palace → The 
National Museum of Korea

Gyeongbokgung Palace was the primary residential place for royal families of the Joseon Dynasty. It is the largest 
and greatest palace amongst the 5 royal palaces in Seoul.

Insadong’s Antique Street is a perfect blend of antique and modern Korean cultures. Various handicrafts and 
ceramics can be purchased here for souvenirs.

National Palace Museum of Korea shows not only the architecture but also the lifestyle of the royal generations of 
Korean royal families. 

The Royal Guard-Changing Ceremony is a great opportunity to experience a rare traditional scene in Korea. The 
guards’ uniforms, weapons and accessories as well as their strict ceremonial procedures are memorable.

Bukchon Hanok Village is a village of ancient aristocrats’ houses, perfectly preserved in mint condition. Visitors will 
travel back in time when walking in the village.

Changdeokgung Palace was the second royal villa built following the construction of Gyongbukgung Palace in 
Joseon Dynasty. The palace is also listed as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site for its historical significance and 
simple beauty.

In Bukchon Hanok Village, visitors can experience Korean traditional life staying at hanok, which is Korean 
traditional style house.

Course
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Tour-KC02.   Korean Cultural Tour (Two Days)

Korea Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)

Imjingak Panmunjeom (Joint Security Area)

Day 1 Day 2

Pyeonghwa-nuri Park The Conference Building

DMZ Exhibition Centre

The 3rd Tunnel (Dorasan Observatory)

Imjingak → Pyeonghwa-nuri Park → DMZ Exhibition Centre → The 3rd Tunnel (Dorasan Observatory) → 
Panmunjeom (Joint Security Area) → The Conference Building  

Imjingak, located 7 km from the Military Demarcation Line, was built in 1972 with the hope for unification of South 
and North Korea. Now it is one of the famous tourist sports possible to visit without going through any security 
check points.

Panmunjeom is located in the demilitarized zone, 50 km north from Seoul and 10 km east from the city of 
Gaeseong. It is the only place where North Koreans and South Koreans can come in contact on a daily basis and 
make efforts towards the peace of Korea.

Pyeonghwa-nuri Park is constructed as part of the Global Peace Festival. This park has been actively attracting 
cultural events after introducing diverse cultural performance programs since 2008.

Conference buildings are places where various meetings and conferences between the South Korea and the North 
Korea are held. Buildings are bisected with doors on each side and the South Korea and North Korea take turn to 
share the building

DMZ Exhibition Centre, located nearby DMZ area, is a place where visitors can learn about the history of Korea War 
and the true nature of the Military Demarcation Line.

The 3rd Tunnel was discovered in 1978 by Korean forces. It spans 1635 m in length, 2 m in

width, and 2 m in height and is located 52km from Seoul. It is estimated that approximately

30,000 soldiers could move through the tunnel per hour.

Course
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Geo Film Festival during the 37th IGC

Busan Cinema Center

The Busan International Film Festival (BIFF) is held annually at the Busan Cinema Center (BCC) in Centum City and 
is one of the most celebrated film festivals in Asia. The 37th IGC Local Organizing Committee, in collaboration with 
the Busan Tourism Organization, shall organize the “Geo Film Festival” at the BCC where geoscience related films 
will be played to the public. The BCC includes a 4,000-seat outdoor theatre and four indoor screens. During the 
37th IGC in Busan, the welcome/farewell receptions and banquet (with cultural performance) can be held at the 
BCC’s outdoor theater.

The Busan Cinema Center is the celebrated birthplace of the Busan International Film Festival (BIFF), which is Asia’s 
largest and most acclaimed annual film gathering. This Centre’s cantilever roof is the world’s largest, soaring over 
an outdoor plaza capable of housing over 4,000pax at once. This marvelous center can be used to host the 37th 
IGC social events including the welcome reception, banquet and “Geo Film Festival”

Geo Film Festival during the 37th IGC

Funding & Sponsorship
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Sponsorship 

Overall Budget National Funding Scheme

Financial sponsorship will come from the Busan Metropolitan City, Busan Tourism Organization, and Korea 
Tourism Organization.

In addition, The Geological Society of Korea (GSK) and Korea institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources 
(KIGAM) have been organizing annual conference and exhibition since 1947. Based on this experience, we 
anticipate more than 100 exhibitor booths to be sold to domestic and foreign exhibitors.

Government organizations’ contributions  are expected  to amount to 988,140,000 won (USD 860,000).

And the Busan Metropolitan City Government has already guaranteed financial support of 298,740,000 won

(USD 260,000).

Grants from the Korea Tourism Organization and Busan Tourism organization are expected to amount to 
155,115,000 won (USD 135,000) in cash, usually to be used for banquets, proceedings or venue rental.

Financial support from companies is expected to amount to 896,220,000 Won (USD 780,000).

Overall, sponsorship and grants is anticipated to reach approximately 2,338,215,000 Won (USD 2,035,000).

The utilities, companies and universities will promote the 37th IGC by supporting and allowing employees and 
students to participate in the conference. We are expecting over 1,000 domestic participants to register for the 
event. 

Additional various support offered by the Busan Metropolitan City will help to minimize the expenditure of the 
37th IGC.
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Large-scale Korean and Regional participants

Local Awareness Program

Promotion Materials

Citywide Marketing Support Corporate Sponsorship

The 37th IGC will be celebrated with over 6,000 domestic and international participants. With over 1,600 
members of the Geological Society of Korea and related associations, the 37th IGC will be the very first large 
scale Korean gathering of geology-related academics and industry stakeholders.

The western pacific region (including China, Japan and India) has the highest geological site operating 
expenses in the world. As such, the 37th IGC will draw a lot of support and attention from the region.

Following the success of the 2005 APEC summit and 2014 ASEAN Commemorative Summit, Busan City has 
cooperative relationships with many cities in the Asia-Pacific region. Moreover, Busan has 26 sister cities and 
7 friendship cities from 26 countries. It will also be imperative to draw attention and participations from the 
neighboring countries. Geographic accessibility from China, Japan and other countries in the Asia-Pacific 
region will attract a large number of regional participants. Based on our close regional relationships, we will 
endeavor to make the congress the largest ever held.

Busan City will make every effort to promote the 37th IGC through various media channels so that not only 
the 37th IGC participants, but Korean citizens in general will be fully aware of the importance and outcome of 
the event. We expect total local participants to number 15,000 with more than 10,000 visitors from home and 
abroad.

Busan City will provide promotional materials necessary to market Busan as the location of the 37th IGC.

Busan International Fireworks Festival

NEXGEO

DAEWOO E&C

POSCO DAEWOO Corporation

Hanrimwon

Dongbu Corporation

DongAh Geological Engineering Co., Ltd

Dong-A Consultant Co., LTD

Doosan Engineering & Construction

Lotte Engineering & Construction

Samsung C&T

Ssangyong Engineering & Construction Co., Ltd.

GeoGreen21

Hyundai Engineering & Construction

Hyundai Engineering Co., LTD

GS E&C

SK innovation

STX Corporation

Korea Gas Corporation

Korea Resources Corporation

Korea National Oil Corporation

Korea Rural Community Corporation

Korea Coal Corporation

Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power Co., Ltd.

K-Water

Korea Radioactive Waste Agency

KEPCO E&C

Korea Basic Science Institute

Korea Institute of Ocean Science & Technology

The Korea Polar Research Institute

Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety

K-Water Institute

Hyundai Energy & Resources Co., LTD

The Korean Federation of Science and Technology Societies

Korea Meteorological Administration
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Korea,
The Host Country of

the 37th IGC
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Location and Topography

Four Distinct Seasons

Population of Korea

About Korea

The Republic of Korea is visited by over ten million people from abroad every year. With its long history, 
culture and tradition, Korea has a lot to offer to travelers.

According to the Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs, as of July 2015, the total 
population of Korea was 51,448,183, ranking 26th globally by country. Roughly 20% of the total population 
live in Seoul which is the capital city of Korea. Other large and economically advanced cities such as Busan, 
Incheon, Daegu, Daejeon, Gwangju and Ulsan have higher population densities than other cities in Korea. 

The Korean peninsula is located in North-East Asia and is surrounded by the ocean on three sides, making it a 
unique geographical location. With Seoul as its capital city, the landsite is roughly 1,030 km (612 miles) long 
and 175 km (105 miles) wide at its narrowest point. Korea's total land area is 100,033km2, neighboring Japan 
to the east, China to the west, and sharing a northern border with Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North 
Korea). About 70% of the land is mountainous, mainly to the north and east. Along the southern and western 
coasts the mountains descend gradually towards broad coastal plains. Most of the rivers have their tributaries 
on the north and east sides, and flow into the Yellow and South Seas. Concentrated for the most part off the 
southern coast are upwards of 3,200 islands of various sizes that provide scenery unparalleled in the world.

The eastern coast of the peninsula runs directly along the skirt of the steep mountain slope range, while the 
western and southern coast have curved shapes and have wide alluvial plains in places. It is presumed that this 
asymmetrical topography was caused by tilting movements, subsidence in the western coast and upheaval in 
the eastern coast, and thus, the ridge line of the watershed runs on the eastern side of the peninsula.

ARCTIC OCEAN

ATLANTIC OCEAN
PACIFIC OCEAN

INDIAN OCEAN

AFRICA

MIDDLE
EAST

EUROPE ASIA

Korea

NORTH AMERICA

SOUTH AMERICA

ANTARCTICA

Winter in Korea  - Gyeongbokgung Palace (Seoul)

Spring in Korea - Jinhae Gunhangje Festival

Autumn in Korea - Fall at Seoraksan Mountain

Summer in Korea - Bamboo Forest in Ulsan

Sungnyemun in Seoul
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UNESCO World Heritage

World Heritage SitesThe profound beauty of Korea’s natural, historical and cultural relics - from megalithic ruins and ancient 
tombs to grand palaces and secluded temples remain intact, despite a turbulent history. 

• Seokguram Grotto and Bulguksa Temple

• Haeinsa Temple Janggyeong Panjeon, 

the Depositories for the Tripitaka Koreana 

Woodblocks

• Jonhmyo Shrine

• Changdeokgung Palace Complex

• Suwon Hwaseong Fortress

• Gyeongju Historic Areas

• Gochang, Hwasun, and Ganghwa Dolmen Sites

• Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes

• Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty

• Historic Villages of Korea: Hahoe and Yangdong

Seokguram Grotto and Bulguksa Temple

Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty

Changdeok Palace Complex

Namhansanseong

- Changdeokgung Palace
- Jonhmyo Shrine

- Suwon Hwaseong Fortress

- Hahoe Village

- Bulguksa Temple
- Seokguram Grotto
- Gyeongju Historic Areas
- Yangdong Village

- Haeinsa Temple Janggyeong Panjeon

- Royal Tombs of the Joseon Dynasty

- Ganghwa Dolmen Site

- Gochang Dolmen Site

- Hwasun Dolmen Site

- Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Tubes

Ulleungdo

Dokdo

Gyeonsangbuk-do

Gyeonsangnam-do

Cungcheongbuk-do

Gangwon-doGyeonggi-do

Seoul

Cungcheongnam-do

Jeollabuk-do

Jeollanam-do

Jeju Island
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Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

•  

•  •  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  •  
•  •  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Ganggangsullae

Jultagi, tightrope walking

Yeongsanjae

Weaving of Mosi (fine ramie) in the Hansan region

Memory of the World Register

The Annals of the Joseon Dynasty

Donguibogam, Principles and Practice of Eastern Medicine

Printing woodblocks of the Tripitaka Koreana
and miscellaneous Buddhist scriptures

Nanjung Ilgi: War Diary of Admiral Yi Sun-sin

Royal Ancestral Rite and Ritual Music
in Jongmyo Shrine

Hunminjeongum Manuscript Human Rights Documentary Heritage
1980 Archives for the May 18th
Democratic Uprising against Military
Regime,in Gwangju, Republic of Korea

Daemokjang
Traditional wooden architecture

Taekkyeon
Tightrope walking

Jultagi
Traditional Korean martial art

Arirang
Lyrical folk song

Kimjang
Making and sharing kimchi

Weaving of Mosi (fine ramie) in the Hansan region

Falconry (Maesanyang)
Traditional activity of keeping and training
falcons and other raptors to take quarry in its
natural state

Pansori Epic Chant
Traditional narrative solo song
accompanied by a drum beat

Joseonwangjosillok
Annals of the Joseon Dynasty

Donguibogam
Principles and Practice of Eastern Medicine

Ilseongnok
Records of Daily Reflections

Nanjung Ilgi
War Diary of Admiral Yi Sun-sin

Archives of Saemaul Undong
(New Community Movement)

Baegun Hwasang Chorok Buljo Jikji
Simche Yojeol(Vol. II)
Second volume of Anthology of Great
Buddhist Priests’ Zen Teachings

Printing woodblocks of the Tripitaka
Koreana and miscellaneous Buddhist
scriptures

Seungjeongwon Ilgi
Diaries of the Royal Secretariat

Uigwe
Royal Protocols of the Joseon Dynasty

Gangneung Danoje Festival
Festival held on the 5th day of the 5th lunar
month wishing for a good harvest

Jeju Chilmeoridang Yeongdeunggut
Shamanoc ritual for prosperity and
abundant fisheries

Yeongsanjae
Ritual performance for the deceased to be
reincarnated in a good place and to pass
on Budda’s teaching to the living

Namsadang Nori
All-male vagabond clown performance

Cheoyongmu
Masked dance derived from the legend of “Cheoyong”

Gagok
Lyric song cycles accompanied by an orchestra

Ganggangsullae
Traditional circle dance
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About Jeju

Jeju Island Geopark Map

Jeju Island Global Geopark

Jeju Island is a volcanic island situated off the southern coast of the Korean Peninsula. The island was 
produced by volcanic activity which occurred from about two million years ago until the historic times. The 
island is 73 km long and 31 km wide, with an area of 1,847 km2. The island has the typical morphology of a 
shield volcano, characterized by an overall gentle topography and an elliptical shape in plan elongated in an 
east-northeast direction.

Seogwipo Formation Sanbangsan Lava Dome Yongmeori Tuff Ring

The 40-m thick exposed formation is composed of mainly basaltic volcaniclastic rock and lesser amounts of 
nonvolcanic sedimentary layers deposited in the early to middle Pleistocene. Because of the fossil diversity 
contained in the formation, it was designated as a natural monument.

Sanbangsan is a massive lava dome formed from the slow effusion of felsic, commonly very viscous lava from 
a volcanic vent about 800,000 years ago. It rises 395 m above sea level.

Yongmeori is a remnant of a tuff ring, a type of hydromagmatic volcano with a relatively large crater compared with 
its height. Its name refers to its resemblance to a dragon's head, an effect caused by erosion over the millennia.

- Seogwipo Formation

- Sanbangsan Lava Dome

- Yongmeori Tuff Ring

Suweolbong

U Island Biyang Island

Jeju Jungmun Daepo Coast Seonheul Gotjawal

Suwolbong is the remnant of a tuff ring formed by a hydrovolcanic explosion roughly 18,000 years ago. The 
outcrops of the Suwolbong tuff ring are so continuous that individual tuff layers can be correlated bed-by-bed 
from the proximal to the distal parts of the entire tuff ring deposit.

The exquisite artwork of lava stands tall at the eastern seashore of the Jungmun Tourist Complex. The dark and 
reddish, hexagonal columnar joints are spread out like background screens layer upon layer. The invigorating 
breaking waves, not only clears a troubled mind, also crafted the lava pillars. It is Natural Monument No. 443 
designated on 27 Dec. 2004.

Seonheul Gotjawal Geosite is a dense forest area with camellia hill. The camellia hill was designated as Ramsar 
Wetland in 2011. It is inland wetland formed in Gotjawal area and differentiated from other wetlands formed 
streams and lake area. The small ponds and dry swamps change into wetland during the rainy season are spread 
around the hill.

Besides being home to the giant mottled eel, the fall is also home to a type of evergreen, E. ganitrus, which has 
been designated and is preserved as a natural monument.

- Suweolbong

- Jeju Jungmun Daepo Coast

- Seonheul Gotjawal

- Cheonjiyeon Water Fall
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World Natural Heritage Zone

U Island is located about 3 km northeast of about 3 km distance from Seongsan Ilchulbong. There is Someori 
oreum tuff cone (Udobong) formed by volcanic ashes in the center of the island and the wide lava field are 
spread to the northwest direction where a village was established.

Biyang Island is located 5 km from Hallim port. There are two cinder cones around Biyang bong in the 
center of the island and part of a disappeared cinder cone remains in the northwest seashore of the island. 
The seashore of the Biyang Island are mostly impacted by volcanic activity with a giant volcanic bomb and 
Aegieoeundol (Stone Carrying Baby) as representative geosites. In particular, the giant volcanic bomb is the 
largest scale of volcanic bomb in Jeju with is 10 tons of huge stones with 5 meter diameters. In addition, the 
unique shape of the 20 rocks called Aegieoeundol are spread near the site of the giant volcanic bomb.

Mt. Halla is the central peak of the gently sloping shield volcano of Jeju Island. It is the highest mountain in 
South Korea, reaching 1,950 m above the sea level. Mt. Halla boasts a peculiar volcanic landscape, produced 
by the craterlake Baeknokdam at the summit, the precipitous rocky cliffs of the Yeongsilgiam, and about 40 
volcanic cones. Baeknokdam crater is exceptional in that the western half of the area is formed by trachyte 
lava, whereas the eastern half is composed of basalt lava. It is assumed that the trachytic lava dome was 
produced first followed by the creation of the crater by basaltic volcanic activity. The mountain has been 
protected from human activity since 1970 and is renowned for its unique ecology and biodiversity in addition 
to volcanic geology and geomorphology.

Seongsan Ilchulbong is an archetypal tuff cone formed by hydrovolcanic eruptions upon a shallow seabed 
about five thousand years ago. The 180 m-high tuff cone, dominating the eastern seaboard of Jeju Island, not 
only preserves its bowl-like crater but also provides excellent sea-cliff exposures of diverse internal structures. 
These features have great geologic value in that they provide a basis for interpreting the eruptive and 
depositional processes of hydromagmatic volcanoes worldwide in addition to the past volcanic activity of this 
tuff cone.

Manjanggul Lava Tube is a 7.4 km-long lava tube locally with a multi-level structure. It is one of the largest lava 
tubes in the world having a main passage with a width of up to 18 m and a height of up to 23 m. Numerous 
lava tubes are found worldwide, but Manjanggul Lava Tube is an outstanding example because it has a 
well-preserved passage shapes and internal micro-topographic features in spite of significant age. Thus the 
cave possesses significant scientific and conservation values. Three entrances to the cave developed due to 
collapse of the ceiling, with the second entrance being the one used by tourists. A variety of lava formations 
and decorations, such as lava stalactites, lava stalagmites, flowlines, lava benches, and lava rafts are present. 
The 7.6 m-high lava column is known to be the largest lava column in the world.

- Biyang Island

- Mt. Halla (Hallasan)

- Seongsan Ilchulbong

- Manjanggul lava tube

- U Island

Mt. Hallasan Seongsan Ilchulbong Manjanggul lava tube

National Geoparks of Korea

Cheorwon Lava Plateau Cheongsong Yongyeon Waterfall Columnar Joint at Mt. Mudeungsan

Gwacheon
National Science Museum

Haenam
Dinosaur Museum

Hongsan
Geological Museum

Mokpo
Natural History Museum

Gyeryongsan
Natural History Museum

Daejeon
Geological Museum

Anmyondo
Jurassic Museum

Taebaek
Paleozoic Museum

Gumunso
Experience Education

Taebaek
Coal Museum

Busan Marine Natural
History Museum

Goseong 
Dinosaur Museum

Goseong
Natural History Museum

UNESCO World National Heritage

CheongSong National Geoparks

Busan National Geoparks

Jeju Island Global Geoparks

Mudeunsan Area National Geoparks

Gangwon Peace National Geopark

Hantan-Imjingang River National Geopark

Ulleundo, Dokdo National Geoparks
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The area of 2,067㎢ extending over 5 counties ("gun") including Goseong-gun, Inje-gun, Yanggu-gun, 
Hwacheongun, and Cheorwon-gun was certified as a Gangwon Peace National Geopark in 2014. Here is 
the complete list of 21 geosites spread across the 5 different counties (gun): Hwajinpo Lagoon, Songjiho 
Beach, Late Miocene Basalts in Goseong and Tafoni of Neungpadae in Goseong-gun; Yongneup (wetland) 
of Daeamsan, Fluvial Terrace of Soyanggang, Pothole of Naerincheon and Jinburyeong (mountain pass) in 
Inhe-gun; Dootayeon (plunge pool), Yanggubaekto (kaolin) and Haean Basin in Yanggu-gun; Gogungugok 
(Valley), Biraeam (Rock), Riverine wetland of Yangeuidae, Hwacheon Granulite Complex, and Yonghwasan in 
Hwacheon-gun; and Cheorwon Lava Plateau, Basalt Ravine of Daegyocheon, Goseok (Rock), Jiktang Falls and 
Sambuyeon Falls in Cheorwon-gun. The park adopts a dual management system; Gangwon Province (Section 
of Environment) conducts the overall control while each local self-governing body manages  its park sites.

- Gangwon Peace National Geopark

The area of 3,000㎢ covering 23 geosites in Mudeungsan Mountain and Hwasun-gun was designated as 
a National Geopark in 2014. Eighteen geosites are centered around Mudeungsan Mountain National Park: 
Three Rock Peaks (Cheonwangbong, Jiwangbong, and Inwangbong), Seoseokdae, Ipseokdae, Gwangseokdae, 
Sinseondae & Eoksae Grass, Deoksan Cluster of Rocks, Jigong Cluster of Rocks, Mudeungsan Mountain 
Air Holes, Baekma Ridge, Jangbuljae Pass, Simujigi Falls, Yunpilbong Natural Cave, Chunghyo-dong Kiln, 
Euisangbong, Saeinbong, Andesitic Lava at Jeungsim Temple Valley, Mudeungsan Gwangju Granite, and 
Manyeon Temple Precambrian Granite Gneiss. further 5 geosites are found in Hwasun: Red Wall, Seoyu-ri, 
Dinosaur Fossil Site, Baegasan Limestone Caves, Unjusa Stratified Tuff, and Hwasun Dolmen Site Jangdong 
Tuff. Gwangju Metropolitan City (Green City Project) manages Mudeungsan Area while Jeollanamdo (East 
Office) manages of Hwasun Area.

- Mudeungsan Area National Geopark

Ulleungdo Island and the surrounding islands, including Dokdo Island, were declared a National Geopark 
in 2012. There are 19 geosites in Ulleungdo Island. They are include Bongnae Waterfall, Jeodong Coastal 
Walk, Dodong Coastal Walk, Turtle Rock & Juniper Colony, Noodle Rock, Mushroom Rock, Crane Port Beach, 
Hwangto Cave, Taeha Trail & Daepunggam, Old Man Peak, Songgot Peak, Elephant Rock Peak, Yongchulso, 
Albong Peak, Primitive Forest in Seonginbong Peak, Jukam Mongdol Beach, Samseon Rock, Gwaneumdo, 
and Jukdo. The four geosites in Dokdo Island are Sutdol rock, Dongnimmun (the Arch of Independence) Rock, 
Samhyeongje (Three Brothers) Rocks with Holes, and Chunjang Cave. The management authority is Ulleung-
gun (Section of Forest and Environment)

- Ulleungdo Dokdo National Geopark

Busan National Geopark, designated in 2013, is an urban geopark which is embraced as one of the city’s major 
attractions. Twelve geosites in the park are classified by their formations e.g., estuary region, sedimentary rock 
region, igneous rock region, and volcanic rock region. The estuary region is represented by Nakdong Estuary 
(Eulsukdo Island). Found in the sedimentary rock region are 7 geosites: Morundae, Dusong Peninsula, Songdo 
Peninsula, Dudo Island, Taejongdae, Oryukdo Island, and Igidae. The igneous rock region formed from the cooling 
of magma can be found in Geumjeong Mountain, Orbicular Gabbro is at Baekyangsan; and the volcanic rock 
geosite is found in Jangsan. All these geosites are managed by Busan Metropolitan City (Section of Environment 
Conservation). 

Cheongsong National Geopark was certified in 2014 and has 24 geosites. Found in Juwangsan National Park are 9 
geosites Giam Cliff, Jubangcheon Peperite, Yeonhwa Cave, Yonchu Gorge, Yongyeon Falls, Geupsudae Columnar 
Joint, Jeolgol Gorge, Jusan Pond, and Noruyongchu. Other geosites are Cheongsong Ice Valley, Beopsu Pottery 
Stone, Byeongam Granite Cliff, Nasil Magma Mixing Zone, Sedimentary Formation at Cheongsong Natural 
Recreation Forest, Myeonbongsan Caldera, Surakri Columnar Joints, Sedimentary Formation at Bangho Pavilion, 
Sinseong Dinosaur Footprints, Mananjaam Cliff, Baekseoktan Pot Holes, Pacheon Orbicular Granite, Songgangri 
Folds, Cheongsong Spherulitic Rhyolite, and Dalgi Mineral Spring Site. Cheongsong-gun, the management 
authority of the park, applied for the membership of Global Geopark Network in November, 2015; the final decision 
will be made in April, 2017 after a year and a half evaluation by UNESCO through document examination and 
investigation of the sites.

The area of 493.31 km2 in Pocheon-si and Yeoncheon-gun was designated as a National Geopark in 2015. Formed 
from the eruptions of the volcano of Ori Mountain in North Korea 270,000-100,000 years ago that stretched to 
100 km along Hantangang and Imjingang River, the region presents world-class landscape with various volcanic 
landforms such as basalt ravine and lava plateau. There are about 20 geological sites including columnar joints in 
Namgye-li, ravine in Meongwu-li and pillow lava in Auraji. In particular, Auraji pillow lava is shaped after a round 
pillow formed in a place where lava was rapidly cooled when it was met with river. It is the only pillow lava that can 
be found inland in Korea and also a rare inland structure around the world. 

- Busan National Geopark

- Cheongsong National Geopark

- Hantan·Imjingang River National Geopark

Guksubawi in Ulleungdo 

Jeju Island was named as a Global Geopark in 2010 even before the introduction of National Geopark Certification 
System to Korea in 2011 (the island was granted the National Geopark certification in the following year). It is the 
only Global Geopark Network member among Korea’s National Geoparks. While the entire island of Jeju Island 
has been designated as a Global Geopark, there are 10 individual geosites including Halla Mountain, Seongsan 
Ilchulbong Peak Tuff Cone, Manjanggul Cave, Seogwipo Stratum (shell fossils), Sanbangsan Mountain Lava Dome, 
Yongmeori Beach Tuff Ring, Suwolbong Peak Tuff Ring, Jungmun Depo Jusangjeolli Cliffs, Cheonjiyeon Falls, and 
Seonheul Gotjawal.

The management authority of the park is Jeju Special Self-Governing Province (World Natural Heritage 
Management Division).

- Jeju National Geopark
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Andong Hahoe Folk Village [UNESCO World Cultural Heritage]

Namsan & Wolseong Districts of the Gyeongju Historic Areas [UNESCO World Cultural Heritage]

Suwon Hwaseong Fortress [UNESCO World Cultural Heritage]

Best of Korea

Located in Andong, a treasure trove of Confucian tradition and culture, the Hahoe Village has been the home 
of the Pungsan Ryu clan for over 600 years. Traditional houses have maintained their original structure. The 
Hahoe Byeolsingout Mask Dance of the commoners, and the Seonyujulbul nor, a fire show enjoyed by the 
noble class, are two unique traditions that have been well-preserved  by locals.

A large part of Gyeongju, the ancient capital of the Silla Kingdom (57B.C. – A.D. 935), was registered as the 
“Gyeongju Historic Areas” on UNESCO’s World Heritage list in November 2000. Over 50 relics are divided into 
five districts: Namsan, Wolseong, Daereungwon, Hwangnyongsa and Sanseong. This historic city is often 
dubbed “the museum without walls”.

Suwon is one of the principal cities of Gyeongggi-do Province. Included on UNESCO’s World Heritage list in 
1997, Hwaseong Fortress embraces the downtown area of Suwon. It was built by the 22nd king of Joseon, 
King Jeongjo, to honor his deceased father, Prince Sado Seja, who died before he could take the throne. In 
order to make the Hwaseong Fortress experience even more pleasant, a performance involving traditional 
rope dancing is held every Saturday at 14:00 from March to November.

- Korea’s most representative upper-class traditional village

- Active and breathing museum

- The height of Joseon dynasty science

Suncheonman Bay

The fields in Suncheonman Bay are thickly covered with reeds taller than a full-grown man. It is the biggest 
colony of reeds in Korea. The image of the entire field swaying in the wind is as dazzling as waves on the sea. 
The field of reeds is home to many plants that thrive in damp conditions such as, the common reed and the 
starwort. Among the world’s wetlands, Suncheonman Bay is widely known for attracting the largest number 
of rare birds. Internationally rare birds such as the hooded crane, white-naped crane, white stork, black-faced 
spoonbill, Eurasian Oystercatcher, as well as birds designated as natural treasures, can be spotted here. There 
are about 140 species of birds in total, including the snipe, wild duck, shelduck, and wild goose.

- One of the world’s top five coastal wetlands

Bukchon & Insa-dong

Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak

Upo Swamp (Ramsar Wetland)

Jeonju Hanok Village

Hanok Village is home to hundreds of traditional houses that date back to the Joseon Dynasty called 'hanoks'. 
The village name, 'Bukchon,' literally translates to 'northern village,' came about because the village lies north 
of two significant Seoul landmarks, Cheonggyecheon Stream and Jongno. Today, many of these hanoks 
operate as cultural centers, guesthouses, restaurants and tea houses, providing visitors an opportunity to 
experience, learn and immerse themselves in Korean traditional culture.

Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an important place where old but precious and traditional goods 
are on display. There is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within these alleys are galleries, 
traditional restaurants, traditional teahouses, and cafes.

Located in Seongsanpo on the eastern cost of the island, Seongsan Ilchullbong is one of the nearly 360 
parasitic volcanoes that dot the island. This UNESCO World Heritage stands 182m above sea level and 99 big 
and small rocks mark the circumference of the ruff cone, giving it a crown-like appearance. On the nearly 
Umutgas Shore, the “Jeju Women Divers’ Performance” is held daily.

Straddling four towns in Changnyeong, Upo is the largest natural wetland in Korea. It consists of Upo(1.28km2), 
Mokpo(0.53 km2), Sajipo(0.36 km2) and Jjokkibeol(0.14 km2) swamps and spans on a total area of 8.54 km2. 
The wetland area (2.31 km2), which harbors water from floods or summer monsoon, is 210 times the size of a 
football field. Traces of dinosaur fossils 140 million years old are still preserved in the wetland.

Jeonju Hanok Village overlaps Pungnam-dong and Gyo-dong with over 500 traditional Korean houses, 
or Hanoks. Tourists can stay in a Hanok to experience Korea’s traditional lifestyle. Jeonju is famous for 
bibimbap(rice mixed with vegetables and meat), so don’t leave Jeonju without a taste.

- History meets today

- The best site of Jejudo

- Cluster of Hanok
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Korean Cuisine

Traditional Korean Foods
- Nutritious energy source filled with philosophy and science

Hansik refers to traditional Korean food, as well as the traditional manners and rules required in serving them 
beautifully.

What makes Korean food culture so different is primarily the representation of diverse side dishes, served 
alongside a simple bowl of rice. This composition of rice and various complementary ingredients makes a highly 
balanced meal, providing all the nutrition that a person requires. Therefore Hansik is not only delicious, it is 
incredibly healthy too. In addition, Hansik encourages eaters to experience 'slow food' cuisine, a movement well 
suited to health and well-being. Ingredients are mostly locally grown vegetables and aged and fermented sauces 
with Kimchi (fermented cabbage) playing the main role.

Besides Kimchi, other popular side dishes which are widely known include Bulgogi, Bibimbap, and royal cuisines. 
Bulgogi is a marinated beef dish that is sweet and tender in texture. Bibimbap, on the other hand, is a complete 
meal in and of itself: rice mixed with all kinds of condiments, topped with red chili sauce (or gochu-jang), and 
enjoyed by the spoonful.

Korean royal cuisine is by far the most lavish version of Hansik. Originally served to kings and queens. The table 
setting is quite large and always accompanied by at least 12 different sides and desserts. Because it requires a lot 
more in the way of preparations than average Hansik, people generally only have this on special days.

Busan,
The Host City of

the 37th IGC
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About Busan
Visa Policy & Procedures

Safety & Security

Legal requirements and tax ruling for international congress organizers

Accommodation

Accessibility

Venue

Executive Summary

The proposed host city for the 37th IGC is Korea’s second largest city, Busan- a vibrant metropolis where 
contemporary lifestyle meets traditional hospitality. Wide spread multilingual signage, extremely efficient 
public transportation, Information and Communication Technology based infrastructure, and eco-friendly 
technologies used throughout make Busan a convenient city for residents and visitors alike.

Busan is truly a destination of excitement, sensory richness and warmth.

All foreign visitors wishing to enter Korea must have a valid passport. People from 99 countries who wish to 
visit Korea temporarily are permitted to enter the country without a visa according to the visa-exemption 
agreement or in accordance with principles of reciprocity  national interest.

Over the past few years, Mercer’s Quality of Living Survey has ranked Busan in the Top 10 cities for personal 
safety and quality of living in the Asia Pacific region. Busan is a safe and secure city for visitors and residents 
alike. 

International congress organizers can claim a refund of Value Added Tax (VAT) applied to goods and 
services such as food and lodging service, advertising service, electricity or communications service, real 
estate lease service and certain goods or services necessary for the operation and maintenance of a domestic 
office of a foreign business.

Busan offers a wide range of hotels to accommodate participants including luxury five star hotels aw well as  
budget accommodations, including university dormitories, business hotels and youth hostels. In total, there 
are 1,939 accommodation facilities with 59,164 available in Busan. Many of these accommodation options, 
including international chain hotels are located very close to the proposed 2024 IGC venue.

Korea, with multiple hub airports in Northeast Asia, is an affordable travel destination in every way.

Busan is a major metropolitan city with excellent international and national flight connections. It is a 
50-minute flight from Incheon and Gimpo Airports, which are Korea's main gateways to the world. You can 
also come to Busan via major cities in Asia, such Shanghai, Beijing, Tokyo and Hong Kong.

Conveniently located in North East Asia, Busan is the ideal location for an international event.

Established in 1995, Busan Exhibition & Convention Centre (BEXCO) has played a key role in promoting the city 
of Busan as one of the most competitive and attractive event destinations in Northeast Asia for over 20 years. 
BEXCO’s Auditorium, Convention Hall, 2 Exhibition Centers, 56 meeting rooms, and 16 exhibition halls are all 
connected under one roof. With availability for the last week of August in 2024 already confirmed, BEXCO’s 
extraordinary infrastructure and central location will be key elements in hosting an extremely successful IGC 
in Busan, in August, 2024.
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Make Busan your choice, we guarantee only the best

About Busan City of MICE

Busan, home to 3.5 million residents, is Korea’s second largest city and the world’s fifth busiest port. Busan is 
a modern, global city where contemporary lifestyle meets ancient history. Wide spread multilingual signage, 
extremely efficient public transportation, Information and Communication Technology based systems, and 
eco-friendly technologies used throughout, make Busan a convenient city for residents and visitors alike.

Busan Exhibition Centre (BEXCO), Busan’s globally recognized conference and exhibition center, along with 
other unique and extraordinary venues, offer versatile meeting rooms, modern amenities and exquisite in-
house catering services.

A broad range of contemporary and comfortable accommodation options, from 5-star luxury hotels, to 
youth hostels and serviced apartments, are ready to be occupied by the 37th IGC participants. There are 
even uniquely Korean accommodation opportunities, such as Korean traditional houses (hanok) and airbnb 
properties to offer unforgettable memories which will be cherished for a life time.

Korea is one of the most advanced nations in the world, yet it is also a country steeped in historical and rich 
tradition. In Busan, the combination of the old and new abounds at every turn and can be found in old-
fashioned friendly service, combined with cutting-edge conference and exhibition facilities which makes 
Busan the perfect place for your meetings. 

Marvel at the newly expanded state-of-the-art Busan Exhibition and Convention Center (BEXCO), which 
hosted the 55,000-strong International Lion’s Convention in the heart of the City’s Convention district; or walk 
the Haeundae Beach shoreline before entering the nearby Nurimaru APEC Center, where 21 heads of state 
from around the world once gathered to discuss pressing global issues. From 5-star hotels with luxurious high-
capacity ball-rooms, to setting sail aboard Yacht B for an intimate team-building day trip at sea, Busan meets 
your every whim.

It is the combination of dozens of multifunctional, high-tech MICE facilities, an abundance of natural beauty, 
history, cultural richness, and friendly yet professional services which make Busan the perfect destination for 
meetings, exhibitions, conferences, events, and more.

The central hub of Northeast Asia that world leaders come to - Busan!

Busan, the City of MICE. Bringing a Bright Future Forward!

“Busan, South Korea’s ‘city of tomorrow’, is truly a destination of excitement, vibrancy, sensory richness and 
warmth. Every corner of Busan is packed with friendly residents and extraordinary restaurants. A gorgeous 
costal city with stunning beaches, a cobalt sky and a pleasant climate.” The Guardian
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The Perfect Place for Your MICE Event

Convenient, Connected, Comprehensive

- Mice City Busan

- Support System

- Abundant Accommodation

- Main Events

- Variety of Convention Facilities

• 2013 ranked 4th in Asia and 9th in the world as Best Host City of International Conferences(According to 2013 UIA)

• 2013 ranked 1st in Asia as Fastest Growing International Conference City(According to 2013 UIA)

• 2011 ranked 4th in Asia, 15th in the world as Best Host City of International Conferences(According to 2011 UIA)

• 2011 ranked 3rd as Fastest Growing International Conference City in the World(According to 2011 UIA)

• 2010 gathered most participants out of all MICE cities(According to Korean Tourism Organization)

• Building inclusive support systems to oversee entire hosting process, enabled by city of Busan, BTO 
Convention Bureau, Busan MICE Alliance

• Guarantees successful operations through hosting and supporting sizable international conferences.

• 55,000 rooms across Busan

• 9,000 rooms within 10-minutes from Convention Center

• A wide range of accommodation from five-star hotels to youth hostels

• Accumulated experience providing advanced hotel services at numerous international conferences

• Business cooperation

• Supporting activities

• EExecutive council

• MICE education program

• Alliance Open Day

• BEXCO & Auditorium, second largest convention center in Korea

• 300 different selections including Cruise and galleries

• Athletic facilities which accommodate over 1,000 people

Busan MICE Alliance

Dedicated Staff from Start to Finish

The 10-Minute Zone

Busan MICE Alliance is a collaboration between Busan local MICE industry and institution for activating 
and marketing cooperation. The Busan MICE Alliance consists of 123 local company members including 
convention facilities, PCO, hotels, travel companies, and so on.

The Busan MICE team, along with a highly trained group of event and venue staff, guarantee excellence every 
step of the way. Our talented multilingual and skilled team members assure you that you are in the best hands 
at all times during your stay in Busan. Let us show you all that we can do for you, as we work together to make 
your next MICE event your best ever.

Perhaps the most unique aspect of holding your event in Busan is that the city’s primary convention facilities, 
prominent hotels and accommodation, beloved tourist attractions, premium shopping facilities, and exciting 
leisure and nightlife are all situated just 10 minutes from each other, in what we call the ‘10-minute zone.’ 
This area, which includes Centum City, Haeundae Beach, and Marine City, has it all—maximizing the fun and 
productivity of even the shortest stay in Busan!

Busan
MICE

Alliance

MICE
education
program

Alliance
Open Day

Cooperation
business

Executive
council

Supporting
activity
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Absolute Safety and Security

Over the past few years, Busan has ranked in the Top 10 cities for Personal Safety and Quality of Living in the 
Asia Pacific region in the Mercer’s Quality of Living Survey. Use of firearms and illicit drugs is strictly prohibited 
in Korea. According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, in 2012 crime rates against nationals 
were reported to be in the lowest-rated tier: rated at 0.9 (in comparison to The Americas at 16.3, Africa at 12.5, 
Europe and Oceania at 3.0 and Asia at 2.9). Crimes against foreign residents and visitors were reported to be 
extremely rare.

There are well established comprehensive security systems in place. Local security and police have extensive 
experience hosting global summit meetings including the 2005 APEC Summit and the 2014 KOREA-ASEAN 
Commemorative summit

Specialty Food in Busan

It's more than food, it’s fun

Scrumptious Foods in Busan

Hoe

Haemul Pajeon

Dwaejigukbap

Street Food

In Busan there are five representative local dishes that are simple, yet full of deep meaning.

Hoe (pronounced “hway”), which is simply thinly sliced raw fish, is another standout Busan delicacy and can 
be found in most of the beach neighborhoods as well as in the famed Jagalchi Market. Most places that offer 
hoe allow you to choose a live fish (commonly skate, yellowtail, or mackerel) from the tank and then serve it to 
you filleted within minutes, served with Ssamjang (soybean paste) and lettuce leaves.

While Jeon is often described as a Korean pancake, it is never sweet like the popular Western breakfast food, 
and in place of syrup, Jeon is served with a spicy soy sauce for dipping. Haemul Pajeon, a Busan favorite, is 
a hearty pancake mix with a healthy dose of green onions and various seafood—most commonly octopus, 
squid, and shrimp.

Dwaejigukbap is a simple but hearty pork soup with rice. The soup itself is quite mild in flavor, but it’s served 
with condiments such as Ssamjang, onions, and hot peppers so that each patron can season it to his or her 
taste.

Street food is ever-present in most neighborhoods with heavy 
foot traffic. The most popular street food establishments are 
simple open-air storefronts, usually offering Dukbokki, which 
are rice cakes in spicy red pepper sauce, Twigeum (tempura), 
and Gimbap. Gimbap is, without a doubt, Korea’s most popular 
snack food. Usually composed of ham, crab sticks, radish, and 
egg, it’s wrapped in rice and seaweed and cut into bite-sized 
portions. Gimbap is offered in many varieties, such as tuna 
salad, chicken, and fried pork cutlet. Bungeoppang are warm, 
delicious pastries stuffed with sweet red bean paste which are 
often sold from freestanding carts and are easy to recognize by 
the fish shape they are molded into.

Hoe Haemul Pajeon Dwaejigukbap

“Generally speaking, Busan is as safe as most places in South Korea, which is to say very safe. Busan
is very safe to roam around freely at night.

Triposo, No#1 App for travelers
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Venue
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Busan Exhibition & 
Convention Center (BEXCO)

• Second largest convention center in Korea

  (expansion completed in June 2012)

• Total of 46,380m 2 of exhibition space dividable

  into 16 independent halls

• Total of 56 meeting rooms in various sizes

• State-of-the-art auditorium with 4,000 seat  

  maximum capacity 

• Parking space for over 3,000 vehicles

• Conveniently accessible via public

  transportation (line #2 subway, buses and taxis)

• Walking distance to the world’s largest  

  department store and other convenience  

  facilities

• Over 10,000 hotel rooms available within a 5km  

  radius (by 2017)

Busan Exhibition & Convention Center (BEXCO)

BEXCO will guarantee fourth week of August 2024 for 2024 IGC being:
23(Fri) August – 1(Sun) September 2024 (with D-2 or 3 days for set up and 1 day for breakdown)

BEXCO consists of Auditorium, Convention Hall, Exhibition Center I and II. There are total of 56 meeting rooms and 16 
exhibition hall, all connected under one roof.

Exhibition Center IIExhibition Center I

Convention Hall Auditorium

Venue Room/Hall No. Size
No. of 
Room/

Hall 

Accommodation Capacity

Theatre Type Class
Type

Banquet
Type

Reception 
Type

Auditorium Main+2 sides 4,766m2 3 4,000 - - - 

Convention Hall
B1 fl. 011-012 143m2/ea. 2 150 72 70 90 

Convention Hall
1st fl. 101-110 144m2/ea. 

22 

150 72 70 90 

Convention Hall
2nd fl. 

201-204 144m2/ea. 150 72 70 90 

205
(Summit Hall) 554m2 560 280 300 450 

206-208
*Dividable 104m2/ea. 80 40 50  80 

Convention Hall
3rd fl. 

301
(Grand Ballroom) 2,079m2 2,400 1,000 1,200 2,000 

Exhibition Center I
(Exhibition Halls) 1-3 8,836m2/ea. 5 As needed As needed As needed As needed 

Exhibition Center I
(Meeting Rooms) 

211-218,
311-317 123m2/ea. 15 120 56 60 90 

Exhibition Center II
(Exhibition Halls) 4-5 9,936m2/ea. 11 As needed As needed As needed As needed 

Exhibition Center II
(Meeting Rooms) 

5A 2,016m2 1 2,000 800 800 1,600 

121-126,
320-326 126m2/ea. 13 120 56 60 90 

Proposed Date - Availability 4th week of August 2024

Number of parallel session rooms and seating capacities

BEXCO, established in 1995, has served as many convenors’ 
venue of choice with more than 20 years of experience in 
hosting countless international and domestic meetings and 
exhibitions. As one of the most celebrated landmarks in Busan, 
BEXCO has played a key role in promoting the city of Busan 
as one of the most competitive and attractive destinations in 
Northeast Asia to host large scale international events.

Notably, BEXCO was selected as the venue for some of 
Korea’s largest events including the 2004 ITU Telecom Asia, 
2005 APEC Summit Meeting, 2006 UN ESCAP Ministerial 
Conference on Transport, the 3rd OECD World Forum in 2009, 
8th IDF Western Pacific Region Congress in 2010, the Fourth 
High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in 2011, 27th Asia 
Pacific Academy of Ophthalmology Congress in 2012, 95th 
Lions Clubs International Convention in 2012, the 19th ITU 
Plenipotentiary Conference in 2014 and the ASEAN-Republic 
of Korea Commemorative Summit in 2014.

The Center consists of 16 exhibition halls and 56 meeting 
rooms, and hosts an average of over 100 exhibitions and 1,000 
meetings and events annually. It’s central location surrounded 
by abundant accommodation facilities and attractive tourist 
attractions along with high standard meeting infrastructures 
will serve as key elements in hosting a very successful 2024 
IGC in Busan, Korea.
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BEXCO Auditorium 
Max 4,002 seats (w/additional seats) - 1 main hall + 2 side halls

Side Hall:
276 seats

Side Hall:
276 seats

Main Hall:
2,645 seats

Connecting corridor to 
Convention Hall 2nd fl.

BEXCO Auditorium

BEXCO Convention Hall

Convention Hall 3rd fl.
Room 301 (Grand Ballroom) • Large ballroom for exclusive meetings and banquets

• Spacious foyer area with natural light

3F

Room No. W x L x H(m) Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theater Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type
301

(Grand Ballroom) 66 x 33 x 8~13 2,079 2,400 1,000 1,200 2,000

Convention Hall 2nd fl.
Rooms 201 - 208 (206-208 dividable)

• 11 meeting rooms
• Versatile space use with retractable walls
• Spacious foyer area with natural light

2F

Room No. Unit W x L x H(m) Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theater Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type
201 ~ 204

Each room

16 x 9 x 5 144 150 72 70 90

205
(Summit Hall) 20.5 x 27 x 5 554 560 280 300 450

206 ~ 208 11.5 x 9 x 5 104 120 56 50 80

Connecting corridor 
to Auditorium 3rd 

Opening/closing ceremony and keynotes 
Concurrent sessions and functional rooms (preview, secretariat, etc.)

Concurrent SessionConcurrent sessions

Convention Hall 1st fl.
Rooms 101 - 110 + 011, 012 (B1fl)

• 10 meeting rooms
• Versatile space use with retractable walls

1F

Room No. Unit W x L x H(m) Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theater Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type

101~110,  011~012 Each room 16 x 9 x 5 144 150 72 70 90
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Exhibition Center I 3rd fl.
Rooms 311 - 317

• 7 meeting rooms
• Versatile space use with retractable walls

3F

Room No. Unit W x L x H(m) Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theatre Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type

311 ~ 317 Each room 13.7 x 9 x 5 123 120 56 60 90

Exhibition Center I 2nd fl.
Rooms 211 - 218

• 8 meeting rooms
• Versatile space use with retractable walls

2F

Room No. Unit W x L x H(m) Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theatre Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type

211 ~ 218 Each room 13.7 x 9 x 5 123 120 56 60 90

BEXCO Exhibition Center I
GeoExpo, posters, registration, luncheon/banquet, etc

Concurrent sessions and/or business meetings

Exhibition Center I
Exhibition Halls 1 - 3 (Total 26,508m2)

• Pillar-less ground level exhibition space
• Versatile space use removable walls

1F

Room No. Unit W x L x H(m) Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theater Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type

1 Each room 81 x 108 x 12.5-22.5 8,836 As needed As needed As needed As needed

2A -3A Each room 40.5 x 108 x 12.5-22.5 4,418 As needed As needed As needed As needed

 Hall / Room No. Unit W x L x H(m) Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theater Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type

4A-4F Combined 207 x 48 x 12 9,936 As needed As needed As needed As needed

121-126 Each room 9 x 14 x 5 126 120 56 60 90

Concurrent sessions and/or business meetings

Concurrent sessions and/or business meetings (additional space)

Exhibition Center II 1st fl.
Exhibition Halls 4A - 4F, Rooms 121 - 126

• Dividable into 6 independent exhibition halls
• Versatile space use with removable walls

1F

BEXCO Exhibition Center II
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Nurimaru APEC House
Exclusive venue for VIP dinner (optional)

• Venue for the 2005 APEC Summit Meeting
• Magnificent coastal scenery of Busan

Room No. Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theater Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type

Conference room(2F) 355 240 150 150 400

The State-of-the-Art Technology

Free Public Wi-Fi  and Internet Connection

Interpretation

Audio & Visual

BEXCO is one of the most modern convention centers in Korea with advanced IT infrastructure and conference 
equipment in all of its facilities. BEXCO operates reliable in-house technicians to assist its clients put together 
successful events at the Center.

BEXCO provides free public Wi-Fi connections throughout its facilities. For large events, BEXCO can secure the 
wifi with SSID to provide exclusive connections for its clients. As for dedicated wired access to internet, BEXCO 
is fully equipped with CAT 6 connections in all of its facilities providing maximum of 1Gbps bandwidth.

BEXCO Auditorium and grand ballroom in the convention hall are equipped with interpretation rooms to 
accommodate international meetings that require simultaneous interpretation. There are 8 rooms in the 
auditorium and 11 in the grand ballroom. In other meeting rooms and areas where interpretation is required, 
portable interpretation booth can be installed upon request.

All of BEXCO’s meeting rooms are fully equipped with quality sound system, multi-control lighting and visual 
equipment. All rooms except 206 to 208 are equipped with 200 or 300 inch integrated projection screens with 
compatible projectors for a perfect meeting.

Exhibition Center II 3rd fl.
Exhibition Halls  5A - 5E, Rooms 320 - 326

• Dividable into 5 independent exhibition halls
• Versatile space use with removable walls

3F

Equipped with
conference

audio & visual

Concurrent sessions and/or business meetings (additional space)

Social event (VIP & invited speakers dinner, host country dinner, etc.)

 Hall / Room No. Unit W x L x H(m) Area(m2)
Accommodation Capacity

Theater Type Class Type Banquet Type Reception Type

5A-5E Combined 207 x 48 x 10 9,936 2,000(5A) 800(5A) 800(5A) 1,600

320+321-326 Each room 9 x 14 x 5 126 120 56 60 90

Nurimaru APEC House
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Additional Facilities and Services References

Catering Service 

People with Impaired Mobility

Restaurants

Paradise Hotel Busan is the appointed exclusive catering service provider of BEXCO and they are one of 
the largest five star hotels in Busan. The hotel accommodates any type of functions with grace, class and 
professionalism. Catering menus include meal selections from all over the world in various price range and 
setup options. Tailor-made menus and set-ups can also be easily arranged, including menus catered to people 
with special dietary requirements.

BEXCO is designed to set no limitation for persons with impaired mobility. All major facilities, including all 
passages, lifts and restrooms, have been designed bump-free with the travel flow of large crowd in mind.

There are almost infinite dining options in and around BEXCO. From large food courts to exotic restaurants and 
cafes that are capable of accommodating a large number of patrons at any given time, congress participants 
will have plenty of dining options within comfortable walking distance.

Proven Record of Hosting Major International Events (2010-2015)

2010 Two Wings International Conference (15,000participants)

2010 International Blending Conference in Korea (10,000participants)

2010 IDF-WPR (International Diabetes Federation Western Pacific Region)

Congress (2,500participants)

2010 Intelligent Transport System World Congress & Ministerial Round Table on ITS

(38,000 participants)

2010 Asian Apicultural Association Conference (4,243 participants)

2011 Two Wings International Conference (36,000 participants)

2011 The 10th International Congress on AIDS in Asia and the Pacific (4,000 participants)

2011 World Ocean Forum (3,000 participants)

2011 The 10th World Korean Business Convention (4,010 participants)

2011 (4th High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness 3,500 participants)

2012 Two Wings International Conference (36,000 participants)

2012 Asia Pacific Academy of Ophthalmology Congress (6,000 participants)

2012 World Ocean Forum (3,000 participants)

2012 The 95th Lions Clubs International Convention Busan, Korea (50,000 participants)

2012 International Conference on Magnetism (2,000 participants)

2012 IWA World Water Congress and Exhibition (3,400 participants)

2012 The 110th Meeting and Exhibition of the Korean Chemical Society (3,000 participants)

2013 Two Wings International Conference (36,000 participants)

2013 27th International Union for Scientific Study of Population Congress (2,500 participants)

2013 World Council of Churches 10th Assembly (7,000 participants)

2014 Two Wings International Conference (15,000 participants)

2014 17th World Remnant Conference (12,000 participants)

2014 The 13th World Korean Business Convention (3,500 participants)

2014 ITU Plenipotentiary Conference (2,500 participants)

2014 ASEAN-ROK Commemorative Summit (3,000 participants)

2015 Inter- American Development Bank Annual Meeting (3,000 participants)

2015 International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry World Congress (5,000 participants)
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Confirmed International Events (2016-2021)

2016 Herbalife Spectacular (8,000 participants)

2016 International Particle Accelerator Conference (1,500 participants)

2016 International Society for the Study of Xenobiotics Conference (1,200 participants)

20th International Vacuum Congress (2,500 participants)

2016 International Conference on Nanoscience & Technology (2,000 participants)

2016 16th International Conference on Surface Science (2,000 participants)

2016-2017 YESDEX Conference (2,000 participants)

2016 7th World Fisheries Congress (2,000 participants)

2016 IUAPPA World Clean Air Congress (1,500 participants)

2017 Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology (600 participants)

2017 East-Asia Microscopy Conference (500 participants)

2017 International Cosmic Ray Conference (1,000 participants)

2018 82nd International Electro-technical Commission General Meeting (1,500 participants)

2018 FISM World (3,000 participants)

2021 General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union (3,000 participants)

Accessibility & Visa 

Korea, with multiple hub airports in Northeast Asia, is an affordable travel destination in every way. There 
are extensive air, railroad and road networks along with a convenient and affordable public transportation 
system available throughout the country. Travelling to Busan will certainly satisfy any overseas visitor. 
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1. Incheon International Airport (ICN) 2. Gimpo International Airport (GMP)

3. Gimhae International Airport (PUS)

International Airports in Korea

ICN Airport is the major gateway to Korea and has been acknowleged as the “Best Airport in the World” by the 
Airports Council International (ACI), Global Traveler Magazine and Skytrax for almost a decade. ICN Airport  
connects Seoul to 176 cities in 60 countries, with more than 4,500 scheduled flights per week.

Seoul’s GMP Airport serves the nation as the main hub for domestic and international air travel. Domestic 
flights provided by 7 national carriers as well as international flights connecting Seoul to the major cities 
in Asia keep this airport busy. Gimpo International Airport was the designated national airport prior to the 
opening of Incheon International Airport. 

PUS Airport (Busan) is one of Korea’s four major international airports and connects Busan to 30 cities, in 11 
countries, with 370 direct flights per week. 

Located just 30 minutes from the proposed convention venue, PUS Airport (Busan) handles over 8,500 
international passengers a day. The airport is currently under renovation and will be significantly expanded 
and updated with state-of-the-art air traffic control facilities and support systems by the end of 2017. 
Flight services are projected to increase to 48 destinations from the current 21 destinations. Thus, the 37th 
International Geological Congress participants will have even easier access to Busan than ever before.

Major International Airlines with Direct Service to Incheon

Aeroflot Russian Int'l Airlines
All Nippon Airways
Air China
American Airlines
Air France 
Czech Airlines
Grupo Taca
Japan Air System
Korean Air
Malaysia Airlines
Philippine Airlines
Thai Airways International
Uzbekistan Airways
Air Canada

Ansett Australia
Alitalia Air
Aerolineas
China Airlines
Delta Airlines
Garuda Indonesia
Japan Airlines
Lufthansa Airlines
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
Northwest Airlines
Quantas Airways
Tap Air Portugal 
VASP Brazilian Airlines
Air New Zealand Limited

Asiana Airlines
Argentinas
British Airways
Cathay Pacific Airways
El Al Israel Airlines Ltd.
Iberia
Jet Airways
Lot-Polish Airlines
Mexicana De Aviacion
Olympic Airways
Singapore Airlines
United Airlines
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Journey from Your City to Busan

Access to Busan

National Carriers
The two national  carriers, Korean Air, a proud 
member of Sky Team and Asiana Airlines, a proud 
member of Star Alliance could be appointed as the 
official carriers for the 37th IGC participants in order 
to provide participants the most competitive and 
flexible airfares possible. The37th IGC in Busan 
participants can come to Korea by various routes. 
There are generally five options to get to Busan.

The proposed 37th International Geological Congress 
2024 host city, Busan is a major metropolitan city 
with excellent international and national transport 
connections. Busan is a 50-minute flight from 
Incheon and Gimpo Airports, which are Korea's main 
gateways to the world. It is also a 20-minute flight 
from Jeju International Airport.
Conveniently located, with a world class city 
expressway and a major international airport with 
connections to every continent, Busan is an ideal 
location for an international event. Our competent 
and professional staff will be pleased to help  the 
37th International Geological Congress attendees 
organise their visit and will offer a wide range of 
services.

Your City → Busan (PUS Airport)
Take the best direct route to Busan from America and Asia

Your City →  China → Busan (PUS Airport)
Fly via China, which is directly connected to Busan

Your City →  Japan → Busan (PUS Airport)
Fly via Japan, which is also directly connected to Busan

Your City → Seoul (ICN or GMP Airports) → Busan (PUS Airport)
1. Fly to ICN Airport (Seoul) and transfer to a flight to PUS Airport (Busan)

Your City → Seoul (ICN or GMP Airports) → Seoul Station → Busan Station
Fly to Incheon International Airport and then take a Korea Train Express (KTX) to Busan Station.

2. Fly to ICN Airport (Seoul), transfer by AREX / Limousine Bus / Taxi to GMP Airport (Seoul) and

then fly to PUS Airport (Busan) 

Course 1 

Course 2

Course 3

Course 4

Course 5

-  28 direct flights/week between China and Busan

-  Total Flight Time: 12 hours

-  28 direct flights/week between Japan and Busan

-  Total Flight Time: 12 hours

-  Incheon to Gimhae: 4 flights per day

-  Gimpo to Gimhae: every 15 minutes

-  Flight Time: 50 minutes

1) By AREX (Airport Express Train)

     -  Estimated time: approx. 40 mins

     -  Cost: KRW 3,550 (USD 3.09)

2) By limousine bus

     -  Estimated time: 60 mins

     -  Cost: KRW 7,500 (USD 6.53)

3) By taxi

     -  Estimated time: approx. 40-50 mins

     -  Cost: approx. KRW 30,000-45,000 (USD  26.10 - 39.16)

1) Direct KTX train from ICN Airport to Busan Station

     -  Estimated Time: approx. 222 mins

     -  Cost: KRW 64,700 (USD 56.30)

1) By AREX (Airport Express Train)

     -  Estimated Time: approx. 35 mins

     -  Cost: KRW 1,350 (USD 1.17)

2) By Taxi

     -  Estimated Time: approx. 40 mins

     -  Cost: KRW 20,000 (USD  17.40)

• Europe or America, via China (Beijing, Shanghai), to Gimhae International Airport

• Europe or America, via Japan (Tokyo, Osaka), to Gimhae International Airport

• Flights between ICN/GMP Airport (Seoul) and PUS Airport (Busan)

• Travel between ICN Airport ‹-› GMP Airport

• Travel between ICN Airport ‹-› Busan Station

• Travel between GMP Airport ‹-› Seoul Station
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Travel from Busan Station to BEXCO/Hotels Visa Policy & Procedures

Travel between Busan Station ↔ BEXCO/Hotels
BEXCO and hotels are easily accessible from Busan Station by three inexpensive modes of inexpensive transportation.

Travel between PUS Airport (Busan)  ↔ BEXCO/Hotels
BEXCO and hotels are easily accessible from PUS Airport (Busan)  by two modes of inexpensive transportation.

Course 1

Course 2

Express Bus

Limousine Bus

Subway

Taxi

Taxi

Busan Station → BEXCO/Hotels

Takes approx. 30min. / KRW 1,800 (USD  1.56)

Departure interval: 15-20min.

PUS Airport → BEXCO/Hotels

Takes approx. 50min. / KRW 7,000 (USD 6.09)

Busan Station → BEXCO ↔ Hotels

Takes approx. 20min. to 1hour / KRW 1,300~ (USD 1.13~)

PUS Airport → BEXCO/Hotels

Takes approx. 40-50min. / KRW 30,000~35,000 (USD 26.10 - 30.46)

Busan Station → BEXCO/Hotels

Takes approx. 20-40min. / KRW 15,000~20,000 (USD 13.05 - 17.40) 

Korea Visas & Passports
All visitors wishing to enter Korea must have a valid passport before arriving. From 113 countries wishing 
to visit Korea temporarily are permitted to enter the country without a visa according to visa-exemption 
agreements (Table 1), or in accordance with principles of reciprocity or national interest (Table 2).

Asia
(4 countries)

Americas
(24 countries)

Europe
(34 countries)

Middle East
and Africa

(3 countries)

Singapore / 90

Thailand / 90

El Salvador / 90

Grenada / 90

Guatemala / 90

Haiti / 90

Jamaica / 90

Mexico / 90

Nicaragua / 90

Panama / 90

Peru / 90

Ireland / 90

Italy / 60

Kazakhstan / 60

Latvia / 90

Liberia / 90

Liechtenstein / 90

Lithuania / 90

Luxembourg / 90

Malta / 90

Netherlands / 90

Norway / 90

Poland / 90

Morocco / 90

St. Kitts and Nevis / 90

St. Vincent & the Grenadines / 90

St. Lucia / 90

Surinam / 90

Venezuela / 90

Trinidad and Tobago / 90

Portugal / 60

Romania / 90

Russia / 60

Slovak Republic / 90

Spain / 90

Sweden / 90

Switzerland / 90

Turkey / 90

Tunisia / 30

United Kingdom / 90

Malaysia / 90

New Zealand / 90

Antigua and Bahamas / 90

Barbados / 90

Barbuda / 90

Brazil / 90

Chile / 90

Colombia / 90

Costa Rica / 90

Dominica / 90

Dominican Republic / 90

Austria / 90

Belgium / 90

Bulgaria / 90

Czech Republic / 90

Denmark / 90

Estonia / 90

Finland / 90

France / 90

Greece / 90

Germany / 90

Hungary / 90

Iceland / 90

Israel / 90

Lesotho / 60

Countries under Visa Exemption Agreements(65 countries) 

Country/Period(days)Continents
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Asia and
Oceania

(18 countries)

Americas
(8 countries)

Europe
(11 countries)

Middle East
and Africa

(11 countries)

Kiribati / 30 Palau / 30Australia / 90

Macao / 90 Solomon Islands / 30Brunei / 30

Marshall Islands/ 30 Samoa / 30Fiji / 30

Micronesia / 30 Taiwan, China / 30Guam / 30

Nauru / 30 Tonga / 30Hong Kong / 90

New Caledonia / 30 Tuvalu / 30Japan / 90

Guyana / 30 Uruguay / 30Argentina / 30

Honduras / 30 United States / 90Canada / 180

Paraguay / 30Ecuador / 30

Cyprus / 30 Serbia / 30Albania / 30

Monaco / 30 Slovenia / 90Andorra / 30

Montenegro / 30 Vatican / 30Bosnia-Herzegovina / 30

San Marino / 30Croatia / 90

Qatar / 30 United Arab emirates / 30Egypt / 30

Republic of South Africa / 30 Seychelles / 30Kuwait / 30

Saudi Arabia / 30 Yemen / 30Mauritius / 30

Swaziland / 30Oman / 30

 Countries or Regions under principles of reciprocity and national interest(48 countries)

* This list is arranged in alphabetical order.

Country or Region/Period(days)Continents

Italy, Japan, Spain,
Taiwan, China, Thailand, Ukraine

All visas (Regardless of period of stay)
※ For Ukranians, travel documents for children included

Sweden Visas for a stay of no more than 90 days

Germany D-2, D-4, D-7, D-8, D-9, E-7

Mongolia Visas issued to holders of ordinary passports
for a stay of no more than 90 days

Venezuela Visas issued to holders of diplomatic and
o�cial passports for a stay of 31 days or more

Philippines Visas for a stay of no more than 59 days
(temporary commercial or tourism purposes)

Australia C-3-4 Visas for a stay of no more than 90 days
(temporary commercial or tourism purposes)

Barbados, Colombia, Dominican Republic,
Liberia, Peru

Visas for a stay of 91 days or more

Benin, Brazil, Cyprus, Guatemala, Paraguay,
Romania, Uruguay, Mexico, Algeria

Visas issued to holders of diplomatic and
o�cial passports for a stay of 91 days or more

Ministry of Foreign A�airs and Trade      http://www.mofat.go.kr
Immigration Bureau      http://www.immigration.go.kr
Korea Visa Portal      https://www.visa.go.kr

Visa TypeCountries or Regions

Visa Application Process

Visa Fees

Visa application should be made at Korean embassies or consulates abroad - Visa applicants are required to 
submit passport, application forms, a recent passport-size color photograph, and other relevantdocuments as 
determined by their visa type.

Please note that visa fees are subject to change so applicants are encouraged to first contact the Korean 
embassy or consulate before submitting an application.

Visa fees are as follows
A. Single entry visa for a stay of no more than 90 days: US$40
B. Single entry visa for a stay of more than 90 days: US$60
C. Multiple entry visa: US$90
D. Double entry visa: US$70
F. Exemption of visa fees (As listed below)
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Accommodation
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Capacity Per Category in Busan & Average Rate Per Category Super Deluxe/Deluxe Hotels

Busan offers a wide range of accommodation options; from luxury top-notchfive star hotels, to budget 
accommodations, including university dormitories, business hotels and youth hostels. In total, there are 1,939 
accommodations facilities with 59,164 rooms in Busan and 5,000 rooms within 5km radius. There are numbers 
of acclaimed. Many of these options, including international chain hotels and near the area located very close 
to the proposed venue. 
Busan 16 hotels (Hotels with over 10,000 Rooms in 2024)

59,164 rooms all across Busan
16 hotels with 5,000 rooms within a 5km radius

(Hotels with over 10,000 Rooms in 2024) 

NO Hotel No.
of Rm

Rm Rate
(USD) 

Rm Rate
(EUR) Distance

1 Park Hyatt Hotel 269

170
~ 380

10 min.
by car

2 Paradise Hotel Busan 538

3 Haeundae Grand Hotel 320

4 Westin Chosun Hotel 290

5 Novotel Ambassador  Hotel 329

6 Homers Hotel 140

7 Aquapalace Hotel 94

8 Busan Business Hotel 234

9 Nongshim Hotel 240
30 min.
by car

 
10 Commodore Hotel 314

11 Paragon Hotel 132

12 Lotte Hotel Busan (Haeundae)* 290

*Expected to
open within

2019

13 Langham* 957

14 Hilton* 306

15 Lotte Tower* 800

16 Sega-Sammy* 300

17 Shinsegae Group* 406

18 Asti Hotel* 360

19 Kempinski Hotel* 326

20 Shillastay Busan* 406

21 Ananti Penthouse* 90

No. of Rooms in Total 7,141

★★★
★★ 151

~ 340

* These hotels are expected to open by 2024.
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Business/Residencial Hotels Youth Hostels

University Dormitories

* These hotels are expected to open by 2024.

NO Hotel
No.

of Rm
Rm Rate

(USD)
Rm Rate

(EUR)
Distance

1 Haeundae Centum Hotel

131
~193

Within 5 km
(10 min.
by car)

2 Seacloud Hotel

3 Best Western Haundae Hotel

4 Marianne

5 Hanhwa Resort

6 Aventree

50
~121

7 Best Western UL Hotel

8 Hotel Riviera Haeundae

9 Ibis Ambassdor budget Hotel

10 Hotel the Mark

11 Sitadine Hotel

12 Hotel Ciel de Mer Haeundae

13 Toyoko-Inn Haeundae 1

14 Toyoko-Inn Haeundae 2

15 Hotel Foret

16 JB Design Hotel

17 Dawn Beach Hotel

18 Load Beach Hotel

19 MS Hotel

20 Sunset Business Hotel

21 Hotel Illua

22 Crown Harbor Hotel 

Within 10 km
(20 min.
by car)

23 Busan Central Hotel

24 Toyoko-inn Seomyeon

25 Benikea Songjung Hotel Busan

26 Toyoko-Inn Busan Station 1

27 Toyoko-Inn Busan Station 2

28 Best Western UL Hotel Gijang

29 Thematel*

113
~193

Within 10 km
*Expected to
open within

2024

30 The Ananti Penthouse Haundae*

31 Kempinski Hotel*

32 Sega-Sammy*

543

409

134

140

417

81

203

317

180

61

477

243

140

510

47

80

52

44

50

74

61

500

74

309

60

495

361

220

149

204

221

470

No. of Rooms in Total 7,326

117
~172

45
~108

117
~172

NO Hotel
No.

of Rm
Rm Rate

(USD)
Rm Rate

(EUR)
Distance

1 Arpina Youth Hostel 103 172 ~ 203 154 ~ 181 7 min. by car

NO University No. of Rm Rm Rate
(USD)

Rm Rate
(EUR) Distance

1 Kyungsung University

2 Pukyung University Daeyeon Campus

3 Pukyung University Yongdang Campus

4 Yongsan University Haeundae Campus

5 Tongmyung University

6 Pusan University

7 Dong-A University Bumin Campus

8 Sinlla University

9 Dong-A University Seunghak Campus

718

1,632

507

724

963

2,800

420

1,914

1,091

No. of Rooms in Total 10,769

15 min. by car

30 min. by car

35 min. by car

45 min. by car

26 ~ 152 23 ~ 135
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General Information

KOREA: Explore the unexpected
Korea has been at Asia’s strategic crossroads for 5,000 years and is the meeting point where diverse cultures 
meet. Nationwide, Korea boasts fascinating scenic views of cloud-enshrouded mountains, fresh mountain 
stream, golden rice fields and many other striking views.

The Korean Peninsula extends southward from the northeastern part of the Asian continent between 33 and 
43 North Latitude and 124 and 132 degree East Longitude. The standard meridian of the peninsula is 135, nine 
hours ahead of GMT.

The Amnok and Tumen Rivers border both China and Russia to the north, and Japan is just across the East 
Sea. Since 1945, as a by-product of the Cold War, the peninsula has been divided at 38 North Latitude into the 
capitalist Republic of Korea (ROK), or South Korea, and the communist Democratic People's Republic of Korea, 
more commonly known as North Korea.

Koreans are a homogeneous ethnic group with their own language, culture, and customs. Korean people 
are characterized by their generosity, warmth, and kindness, and are renowned as one of the hardest 
working people in the world. English, Chinese and Japanese are commonly used in signs and foreigners may 
communicate with Koreans in English without any hassle in urban areas.

The population is currently over 50 million with a population density of 492person/km2, which ranks as one of 
the highest countries in the world.

The total land area is 99,601 km2. Farm land constitutes 20,263 km2 (20%), while forest covers 64,948 km2 
(65%). Only 4 percent of the total land area is used for housing, public, and industrial land. Of the 99,408 km2 
of land in Korea, about 20.8% (20,676 km2) is suitable for cultivation and most of the remainder is hilly or 
mountainous. Only about 5 percent of the area is used for building sites, roads and factories.

Currency in Korea is South Korean Won (KRW) and there are four denominations of 1,000, 5,000, 10,000 and 
50,000 bills. Notes are easily discernible by distinct colors and different portraits of historical figures on each 
note. As of 27 April 2016, 1 USD is equivalent to 1,149 Korean Won. Foreign currencies can be conveniently 
exchanged at airports, major hotels, bank branches and foreign exchange booths.

Up-to-date information regarding trips around Korea is available at the Korea Tourism Organization’s website 
at www.visitkorea.or.kr

Korea Tourism Organization (KTO) offers a wide range of travel information through mobile apps.

This smartphone app provides useful content and information on Korea such as tourist attractions, 
restaurants, accommodations, shopping, and much more.

This English-language pictorial book application includes vivid picture and videos of the four seasons of 
Korea, its cuisine, K-pop, the Korean Wave, UNESCO World Heritage sites, and much more.

This is the application version of our English travel guidebook with SNS/email sharing, exchange rates, 
maps, and a direct link to the 1330 Korean Travel Hotline.

This audio guide app features information on the history and culture of Korea’s main tourist
attractions (Seoul city tour course, UNESCO World Heritage sites, museums, etc.) in English, Japanese, and Chinese.

Government office hours are from 09:00 -18:00, Monday to Friday andbanks are open from 09:00 -16:00 on 
weekdays only. Shops, restaurants and shopping malls are generally open from 09:00 - 22:00, seven days a week.

Major credit cards including Visa, American Express, Diners Club, Master Card and JCB are broadly accepted in most 
shops, hotels, department stores and restaurants. Credit card surcharges for use overseas may be incurred.

Korea is a developed country with a very high standard of living but is still very affordable for visitors. The followings 
are the primary indications:

Tipping is not a customary practice in Korea. Generally, 10% Value Added Tax (VAT) is levied on the total bill payable. 
Some upscale restaurants and hotel facilities may charge a further 10% Service Charges. Visitors to Korea are invited 
to reclaim VAT at the airport upon departure, by presenting a receipt for purchase over KRW 30,000. However it 
should be noted that purchased goods must be taken out of Korea within three months from the purchase date in 
order to be eligible for a tax refund.

Korea is in the moderately humid zone of medium latitude. It has a distinct seasonal climate which is greatly 
defined by dry, cold continental air masses during the winter and humid, warm air masses from the ocean 
during the summer. Temperature varies widely between summer and winter, and there is great regional 
diversity.

Distribution of precipitation is more varied than that of temperature. During the rainy season fromJune to 
September, Korea receives about 70% of its annual precipitation of 1,283mm. About 18% of the total annual 
precipitation falls during the dry season from October to March.

The climate of Korea is suited for conifer and deciduous forests, though the relatively unequal distribution of 
rains have not allowed for very dense vegetation. At present, good forests can be found in mountain areas, 
where the forests have been protected and managed to a good degree, especially since the '60s. Busan is the 
most popular summer holiday destination with endless beaches, rivers, mountains and hot springs.

Korea is one of the few countries where residents and visitors can walk safely on the streets day or night. Over 
the past few years, Busan has ranked in the Top 10 cities for Personal Safety and Quality of Living in the Asia 
Pacific region in the Mercer’s Quality of Living Survey. Use of firearms and illicit drugs is strictly prohibited in 
Korea and according to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, in 2012 crime rates against nationals 
were reported to be in the lowest-rated tier: rated at 0.9 and Crimes against foreign residents and visitors were 
reported to be extremely rare.
In recent years, despite the increasing numbers of natural hazards such as earthquakes, tsunamis and mega-
sized tropical cyclones witnessed around the globe and predominantly in Asia, Korea has only been associated 
with minimal natural hazards. Moreover, there has been no significant terrorist activities documented in-land. 
Tensions between the two Koreas have been known to flaresporadically, however, consequential impacts on 
nationals and foreigners’ well-being and economyhave been minimal.

• GMT+9
• Four distinct seasons
• Average temperature in August (Busan): 25.7°C/78.26°F
• South Korean Won (KRW) USD1=KRW1,149, EUR1=KRW1,299 as of 27 April 2016
• 50 million residents
• Korean language
• Home to Gangnam Style, Kimchi, Bulgogi (roasted marinated beef ), Bibimbap (vegetarian mixed rice), 

UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, Samsung, LG, Hyundai, Taekwondo and much more
• GDP per capita USD28,338.231, 14th on Big Mac Index in January 2016
• World No.7 exporting nation and World’s 12th largest economy
• 11 UNESCO World Heritage Sites, 16 UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

• Visit Korea 3.0 F

• Korea

• Korea Travel Guide

• Smart Tour Guide

Location & Time

Population & Land Use

Currency

www.visitkorea.or.kr

Travel-related Apps

Business Hours

Credit Card

Cost of Living

Tipping and Tax

Climate & Vegetation

Safety and Security

Americano at Starbucks                 USD 3.59                                        Coke (250ml)                                        USD 1.20

Big Mac Burger                                  USD 3.59                                        Cinema Admission Price                   USD 8.77

Restaurant Meal                                Starting from USD 4.35             Subway/Bus Fare                                 USD 1.14

Beer (500ml)                                       USD 2.84                                        Taxi Starting from                                USD 2.46
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Letter of Support

Vice-President (Director-General) of China Geological Survey President of the Geological Society of Japan

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Geological Society of Japan 
 

Igeta Bldg., 2-8-15 Iwamoto-cho, Chiyoda-ku,   
Tokyo 101-0032, Japan 

TEL +81-3-5823-1150	 Fax +81-3-5823-1156 
e-mail main@geosociety.jp    

URL http://www.geosociety.jp 
 

 

April 1, 2016 
 
 
The Geological Society of Korea  
22 Teheran-ro 7-gil Gangnam-gu  
Seoul  
Tel: +82-2-3453-1550 
Email: office@gskorea.or.kr 
 
Dear Dr. Daekyo Cheong and Dr. Kyu-Han Kim:  
 
I was delighted to hear about your proposal to bring the 37th International Geological Congress 
(37th IGC) to Busan, Korea. I am sure Korea would be an excellent location for this meeting, 
and I am pleased to offer my full-hearted support to GSK and KIGAM for their proposal. I think 
the following points make this a timely and well-considered proposal. 

1. Korea is ideally situated to act as a hub and bring together the rapidly growing body of 
young, active geoscientists from throughout the Asian region. 

2. The two proposed host institutions, the Geological Society of Korea (GSK) and Korea 
Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM), have played leading roles in 
promoting geological research and understanding of geosciences and both have 
excellent track records in organizing international conferences. 

3. Korea has outstanding venues for hosting large international meetings. I have 
personally enjoyed attending the successful GSK annual meeting in Pusan in 2015. 

There are many links between geoscientists in Korea and Japan both on a personal level and 
through their affiliated organizations. In particular, I would like to mention the Memorandum of 
Understanding between the Geological Societies of Korea and Japan signed in 2007. Regular 
meetings between the leaders of both organizations have helped develop excellent relations 
between our two Societies and the 37th IGC would be an ideal opportunity for further 
development. In particular, the Geological Society of Japan would be able to help with the 
conference-related field trips that would include visits to classic locations in Japan.  
 
Sincerely yours, 
 

 
 
Yasufumi IRYU  
President of the Geological Society of Japan,  
Professor of Geology at Tohoku University 
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Director General of Geological Survey of Japan President of Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
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Vice-President of the Portuguese Geological Society Action Director-Genral, Department of Mineral Resources,Tailand
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Permanent Representative of Lao PDR to CCOP
Acting Director General, DGM.

Director of Int'l Affairs of the GSI 
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                     COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR GEOSCIENCE PROGRAMMES IN 
EAST AND SOUTHEAST ASIA 

(CCOP) 

CCOP Building 
75/10 Rama VI Road 
Phayathai, Ratchathewi 
Bangkok 10400, THAILAND 

Tel:  +66 (0) 2644 5468 
Fax: +66 (0) 2644 5429 
Email:  ccopts@ccop.or.th 
Web:  http://www.ccop.or.th  

 

 

 

                                                               April 8, 2016 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS COMMITTEE 
c/o Secretariat,  
35th International Geological Congress Foundation  
Private Bag X112 Pretoria, 0001  
South Africa 
 

 
Dear Dr. Roland Oberhänsli and Dr. Richard Viljoen, 
 

It is with great enthusiasm that the Coordinating Committee for Geoscience Programmes in East and 
Southeast Asia Technical Secretariat (CCOP Technical Secretariat) supports the bid of the Korean 
geological community to bring the 37th International Geological Congress (The 37th IGC) to Busan, 
Korea. 
 

Throughout its history, as a regional intergovernmental organization on geoscience found 50 years 
ago, CCOP has long term cooperation with Korea, with Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral 
Resources (KIGAM) as a permanent reperentative, which facilitated cooperation on geosciences with 
several countries in the East and Southeast Asia region and over the world. CCOP has been promoting 
international cooperation of geoscience and supporting geological institutions like Korea Institute of 
Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM) and Geological Society of Korea (GSK) which are co-
organizers of the 37th IGC. 
 

The GSK and KIGAM have made significant contributions to the development and advancement of 
the global geology and the international cooperation projects over the past decades. Based on the 
experiences and expertise to conduct international collaborative, the GSK and KIGAM are making an 
attempt to bid for hosting the 37th IGC in Busan in 2024. 
 

In this regard, CCOP Technical Secretariat will provide GSK and KIGAM with full support to host 
the 37th IGC with great success. As the director of CCOP Technical Secretariat, I assure that hosting 
the 37th IGC will be a great challenge and a turning point for the whole Koran geological community. 
I eagerly hope that Korean geological community sheds its glorious first light on the 37th IGC in 
Busan, Korea, and herewith firmly express my full support to GSK and KIGAM for hosting the 37th 
IGC. 
 

I wish to express my most sincere gratitude and appreciation to continuous developments and 
successful performance of the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) activities and my 
warm greetings to you and the members of executive committee. 
 

Sincerely yours, 

 
Dr. Adichat Surinkum 

Director of CCOP Technical Secretariat 

Director of CCOP Technical Secretariat Secretary and Permanent Representative of PNG to CCOP
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President of Korea Tourism Organization

March 25, 2016 
 

International Geological Congress Committee
c/o Secretariat, 35th International Geological Congress Foundation 
Private Bag X112 Pretoria, 0001 
South Africa

Dear Dr. Oberhänsli and Dr. Viljoen,
 
On behalf of the Korea Tourism Organization (KTO), I would like to express my 
strong support for the Geological Society of Korea’s bid to host the International  
Geological Congress in 2024 in Busan, Korea.

We are thrilled to have the chance to show you what good hosts we are and we'll 
help you strike the right chord between business and pleasure. Our rich cultural 
heritage, coupled with the state-of-the-art convention facilities and services have 
made Korea into a highly sought-after destination for international conventions and 
world class events. 

Busan is Korea's second largest city stretched along a beautiful coastline. Its natural 
endowments and rich cultural history contributes to its reputation as one of the top 

international convention destinations in Asia. In particular, Busan successfully hosted 

the UNESCAP Ministerial Conference on transport in 2006, as well as the 2014 ITU 

Plenipotentiary Conference. In addition, world class conventions such as the World 
Fisheries Congress 2016 are scheduled to be held in Busan.

We sincerely hope that the International Geological Congress will be held in Korea 
in 2024. With our experience, organizational capacity and cultural appeal, we are 
confident that the attendees will have a memorable experience. Given the 
opportunity, we would be honored to contribute to the success of the International  
Geological Congress.
 

Sincerely yours,

Chang Soo, Jung 
President of the Korea Tourism Organization

President of the General Department of

Geology and Minerals of Vietnam
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President of Busan Tourism Organization

Busan Tourism Organization
18th Floor Centum Science Park, 79 Centum Jungang-ro,

Haeundae-gu, Busan 612-020, Korea
TEL: +82-51-780-2111, FAX: +82-51-780-2119

April 25, 2016

International Union of Geological Congress Committee
c/o Secretariat,
35th International Geological Congress Foundation
Private Bag X112 Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

Dear Dr. Roland Oberhänsli and Dr. Richard Viljoen:

On behalf of the Busan Tourism Organization, it is a great honor and privilege for the City of Busan to 
participate in the bidding process to host International Geological Congress in 2024

Busan is the second largest city in Korea known as an ocean tourism city with 7 beautiful beaches. It is also a 

city of festival, holding festivals and events all year round, including the Busan International Film Festival, one 

of Asia's most prestigious film festivals, and Busan International Fireworks Festival. Additionally, there are 

numerous national Geoparks in Busan. The close proximity to UNESCO World Heritage designated treasures 

in Gyeongju. The exquisite resort island of Jeju lies just a short flight from Busan, with its own unique UNESCO 

Geopark. These are just some of the unique experiences for international delegates of the37th International 

Geological Congress to enjoy.

Busan is known today around the world as an international exhibition and convention city, having successfully 

hosted such international meetings as the 45th IUPAC World Chemistry Congress in 2015, the ITU 

Plenipotentiary Conference in 2014, the 95th Lions Club International Convention in 2012, the 3rd OECD World 

Forum in 2009, the APEC Leaders’ Meeting in 2005 and International Diabetes Federation Western Pacific 

Regional Congress in 2010, just to name a few. Busan will also host the International Astronomical Union (IAU) 

General Assembly (GA) in 2021. Based on these achievements, Busan has been recognized by the Union of 

International Associations (UIA) as one of the top ten convention and exhibition destinations in the world.

I also promise that we will do our best to make the IGC in 2024 a very successful meeting in every aspect, from 

facilities and accommodations to the transportation and safety of our guests by providing all the necessary 

personnel and support based on our expertise and know-how. 

I sincerely hope to have the opportunity to welcome you to Busan in 2024. 

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Jeong-bo Shim
President
Busan Tourism Organization

President of BEXCO

18 April 2016

INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS COMMITTEE
c/o Secretariat,
35th International Geological Congress Foundation
Private Bag X112 Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

Dear Dr. Roland Oberhansli and Dr. Richard Viljoen,

First and foremost, on behalf of our professional staff, it is my great pleasure and honor to 
present this letter of support to assure you of our full support and readiness to host the 
2024 International Geological Congress at BEXCO.
 
BEXCO, located in the heart of Busan's major tourism district, has emerged as one of the 
most competitive convention centers in Northeast Asia. BEXCO began receiving international 
spotlight by hosting the 2002 FIFA World Cup Final Draw in 2001 and since then, we 
have successfully hosted countless large-scale international events including 2005 APEC 
Summit Meeting, 2006 UN ESCAP Ministerial Conference on Transport, 3rd OECD World 
Forum in 2009, the Fourth High-level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in 2011, 2014 ITU 
Plenipotentiary Conference and ASEAN-ROK Commemorative Summit in 2014.
 
As for our past references in hosting similar scientific congresses, BEXCO was the 
successful venue for the 2008 Asia Oceania Geosciences Society (AOGS) and 2012 IWA 
World Water Congress, and last year, we were also chosen as the proud venue for the 
2021 General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union.  

Lastly but not least, I am utmost confident that our accumulated experiences in hosting 
large-scale scientific events in Busan will serve as an invaluable tool for IUGS in putting 
together a successful IGC 2024 in Busan and our dedicated staff will always be ready to 
assist IUGS in achieving this very important goal.

Thank you and I will look forward to meeting you in Busan soon. Thank you.
 

Sincerely,

Sung-keun Oh
President & CEO
BEXCO (Busan Exhibition & Convention Center)

55 APEC-ro Haeundae-gu, Busan, Korea (48060) Tel. +82-(0)51-740-7300 Fax. +82-(0)51-740-7367 www.bexco.co.kr
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